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ABSTRACT 
The Optimal Selection of Turbine-Generators for Tidal Power 
Projects and the Optimization of their Operation 
This thesis describes the development of a suite of computer 
programs designed to evaluate the optimum operating strategy 
for turbine-generators installed in a proposed tidal power 
barrage. The computer models are of the single-tide type but 
have been extended to incorporate detailed models of the 
turbine performance characteristics and operating constraints. 
The computer programs have been extensively used for studies of 
the Severn and Mersey barrage proposals in the UK, for one of 
the proposed barrage schemes in the Bay of Fundy, Canada and 
for the now-operating scheme at Annapolis Royal, Canada. 
One of the most important features of these programs is their 
ability to simulate, using appropriate characteristics, all the 
different turbine types suitable for tidal power generation. 
Results are presented of particular studies showing in each 
case the conclusions reached. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
In 1978 the Author began working at the University of 
Salford under the direction of Professor EM Wilson. The 
work was to form part of the preliminary studies of what 
is now referred to as the Severn Barrage Committee 
report (Ref. 1) or Bondi report after the then committee 
chairman Sir Herman Bondi. These studies were aimed at 
establishing the technical and economic factors 
influencing the construction of a tidal power generating 
barrage across the Severn Estuary in the UK. 
The writer joined a team of engineers investigating the 
tidal energy outputs achievable from six different sites 
for barrages located across the estuary from Avonmouth 
seaward to Lynmouth (Ref. 2). The long term objective 
was to determine the most favourable location for the 
construction of such a barrage. The Department of Civil 
Engineering at Salford University was contracted to 
examine energy yield using the ebb-generation mode of 
operation, this being both the simplest mode to analyse 
and the mode believed to produce energy at lowest unit 
cost. 
In the course of his duties the writer was required to 
use existing computer programs for tidal energy 
evaluation. These programs, developed by Gibson (Ref. 
3) were of the single-tide optimisation type whereby, 
instead of evaluating a naturally occuring tidal series, 
a number of sample tides of varying range are evaluated 
in isolation from one another. Subsequently, the total 
annual energy yield was evaluated by summation of the 
product of the energy yield from a single tide and its 
appropriate number of occurrences of that range per 
annum. 
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The single-tide method of analysis had been pioneered by 
Wilson and Swales as an alternative to the evaluation 
of a full natural sequence of tides with their wide 
variation of operating conditions. The single-tide 
method was validated by Gibson by comparison of results 
from this method with results obtained from a more 
complex dynamic programming method which optimised 
operation through a spring-neap tidal cycle. 
Set against this background the writer began development 
of a new single-tide optimisation model which could be 
used to investigate, in depth, the relative merits of 
the various different turbine types which could be 
deployed in a tidal generating barrage. Prior to this 
time tidal energy analysis had relied upon somewhat 
simplified turbine performance characteristics, so an 
important aspect of the new program was the development 
of numerical models of turbine data so that practical 
operating constraints could be incorporated and the 
operation adjusted accordingly. 
At the time of these Severn Barrage studies (1978/79) 
there was a belief that a tidal power barrage should be 
developed to extract energy at lowest unit cost and the 
ebb-generation mode of operation was the way to do this. 
Comparative studies for the Severn Barrage Committee of 
the alternative forms of development, to which the 
writer contributed, confirmed this to be so, although it 
is true to say that more in-depth studies were carried 
out for the single-effect ebb-generation mode of 
operation than for double-effect operation or any of the 
double-basin alternatives proposed which could provide a 
degree of firm power. 
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To decide against the development of a double-effect 
scheme appears to contradict somewhat the experience of 
the French, who in 1966 completed construction of La 
Rance tidal barrage in Brittany. La Rance utilises 
pump-turbines capable of turbine and pump operation in 
either ebb or flood flow directions. The Severn Barrage 
Committee did however recognise the potential for 
pumping in conjunction with ebb-generation operation 
which is in line with the present view of Electricite de 
France that should La Rance ever be repeated it would 
almost certainly be an ebb-generation plant with sea-to- 
basin pumping at high tide to enhance the value of 
generation during the subsequent low tide period. 
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2.0 SIMULATION METHOD 
2.1 The Single-tide Method 
Tidal energy analysis is one of the fundamental elements 
of any study of a tidal power scheme. The objective 
being to determine, through analysis of the expected 
barrage power and energy production, the economic 
benefit of the particular investment. Accordingly 
various computer models have been developed which 
simulate the operations of the tidal power machinery and 
the conditions in the sea and enclosed reservoir so that 
the power and energy developed can be evaluated. 
The single-tide and histogram approach has been the most 
widely used type of model for this work owing its origin 
to Wilson in 1963. With the single-tide models the 
barrage conditions are represented on the seaward side 
by a tidal curve of specific amplitude and on the basin 
side by a flat-surface reservoir having a specified 
area/level relationship. Modelling of the generating 
equipment usually incorporates realistic estimates of 
hydraulic inlet and outlet losses, turbine hydraulic 
performance data, assessments of the electrical losses 
and a number of operating constraints imposed by the 
equipment or by environmental considerations. 
The analysis proceeds by operating the model using a 
number of representative tidal ranges selected to cover 
the full range from springs to neaps. Finally the 
estimate of annual energy yield is made by summation of 
the products of each of the energy yields and the 
"corresponding number of annual occurrences of that tidal 
range. For each barrage location, it is important that 
the natural tide shape is accurately reproduced. This 
may require use of a different un-symmetrical tide shape 
(input as a series of levels at fixed time increments) for 
each of the representative tidal ranges. 
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It will be obvious from the description above that the 
single-tide model incorporates a number of simplifying 
assumptions. These assumptions can be summarised as 
follows: 
(i) the tidal levels to seaward of the barrage will in 
all probability be modified from the natural tides 
by the presence and operation of the barrage. The 
modification could result in either an enhanced 
tidal range or as is more often the case a 
reduction of the tidal range. 
(ii) the water level within the enclosed reservoir is 
unlikely to vary as a plane surface. Dynamic 
response of the estuary will establish water 
surface slopes as the basin fills and empties. 
(iii) the analysis of a tide in isolation ignores the 
benefits or disbenefits arising from operation 
through a natural series of tides where successive 
tides are of different tidal range. 
The significance of these assumptions and the way in 
which their influence can be treated is as follows: 
(i) modifications of tidal regime seaward of a tidal 
power scheme have been successfully predicted 
using 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional mathematical 
models, Ref. 4. Using these more complex hydro- 
dynamic models into which have been built selected 
barrage configurations, the estimates of tidal 
modification can be established by comparison with 
the natural tide. Tide range modifications in 
the range +5% to -20% have been reported. Using 
the tidal range modification it is a simple matter 
to establish the modified distribution of tidal 
ranges. 
(Insert paragraph immediately before Section 2.2) 
An operating constraint which is currently ignored but 
which it may be necessary to incorporate for future analyses 
is the permissible rate of change of power generation at the 
beginning and end of the generating phase. The permissible 
rate of change could be constrained by: - 
i) the ability of the electrical system to "bring on" 
or "shed" convent16nal generating plant in response 
to the availability of tidal power input, 
ii)-the magnitude of surges set up in the basin in 
response to a rapid change of discharge through 
the barrage, 
iii) the rate at which turbine-generator sets can be 
brought up to speed and synchronised with the 
system frequency. 
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(ii) the dynamic behaviour of the enclosed reservoir 
has been studied using 1-dimensional models 
incorporating simple models of barrage 
characteristics and energy calculation routines. 
However with these models although the estuary's 
behaviour is adequately represented, the 
optimisation of barrage operation has not yet 
reached the sophistication of that in the single- 
tide model 
(iii) when justifying the application of the single-tide 
model Gibson (Ref. 3) demonstrated comparisons 
with a complex and expensive-to-operate model 
(OCDPM) which could optimise operation through a 
natural tidal sequence. The writer has been able 
to further confirm this comparison, the results 
being presented in Section 5.1. 
The writerhas developed a single-tide optimisation model 
which in particular incorporates detailed 
representations of the turbine/generator characteristics 
so that many if not all of the practical limits and 
constraints are adhered to. The model initially 
developed for analysis of the ebb-generation mode of 
operation has been further developed to allow analysis 
of each of the operating modes described in Section 2.3. 
2.2 The variables to be considered 
In his thesis Swales (Ref. 5) describes the variables of 
a tidal power scheme as follows: 
a) Natural variables 
b) Main variables 
c) Operating variables 
These descriptions remain valid and are useful when 
describing the procedure for optimization of energy 
yield from a proposed tidal power scheme. Discussion of 
a method for analysis and parameter selection for a 
proposed scheme can be found in Section 5.3. 
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2.3 Natural variables 
As the description implies these are the variables which 
are determined by the physical location of the power 
plant and obviously include the enclosed basin surface 
area, its variation with elevation and the tidal regime 
at the barrage. 
Basin surface areas 
For the tidal energy models described in this thesis the 
water-surface elevation is assumed to vary as a plane 
surface in response to inflow and outflow at the barrage 
site. This is not strictly representative since with a 
long and relatively narrow estuary the natural tidal 
wave propogates up the estuary as a progressive wave. 
The assumption that the basin water surface is plane is 
one of the simplifications of the modelling technique, 
the effect upon energy yield is tested against results 
obtained from an hydrodynamic model. The simplification 
is approprra}esi nce to date the writer is not aware of a 
hydrodynamic model which incorporates optimisation 
routines and limiting conditions comparable with the 
single-tide optimisation model. 
For the single-tide optimisation model basin surface- 
area is required at a number of levels. These areas can 
be measured from navigational charts after suitable 
contours of constant depths and/or drying heights have 
been superimposed. Attention should be paid to the 
variations of Chart Datum which occur in the larger 
estuaries. 
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Tidal regime 
The tidal regime experienced at any potential tidal 
power barrage location is a complex interaction between 
the gravitational influences of the sun and the moon, 
which generates the modest oceanic tides, and the 
amplification caused by the geometry and bathymetry of 
the coastline. In general for sites attractive for the 
development of tidal power, the tides in addition to 
their greatly enhanced amplitude, remain regular and 
semi-diurnal; ie, there are two high waters and two low 
waters daily, (or more precisely every 24 hours 50 
minutes). 
The tidal amplitudes experienced at a particular 
location vary steadily according to the phases of the 
sun and moon and are predictable. The methods of tidal 
prediction exploit the astronomical sources of the tides 
to determine the fundamental periods of oscillation and 
then by harmonic analysis determine the amplitude and 
phase angle of these constituents. The method 
highlights the variability of the tides when one 
considers the period of the various constituents vary 
from a few hours to 18.6 years or more. 
The major tidal constituents are those reflecting the 
gravitational effects of the Moon's orbit about the 
earth and the earth's daily rotation about its polar 
axis. The periods of these (M2 and S2) constituents are 
12.4 hours and 12 hours respectively. Consequently the 
periods for these two constituents vary from being in 
phase, through antiphase, back to being in phase in 
approximately 15 days. This variation produces the 
prominent springs/neaps cycle. Inclusion of all the 
significant tidal constituents leads to a variable 
pattern of tidal levels but one which is predictable 
from month to month and year to year. 
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The variability of the tides presents something of a 
problem when it is required to predict the energy yield 
or the monetary value of tidal power generation. It is 
usual to estimate the annual energy yield despite the 
long period variation. To do this an appropriate 
average years tides are selected; for which the nodal 
constituent (of 18.6 year period) is of average value. 
For this reason tidal predictions for 1974 have been 
used for many of the proposals studied. 
Consideration of the variability of the naturally 
occuring tidal series has revealed that the selection of 
an analytical solution which works through, and 
optimises, the operation of the tidal plant, through a 
natural tide series raises as many questions as it 
answers. Because analysis using such a technique is 
more complicated there is a practical limit to a 
duration of the tidal series, typically to the 
spring/neap cycle of approximately 29 tidal cycles. 
Consequently there is difficulty in selection of a 
typical tide series from which annual energy yield can 
be extrapolated. In this respect it is more 
satisfactory to use a selected number of tidal ranges 
and a histogram showing the number of occurences of 
these ranges per annum. 
Because the tidal regimes in the estuaries and bays 
which are of significant tidal energy potential are the 
result of the magnifying effect of the coastal geometry, 
it is quite reasonable to expect a modification to the 
natural tides upon the construction and operation of a 
tidal power barrage. These effects have been predicted 
by complex computer models of the hydro-dynamics of the 
tidal propagation in these estuaries. The magnitude of 
the tidal modification depends upon the siting of the 
barrage and the morphology/bathymetry of the natural 
estuary, which properties establish how nearly resonant 
it is. Computations for the Severn Barrage along a 
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Cardiff to Weston-Super-Mare alignment show a reduction 
" in the tidal amplitude of approximately 12% (Ref. 6). 
However similar work for schemes proposed in the Bay of 
Fundy, Canada indicate a small increase in the tidal 
amplitude (Ref. 7). 
For the single-tide model these modifications to the 
tidal regime can be incorporated into the histogram of 
tidal ranges. 
2.4 Main variables 
The main variables include all those variables for which 
a selection must be made in order to begin the analysis, 
each variable may at a later date be optimised. The 
main variables include all the physical parameters of a 
proposed scheme, for example: 
the mode of operation, Section 2.6. 
. number of turbine/generator sets 
the type of turbine and its performance 
characteristics 
. the turbine runner diameter 
. the turbine rotational speed 
. the limiting capacity of the generator 
. the degree of submergence afforded to 
the turbine 
runner 
. number of sluices 
. the type of sluices, their size and 
discharge 
characteristic 
2.5 Operating variables 
The operating variables are those parameters which can 
be varied independently of any of the natural variables 
or main variables. Manipulation of the operating 
variables to maximise output will be the preoccupation 
of operators of a tidal power scheme. The single-tide 
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optimisation model is designed to select the optimum 
values for the following operating variables. 
. the reservoir levels 
. the time to start generation and the consequent 
operating head 
. the time and head at which generation is to cease 
. the turbine discharge at all times during generation 
the timing of pumping operations and the pump 
discharge 
. the timing of opening and closure of sluice gates. 
2.6 Principles of Operation 
Bernshtein in his book "Tidal Energy for Electric Power 
Plants" (Ref. 8) describes many of the different modes 
of operation for tidal power schemes. A considerable 
number of the options are designed to reschedule tidal 
power generation away from the lunar period of the tides 
toward the solar period of electricity-demand. As 
mentioned in Section 1 the present weight of evidence 
favours a form of development which can exploit the 
tidal energy potential at the lowest cost per unit of 
energy supplied. This philosophy dictates that for a 
given investment the energy yield should be maximised. 
The operating mode which establishes this is ebb- 
generation operation. 
However, in order to make the above statement it is 
necessary to be able to consider what might be achieved 
using other modes of barrage operation. Accordingly, 
the writer has developed energy optimisation programs to 
evaluate ebb-generation with pumping following high tide 
and double-effect operation. In both cases the programs 
were written to optimise energy yield but have been 
subsequently adjusted to examine the effect of value 
optimisation on operation and energy output. 
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Figure 2.1 shows typical operating patterns for ebb- 
generation, ebb-generation with pumping and double- 
effect operation. As well as the total annual energy 
yield it is important to consider the distribution of 
power sent out from the tidal power scheme. Figure 2.1 
indicates the problem of integration of the blocks of 
ebb-generation tidal power output, and how this is 
improved when double-effect operation is adopted because 
of the reduced peak output and greater duration of the 
generation. 
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3.0 GENERATING EQUIPMENT 
3.1 Operating Conditions 
The operating conditions for the turbine-generator sets 
in a tidal power scheme determine the design and type of 
machine. Precisely what is required of the machine 
depends upon the tidal power scheme adopted. It may be 
only necessary for the turbine to power a generator with 
flow. in one direction. Alternati. vely the turbine may be 
required to function as a turbine, a pump and an orifice 
with flow in either direction. The problem is further 
complicated by the range of heads at which the turbines 
are required to operate. 
Early proposals for tidal power schemes suggested the 
use of vertical-axis Kaplan turbines (Ref. 9& 10). 
These turbines require a powerhouse construction'which 
incorporates a draft tube curving sharply from the 
vertical at exit from the runner to discharge in a 
horizontal direction. This arrangement, in addition to 
some efficiency loss, requires a considerable depth of 
excavation and because of the horizontal radial inflow 
to the runners also requires a considerable spacing 
between adjacent units to accommodate the water 
passages. Thus economies were sought in the size and 
depth of the powerhouse resulting in the development of 
horizontal axial-flow turbines. 
A horizontal-axis axial-flow turbine is ideal for good 
hydraulic performance and is a compact design; however, 
location of the generator becomes a problem if these 
advantages are to be retained. There are three 
solutions in current practice: 
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- the S-type turbine 
- the bulb-turbine 
- the Straflo-turbine 
The S-type turbine usually consists of an axial-flow 
propeller runner connected to an inclined shaft which is 
brought out of the, water passage to drive, via a speed- 
increasing gearbox, a high speed generator. This 
arrangement is seldom considered for tidal power 
applications because the water passage is elongated 
thereby increasing overall powerhouse dimensions and 
there is concern over the flexibility of the lengthy 
shaft required for units with large runner diameter. 
3.2 The bulb-turbine 
The bulb unit was developed extensively in the period 
1952-1964 for tidal power applications by French 
engineers working on designs for the La Rance scheme 
(Ref. 10). It is interesting to note that an initial 
concept for this type of machine consisted of a 
horizontal axis axial-flow propeller turbine with the 
generator housed within a metal casing or 'bulb' totally 
surrounded by the water passages. In addition the 
inital concept was to locate the 'bulb' in the inlet 
passage to the turbine, and was termed the upstream bulb 
turbine. 
Ironically, as development for La Rance progressed, 
specification that turbines should be capable of turbine 
and pump operation in either direction of flow required 
an additional downstream 'bulb' arrangement so that 
bulky runner-blade pitch-control mechanisms could be 
accommodated in the upstream housing. This arrangement 
was not entirely satisfactory from an hydraulic view 
point but was only improved upon by the design of new 
symmetrical blades with which the angle of pitch 
variation was substantially reduced, thereby eliminating 
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the requirement for a separate housing for the 
adjustment mechanism. Had the original turbine 
specification required only turbine operation in one 
direction and pump operation in the other, as required 
for ebb-generation operation with pumping, the 
development of the modern bulb turbine, Figure 3.1 would 
have been more straight-forward. 
With either an upstream or downstream bulb arrangement 
generator design was critical to the success of the bulb 
concept. Hydraulic considerations dictate that the 
generator to be housed within the 'bulb' should be 
approximately half the size of a normal generator of the 
same capacity and synchronous speed. The success of 
'bulb' turbines at La Rance and many low-head hydro- 
electric plants indicates that these constraints can be 
overcome by careful design but at the cost of additional 
complexity. 
3.3 The Straflo-turbine 
The Straflo-turbine, originally patented in 1919, has 
the generator wrapped around the periphery of the runner 
blades on a stiff beam so that water flows through the 
runner, sealed from the generator by special hydrostatic 
or rim seals, Figure 3.2. The former require a filtered 
water supply, supplied at a marginally greater pressure 
than that in the flow so that sand or sediment is 
excluded. For a tidal power scheme incorporating many 
turbines, and hence requiring a substantial volume of 
this water, sea water would be used. 
With the Straflo concept, because of the external 
location of the generator its cooling is not a problem 
and access is simple. In addition, because the heavy 
generator is rotating at the periphery of the blades, 
the inertia of the Straflo turbine is much greater than 
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the bulb type. This is a valuable property for 
synchronous generators subject to short-term variation 
of hydraulic head, as tidal machines may be, if exposed 
to the effects of waves. 
Other advantages reported for the Straflo turbine over 
the bulb-turbine include; a more compact powerhouse 
design, better accessibility and a reduced cranage 
requirement to the runner and generator components. To 
maintain the simplicity of the Straflo design the runner 
generally has fixed blades and is therefore only 
suitable in this form for ebb-generation tidal power 
development. 
3.4 Turbine Discharge Regulation 
Turbine discharge regulation can be achieved by 
adjustment of the angle of the guide-vanes forming the 
distributor upstream of the turbine runner and/or 
adjustment of the pitch of the runner blades. 
Consequently, for any tidal energy project, the 
designers have a number of options for the method of 
turbine discharge regulation from which to choose. Tf 
the operating mode is to be ebb-generation without 
pumping then the turbines may be either single or 
double-regulated. But if pumping is also envisaged in one 
direction to achieve a reasonable pump efficiency the runne 
blades must be of variable pitch. For the same reason, if 
pumping is required in both directions both the guide vanes 
and runner blades need to be variable. 
From an operational viewpoint, if the guide Vanes are 
fixed then a downstream gate is required to permit flow 
closure. This gate would be located towards 
the exit of 
the draft tube and would also be used for control of the 
units at start-up. 
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To complicate the matter further it is possible, 
although not always desirable, instead of operating 
conventionally at a fixed synchronous speed, to operate 
the turbine at varying speed to improve turbine 
hydraulic efficiency. 
The various configurations of turbine regulation may be 
provided in different combinations as listed below 
Option 1 VD FB FS 
2 FD VB FS G 
3 VD VB FS 
4 VD FB VS 
5 FD VB VS G 
6 FD FB VS G 
7 VD VB VS 
Where VD/FD indicates either a variable (V) or fixed 
(F) distributor (D) 
VB/FB indicates either variable (V) or fixed (F) 
runner blades (B) 
VS/FS indicates either a variable (V) or fixed 
(F) rotational speed (S) 
G indicates a downstream gate is required. 
The eighth combination FD FB FS G is not technically 
feasible for a tidal power plant with varying hydraulic 
heads. 
Each of these variants has a particular performance 
diagram and annual energy yield, and each will have cost 
implications which will directly influence the 
optimisation of scheme parameters to achieve, for 
example, minimum energy cost. Combining these variants 
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with the option for either a bulb or Straflo-turbine 
leads to a total of ten different possibilities (seven 
bulb and three Straflo with fixed runner blades). In 
practice however the hydraulic performance of a 
particular variant whether bulb or Straflo is almost 
identical; the performance being determined by the 
hydraulic layout and the runner blading. Consequently 
analysis of the turbine types can proceed without 
reference to the particular generator arrangement except 
for the increasing difficulty of accommodating a high 
capacity generator within the confines of the bulb- 
turbine arrangement. 
3.5 Performance Characteristics 
Efficiency tests on hydraulic models of turbines provide 
performance data with which to calculate power and 
energy production of the prototype machine. Performance 
of the model is usually in the form of dimensionless 
parameters to enable easy scaling up to prototype 
conditions. Model tests are required to cover the full 
range of operating conditions from zero up to the peak 
efficiency. A number of tests being required to obtain 
data for each direction of turbine operation and 
corresponding tests for the pumping modes of operation. 
Additionally, when a double-regulated turbine (ie. a 
machine with adjustable blades and distributor) is 
tested many combinations of guide vane angle and runner 
blade pitch must be tested for a given operating 
condition before the combination giving best efficiency 
is determined. In consequence, quite apart from the 
manufacture of a high precision model of the turbine and 
its water passages the testing procedure is lengthy and 
expensive. As a result and also because of their 
commercial value, turbine efficiency hillcharts are not 
freely available. They are however vital in the 
evaluation of the relative merits of the different 
turbine variants. 
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All of the turbine variants for a one-way turbine can be 
covered by just three hillchart diagrams. The 
dimensionless parameters of n» and Qn are commonly used, 
they are: 
n1, =nD= Specific rotational speed 
1rh 
Q1, =Q= Specific discharge 
D2 Ih 
where: n= rotational speed (rpm) 
D= diameter of turbine runner (m) 
Q= discharge (m3/s) 
h= turbine operating head or net head (m) 
Typical dimensionless efficiency hillcharts for a one- 
way turbine are shown in Figures 3.3a, 3.4a and 3.5b for 
a double-regulated turbine, VD VB, and the two single- 
regulated variants VD FB and FD VB respectively. Their 
corresponding prototype performance at a constant 
rotational speed in terms of the discharge and operating 
head is shown in Figures 3.3b, 3.4b, and 3.5b. 
In situations where operation of the tidal power plant 
requires turbine operation in two directions of flow 
and/or the turbines are required to pump in one or both 
directions, the number of hillchart characteristics 
increases. This is because where more than one duty is 
required the hydraulic arrangement and turbine blading 
can be made to favour one duty, say direct turbine 
operation, at the expense of a poorer performance in the 
pumping mode. 
Since the majority of the work described in this thesis 
is concerned with ebb-generation operation and ebb- 
generation plus pumping the discussion on turbine 
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performance will be confined to the specific case of a 
one-way turbine. The pump characteristic will be that 
which results with the specified distributor and blade 
configuration without prejudicing the turbines 
performance. 
Consideration of hillcharts for the two single-regulated 
turbine types Figures 3.4 and 3.5 shows that the FD VB 
machine has a considerably wider zone of operation at 
high efficiency than that for the VD FB type. This is 
to be expected, since for the VD FB design, at a 
specific operating head there will be only a very narrow 
range of distributor vane angle which will impart on the 
flow the correct angular velocity for shock-free 
incidence onto the runner blades. If a discharge is 
required below that for best efficiency a significantly 
reduced efficiency is obtained because the distributor has Eo 
be incorrectly set. For conventional hydro-electric 
schemes where discharge variation is required to follow 
river flow conditions or power system demand, the VD FB 
turbine is unacceptable because of its poor part-load 
performance. Does the same criteria apply for a tidal 
power scheme? 
The answer is not obvious because the operating 
conditions are quite different for a tidal turbine. The 
discharge rate which can be achieved is almost as 
important as efficiency because if stored volume is not 
used it becomes valueless with the next flood-tide. For 
this reason also, it is important to know the turbine 
performance at maximum power output, when discharge is 
increased above the maximum efficiency point until the 
power output is maximised. 
Section 6 compares, for ebb-generation operation the 
main turbine variants for this mode of operation and the 
differing performance of the same variant from different 
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manufacturers is highlighted. It is the view of Neyrpic 
of France that the FD VB type with a downstream gate is 
the cheapest solution and that this type will yield 
greater energy than the VD FB type. Conversely it is 
believed by Escher Wyss of Switzerland that the VD FB 
type will have a comparable energy yield and the overall 
cost, particularly in the Straflo arrangement will be 
significantly cheaper than the FD VB bulb type. The 
experience of 20 years operation of the 24 no. 5.35m 
diameter VD VB turbines at La Rance and many large hydro 
bulb turbines (Ref. 11,12,13) favours the selection of 
a bulb turbine arrangement. However the reported 
success of the 7.6m diameter Straflo turbine at 
Annapolis Royal in Nova Scotia, Canada (Refs. 14,15, 
16) is beginning to allay fears over the very large 
diameter seals required to keep the Straflo generator 
watertight. 
Operating experience, generating efficiency, and energy 
yield are only some of the factors influencing the 
selection of turbine type. Reference 17 discusses some 
of the other important factors such as the influence of 
machine type upon powerhouse design and the manufacture 
and installation of mechanical and electrical equipment. 
3.6 Use of the Turbine Performance Characteristics in the 
Energy Optimisation Model 
The dimensionless efficiency hillcharts described in 
Section 3.5 are derived from testing of geometrically 
similar model turbines. These tests are performed by 
the manufacturers and independent testing organisation 
according to standards (Ref. 18) so that in theory test 
results are independent of the particular apparatus 
which is used. Performance data derived from these 
tests are based, according to the standard, upon a 
number of definitions which the tidal application does 
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not exactly match. Accordingly the characteristic 
should not be applied directly without making adjustment 
to, in particular, the turbine operating head. 
Effective turbine head 
Effective turbine head is defined as the difference 
between the total energy levels at the inlet to, and 
exit from the turbine passage. For the closed pipe 
systems used for model testing 'total' energy is the 
pressure head plus the nominal velocity head at the 
model limits where the 'nominal' velocity is equal to 
the discharge divided by the section area. In practice 
an uneven flow distribution occurs at the draft-tube 
exit which results in a velocity head greater than the 
nominal, however this additional energy present at the 
turbine outlet is incorporated within the model 
efficiency curves. 
In a prototype application, conditions at entry to the 
turbine passage are quite straight-forward. Flow is 
gradually accelerated towards the inlet - increasing the 
velocity head component and producing a localised 
drawdown of the water surface. Energy losses in this 
process are minimal. Accordingly for the computer model 
it is appropriate to use the reservoir level to 
represent the upstream total energy. 
Downstream conditions are more complicated. A simplistic 
viewpoint may well be that all the nominal exit velocity 
head would be lost as flow expanded to fill the full 
estuary cross-section. However consideration of the 
initial expansion of the discharge jet (when surrounded 
by other jets) without entrainment using the momentum 
equation indicates that a downstream rise in water level 
and reduction in velocity maintains the balance of 
forces and indicates some energy recovery. 
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Referring to Figure 3.6 and equating the forces at 
Section E and Section 2. 
Y2P9L(hE )2 + /°QUE = Y/°9L ( h2 )2 + PQU2 
where hE = d2 + lE and h2 = d2 + 12 
ie. d2 = bed depth below datum of calculation 
and L= centre to centre spacing of turbines. 
By rearrangement: 
YpgL(h22 - hE2) _ PQ(UE - U2) 
(h2 + hE )( h2 - hE) _ 29 WE - U2 
gL 
substituting 
h2 = d2 + 12 , hE 
) 
= d2 + lE and UE =Q. U2 = R- 
AE A2 
where AE = sectional area of draft-tube exit. 
(d2 + 12 - d2 - 1E )( d2 + 12 + d2 + 1E )= 2Q2 
lz -11 
g LA2 AE 
/ 
(12 - lE )(2 d2 + 12 + 1E ) 
But d2 + 12 = 
L 
(12 - 1E )(2. ýL - 212 + 12 + 1E ) 
L 
(12 - 1E )(2A2 - (12 - 1E )_ 
L 
(12 - 1E )2- 2ýZ (12 - 1E )+ 2Q2 A2 1l=0 
L gLA2 
ý 
AE / 
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The solution of the above equation is greatly simplified 
by neglecting the (12 - 'E)2 term to leave: 
12 - lE = 
9ÄQ2 21 AE 
Thus, knowing the tidal level, 12, some distance 
downstream the corresponding level 1E, at the barrage 
can be deduced, and thence the effective turbine head, H 
where: 
H= HI - HE = HI -( IE + UE 2 
1 2g 
A subsequent check on the neglect of the (12 - lE)2 term 
shows for typical values of turbine discharge and 
sectional areas that the calculated value 12 - 1E to be 
in error by approximately 1mm, the simplification being 
justified. 
Combining the latter equations for a direct calculation 
of the effective turbine head we have: 
H= HI - (' 12 - Q2 / A7 -1j+ Q2 ý L 
9A2 AE 
J 29gE 
Note that the Q2 term represents the velocity head at 
2gAE 
the draft exit. So the 
gQ2 
r A2 -1 term represents 
A' 
2 
the energy recovery in the initial expansion zone, this 
amount being determined by the discharge and the 
sectional areas of flow at the draft-tube exit and some 
distance downstream. 
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Simplifying, 
H =HI-r12+ Q2 rrý12-2ý+211 
L2g A2 L` AE I AE 
The above formula represents an approximation to the 
situation since there will be some degree of flow 
entrainment at each end of the turbine block. This 
could lead to a variation in operating head for machines 
along the length of the barrage. Nevertheless the 
formula is used in the simulation model to determine 
from the predicted levels and required discharge what 
the net effective turbine head is and to determine from 
the turbine performance model the corresponding 
efficiency. 
A similar procedure is adopted for the sluices. 
Scaling of model test results 
When using results of model efficiency tests to 
represent prototype performance it is commonly accepted 
that an increased efficiency should be attained with a 
larger machine to allow for less frictional losses which 
do not scale in the same manner as the hydraulic 
performance. Several majoration formulae have been 
postulated for a variety of machine types and are based 
upon comparison of measured prototype efficiencies and 
those of the model. The Hutton formula is commonly 
applied to low-head machines as follows: 
1-lp = 0.3 + 0.7 Dmýp ( Hm 
1-Im L Dpäm "1 Hp /J 
Where Dm and Dp are diameters for model and 
prototype respectively, 
Tp and fm are efficiencies for model and 
prototype respectively. 
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Hm and Hp are heads for model and prototype 
respectively, 
öp = 1.35 x 10 m2S water at 9°C 
öm = 1.0 x 10 m2S water at 20°C 
Used in a typical example where tests were performed 
with a model runner diameter of 0.5 metres at prototype 
heads, the efficiency majoration or step-up is 3.3% for 
a prototype diameter of 8.2 metres. 
For some time the efficiency step-up was applied 
uniformly over the whole turbine operating range, 
however recently it has been argued that when these 
turbines are operating well away from the point of best 
efficiency - the 'top of the hill' indicated by the 
contours on the hillcharts - and efficiency is low, it 
is the hydraulic losses which are dominant which should 
scale to the prototype so the application of majoration 
is inappropriate. This argument is further strengthened 
by the fact that the majoration formulae are derived 
from tests on traditional hydro plants for which 
operating conditions rarely deviate widely from the best 
efficiency point. 
In order to make some estimate of what the majoration 
effect will be, recent energy yield calculations have 
applied majoration as calculated by the Hutton formula 
at the best efficiency point, and at other points the 
majoration has been varied linearly to zero at zero 
model efficiency. 
Initial application of the performance characteristics 
Prior to detailed consideration of both the turbine 
operating head and majoration to be applied in energy 
yield calculations these two factors had been deemed to 
cancel one another out. This approach has been shown to 
be flawed on two accounts: 
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- separate explicit consideration of the effect of 
turbine exit losses on operating head and the 
application of majoration has indicated an overall 
energy loss of the order 2% (reference Mersey Barrage 
studies, Ref. 19). 
- without explicit consideration of exit losses a 
comparison of machine types is not rigorous because of 
their varying head/discharge curves and the consequent 
variation of losses. 
Numerical modelling of the hillchart characteristics 
In the development of the suite of computer programs 
described in Section 4, and use of the programs for 
comparisons of energy yield from various turbine types 
it was realised that a reliable technique was required 
for numerical modelling of the dimensionless efficiency 
hillcharts. Early attempts using simple polynomial 
least squares fitting were thwarted by the bivariate 
nature of the hillcharts. Eventually a method of bi- 
cubic spline fitting was established. This method has 
proved to be reliable, giving accurate representation of 
the often quite irregular terrain described by the 
hillcharts. 
The bi-cubic spline fitting technique involves initially 
digitizing a large number of points (100-200) on the 
contours of constant efficiency. The hillchart is then 
subdivided into a number of rectangular panels within 
each of which the method computes a least squares fit 
linked to the surrounding panels such that a smooth 
transition is obtained at the panel boundaries. The 
fitting routines are part of the extensive Numerical 
Algo rithms Group (NAG) library. The array of 
coefficients produced is stored for later use in the 
energy optimisation model where additional NAG routines 
are used to find the fitted efficiency for given values 
of nil and Qfl . 
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determine because of the variation of fit over the 
hillchart diagram. An RMS residual value is output 
from the fitting procedure but is of limited value 
because in certain circumstances a good RMS value can be 
obtained even, when a poor fit is obtained, say, at the 
peak of the hillchart. Consequently, the writer has 
found the best method of'judging accuracy of fit is to 
produce graphical results of the`fit for direct 
comparison with the hillchart. Adjustment of the panel 
positions, and tolerance level and weighting of Individual 
points, is continued until the accuracy of fit is better 
than 0.5%. For VD FB hilicharts because of their 
diagonal nature, Figure 3.4, it is necessary to 
extrapolate data into the corners of the diagram and 
to then introduce limits to prevent the optimisation 
program from searching the extrapolated data. 
An alternative method of hillchart modelling could have 
been the development of a regular grid of efficiencies 
for interrogation by the energy program with the 
efficiency at the nearest grid point being adopted. 
Unfortunately, this method although quick and reasonably 
accurate, in terms of the efficiency derived, is not 
suitable because of the requirement for the values of 
the partial differentials aN and aN (Section 4.3). 
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3.7 Operating Constraints 
Because of the wide variation in operating conditions 
between the extreme neap tides and extreme spring tides, 
and the infrequent occurrence of these extreme 
conditions it is not practical, largely on economic 
grounds, to install generating equipment capable of 
optimum operation at all times. Consequently the EurbinQ- 
generator equipment installed in any tidal power 
development would incorporate a number of limiting 
conditions as follows: 
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-a maximum generator output limit, 
-a finite submergence, limiting the cavitation - 
free operating conditions, 
- various other turbine operating constraints, for 
example, a maximum blade angle, zones of unstable 
operation or vibration, 
The maximum generator output is limited in order to 
reduce generator and associated transmission system 
costs, but with the aim of little overall energy loss. 
Figure 3.7 shows a typical annual power/duration curve 
indicating the number of hours operation at or above 
indicated power levels. As drawn the figure illustrates 
what would be obtained if there were no limit to the 
power which could be generated and in consequence high 
power output is attained for only a very short period. 
Simplistically, if it were assumed that when power 
output rose above a predetermined limit, then generation 
would stop until power dropped again to the limit the 
shaded area - representing an amount of energy - that 
would be sacrificed. The shaded area on Figure 3.7 is 
in fact only a very small proportion of the total area 
under the curve and so only a small energy loss would 
result. If however operation of the tidal plant is 
planned around such a constraint the plant can be 
operated so that a slightly lower maximum head is 
reached leading to a reduced maximum power output. When 
power would otherwise exceed the generator limit, 
discharge is reduced until the power limit is reached. 
The effect of these two measures is to adjust the power 
duration curve so that energy loss described above is 
considerably reduced. 
A similar procedure is required when considering the 
depth below tailwater levels at which the runner should 
be set. Submergence of the runner is required to avoid 
the phenomenon of cavitation, occuring when zones of low 
pressure allow the water to vaporise. It is the 
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collapse of the vapour bubbles in zones of higher 
pressure downstream which can be highly erosive. 
Avoidance of cavitation is critical for the large number 
of turbines of a tidal scheme as the damage to runner 
blades would be both costly to repair and costly in 
terms of lost revenue due to poor efficiency or outages. 
Consequently, when model testing, a series of tests are 
performed when the tailwater level (or pressure) is 
progressively reduced whilst maintaining a constant 
operating head. The results show a varying efficiency 
as tailwater level falls below a critical value, the 
fall of efficiency is considered indicative of the onset 
of cavitation. Results of these tests are presented as 
values of sigma, where: 
C r= ratio of downstream pressure: driving head = 64- Hs 
H 
where B*is the barometric pressure (ie. atmospheric 
pressure) minus the vapour pressure, 
Hs is the distance of the critical plane from 
tailwater level, 
H is the operating head. 
A sign convention should be applied since the 
measurements are relative to the tailwater level, so 
that in most tidal applications Hs will be negative ie. 
the critical plane is below the tailwater level. The 
critical plane is the position for which the values of (: F 
apply and the chosen plane is dependent upon the turbine 
manufacturers interpretation of the phenomenon. Neyrpic 
consider, perhaps conservatively, the plane to be the 
highest point of the turbine runner ie. the blade top at 
the top of its rotation. Escher Wyss however regard the 
top of the runner hub to be the critical plane for 
calculation and checking of values. Figure 3.8 refers. 
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An additional difference of opinion between the 
principal manufacturers appears in the presentation of 
limiting values of Q. Neyrpic present Q as a function 
of both Q11 and ý, whereas Escher Wyss consider in the 
limit that his dependent only upon Q1i the specific 
discharge, (Figure 3.9). The energy optimisation models 
incorporate appropriate numerical models of these 
conditions, checks are made in the calculations that the 
operating conditions of head, discharge and tailwater 
level give a value in excess of the limit. If this is 
not so a reduction in discharge is ordered until 
operation is just safe from cavitation. Figure 3.10 
shows for operating conditions through a spring-tide 
cycle the limiting discharge imposed by the cavitation 
limitation. As would be expected, the limitation is 
only critical when the turbine head is greatest and the 
tailwater level at its lowest. However, note the short 
duration over which the limitation applies, hence energy 
yield is not severely affected. 
Reference 20 and 21 discuss in detail the operating 
constraints and their influence upon turbine operation. 
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SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF BULB TURBINE. 
FIG. 3.1 
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SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF STRAFLO TURBINE. 
FIG. 3.2 
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FIG. 3.7 
NOMENCLATURE FOR CAVITATION LIMITATION 
FIG. 3.8 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPTIMISATION PROGRAM 
4.1 Introduction 
The development of the optimisation program has been 
based upon the writer's experience gained using a 
similar model developed by Gibson (Ref. 3). This 
experience and the need to refine the simulation of 
turbine-generator operation led to the optimisation 
procedures adopted for the present model. 
The initial versions of the model simulated single- 
effect ebb-generation operation. Subsequent requirements 
led to development of new versions to incorporate 
double-effect operation and pumping. Many routines were 
written that are common to all versions of the program, 
however no attempt was made to incorporate both single- 
and double-effect operation within one program. 
Finally the programs were further modified to allow 
consideration of variable-speed turbine operation, 
rather than fixed-speed operation which was previously 
considered the norm. 
The basic logic and mathematics employed in each model 
are followed by modified procedures for the ebb- 
generation plus pumping and double-effect modes of 
operation; accordingly the procedures are firstly 
described in detail for ebb-generation operation. 
Further documentation in the form of a program 
description and guide is contained in the Appendices. 
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4.2 Logic of single-tide optimisation model 
The objective of the computer programs was to optimise 
numerically the energy yield from a single tide cycle 
from which the annual energy yield could be derived by 
dividing the annual naturally-occurring tidal ranges 
into a number of bands of ranges, each band being 0.5m 
wide. The mean range of each band could then be 
analysed and its yield considered to be the average of 
all tidal ranges in the band. Annual yield would then 
be obtained by summation of the multiples of each band's 
number of occurrences and its average yield. Based on 
this approach, the simulation method and the routines 
developed were to be sufficiently general to achieve 
reliable optimisation for all conditions of: tidal 
range, number and type of turbines, number of sluices 
etc. 
To fulfill these requirements the programs search a wide 
range of operating conditions for the optimal solution. 
Although from experience the optimal operating 
conditions can be reasonably estimated such estimates 
are rejected in-favour of using absolute operating 
constraints such as: maximum and minimum basin levels, 
to maintain a general solution. 
For ebb-generation operation Figure 4.1 shows a typical 
operating cycle. The program is required to optimise 
the operating variables to identify the operating 
strategy leading to maximum energy production. These 
variables are: 
the basin level prior to generation, RRL 
generation starting head, hs 
generation finishing head, hF 
the basin level at end of generation, DDRL 
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The chosen method of simulation considers the generating 
and refilling phases separately, optimising the 
operating variables as follows: 
1A drawn-down reservoir level (DDRL) is selected, 
this is the level at the end of generation. 
2 The refilling phase is computed forwards in time to 
establish the corresponding refilled reservoir 
level (RRL). The refilling phase is computed using 
the discharge capacity of the turbines when idling 
in reverse and the installed sluice capacity. 
3 The generating phase is calculated backwards in 
time from the DDRL, starting from the time of 
generation finishing head up to the preceding RRL. 
4 Having evaluated energy output for the initally 
selected DDRL, the program selects a new DDRL and 
repeats steps 1-3 in an iterative search for the 
DDRL yielding the greatest energy output. 
It will be noted that by this method only the DDRL is 
explicitly optimised. This approach is sufficient 
because 
- With the uncontrolled nature of the refilling phase, 
selection of a particular DDRL is tantamount to 
selection of a corresponding RRL. 
- Separate optimisation of the generation finishing head 
is not required; theory (Ref. 22) suggests that this 
should always be the minimum turbine operating head 
and it is the writers experience with operating 
Gibson's simulation model, where this parameter is 
separately optimised, that this is invariably the 
case. 
- Knowing the generation finishing head, computation 
from DDRL in reverse time defines the corresponding 
generation starting head. 
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The same optimisation procedure is adopted for the 
rarely-used flood-generation mode of operation. Change 
of one control character in the program data controls 
the selection of either ebb- or flood-generation 
operation. 
4.3 Mathematics of the Simulation 
4.3.1 The refilling phase 
Because of the obvious objective to refill the basin to 
the highest level possible and the deterministic 
relationship between head across the barrage and the 
discharge through the open sluiceways and turbines 
(idling in reverse) the computation of reservoir level 
variation is quite straight-forward. 
Starting from the point at which the sea level and the 
basin level at the end of generation (the DDRL) are 
identical, the sluice and turbine gates would be opened. 
(depending upon the turbine type, the distributor gates, 
the turbine blades and/or a draft tube gate would be 
opened). The unknown function y(t), the variation of 
basin level with respect to time, t, is defined by three 
equations: 
H= h(t) - y(t) ... (1) 
Q= Q(H) ... (2) 
and dy =Q from continuity ... (3) 
dt A(y) 
where 
h(t) is the sea level 
H is the operating head across the barrage 
Q(H) is the deterministic discharge characteristic 
Q is the discharge rate through the barrage 
A(y) is the reservoir surface area as a function of 
level 
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Combining the above equations: 
dy =Q (h(t) - y(t)) = f(t, y) ... (4) 
dt A(y) 
The function y(t) is therefore the solution of a first 
order differential equation. In the program this 
equation is solved numerically by the Runge-Kutta 
method. Computation starts at a known point, the drawn 
down reservoir level, when the level, y0 and time to are 
known. The level, yi at time t1 = to + At is computed 
using the following standard set of equations: 
K, = At -f (to , Yp ) 
- K2 = At. f (to + At/2, yo + Kj /2) 
K3 = pt. f (to + At/2, yo + K2/2) 
K4 =At. f (to +At, yo +K3) 
yj = yp+( Kl +2 K2 + 2K3 + K4 )/6 ... 
(5) 
The resolution is carried out forward in time until 
operating head, and hence discharge, falls to zero. A 
time step of 10 minutes has been generally adopted, the 
background for this is given in Section 5. At the end 
of the sluicing phase operating head is falling rapidly 
so that in order to accurately predict the final 
refilled level the time step has to be progressively 
reduced. 
The deterministic discharge characteristic when 
refilling is as follows: 
Q= QS(H) + QT(H) + QR ... (6) 
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where QS, QT and QR are the total sluice flows, the 
total turbine flow and the net inflow into the basin 
from river discharges. The standard computer models 
incorporate sluice discharge functions representative of 
the submerged Venturi type sluice as follows: 
Qs = NSCd Af(2g HS )... (7) 
where NS is the number of sluices 
Cd is the coefficient of discharge 
A is the throat area of the sluice openings 
g is the acceleration due to gravity 
HS is the sluice operating head 
where 
HS =H- (inlet head loss + outlet expansion head loss) (8) 
Head loss is calculated according to the method given in 
Section 3.6. 
Turbine discharge during the refilling phase is modelled 
as follows: 
QT = NT Q1, Dvf HT ... (9) 
where NT is the number of turbines 
Qj-j is the turbine specific discharge at runaway in 
reverse rotation. 
D is the turbine runner diameter 
HT is the turbine operating head (as for the 
sluices) 
As for the sluices, the effective turbine operating head 
is calculated according to the equation given in Section 
3.6. Accordingly, a separate calculation of operating 
head is made for sluices and for turbines. 
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4.3.2 The Turbining Phase 
An elementary examination of the generation problem 
reveals that to achieve maximum energy production all 
discharges should be made instantaneously from the basin 
to the sea when low tide is reached, thereby maximising 
the generating head. In practice it is not feasible to 
install sufficient generating capacity to approach this 
goal. Accordingly with practicable levels of 
installation a method is required to optimise discharge 
rates through the barrage during the generation period 
(Figure 4.1 refers). 
During the generation phase regulation of turbine 
discharge so that energy yield is maximised has been 
studied by Gibrat (Ref. 23), Godin (Ref. 22) and others. 
Solutions, derived by the Calculus of Variations have 
been established which consider the general case where 
the objective is to maximise the value of generation. 
For the reasons discussed in section 2 the model 
developed considers the rather simpler case where energy 
yield is to be maximised and is thus independent of an 
energy purchase tariff. In this case, in order to 
optimise energy yield, E, during a generating period (t,, 
t2), the discharge at each time during that period must 
be selected such that 
E= JI2N(QH) . dt 
, ... 
(lo) 
is a maximum. Where N is the instantaneous scheme power 
output, varying with Q and H. Power output being 
defined as: 
N=w. 'r. Q. H 
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where w= specific weight of sea water 
2= combined hydraulic and electrical efficiency 
Q= discharge 
H= operating head 
Using equations (1) and (3) from section 4.3.1 
EZ 
... (ii) EfN. [ A(y)" y', y- h(t)]. dt ý, 
or E 
Et 
= 
j2f(t, 
y, y"). dt ... (12) 
, , 
where dy is abbreviated to yý. 
dt 
Using the Calculus of Variations it may be shown that in 
order to maximise E 
aN + A(y) .d( aN 1= 0 
aH dt 1 aQ 1 
... (13) 
Additionally, the solution gives information about 
operation at the end points of the generation phase, 
that is, 
- turbines must commence operation under the condition. 
37 =o 
äQ 
(ie. operation should be with a discharge giving 
maximum efficiency, thereby conserving stored volume 
early on). 
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- turbines should cease operation under the conditions 
aN =0 
aQ 
(ie. generation should cease with a discharge yielding 
maximum power output for the available head). 
Figure 4.2, a typical turbine operating characteristic, 
shows the locus of =0 and aN = 0. The former 
aQ aQ 
condition is not directly used in the computer solution; 
however it is a useful check to see that the 
optimisation is working correctly. Because the 
generating phase is to be computed backwards in time, 
from minimum turbine head at DDRL the latter condition 
is valuable in determing the starting condition Q0. 
Equation (13) is solved numerically during the 
generating period. Conditions at the start of the 
computation (the end of generation) are defined as to, y0 
H0 = hmin and Q0, and new values are computed for time 
t1= to - At using the finite difference form of equation 
(13) as follows: 
aN / Qp + Q, , Ho + Hi 
aH` 22 
+A Yn + Yi 1N (Ql aN( QO , HO )= 0 ý2)otCa 
aQ aQ 
... (14) 
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Equations (1) and (3) provide the first estimate of y1 
by assuming Q1 = Q0. 
yl yo - At. (Q - QR 
A(Yp) 
H, = yj - h(tj )- he ... (15) 
where he = inlet head loss + outlet expansion loss, 
calculated according to the equation given in Section 
3.6. 
Having determined a value for yj and H1, by searching, 
the value of Q, giving a solution to equation (14) is 
found. Improved values of yj and H, are then obtained 
by a second use of equation (15) where Q0 is replaced by 
(Qo+Qi). 
2. 
An iterative process is thence initiated to find 
consistent values of Qi, yi and The process is not 
so time consuming because the initial estimate of Qi is 
generally quite good owing to the gradual variation of 
discharge. A time step, At, of ten minutes has been 
found satisfactory provided end conditions and the times 
at which operating constraints (refer to 4.3.3) are 
reached are accurately defined. 
In the program N, ýN and aN are all evaluated for 
aQ aH 
individual turbines and are subsequently multiplied by 
the number of operation machines. aN and aN are 
aQ aH 
evaluated numerically from the turbine hillchart model 
(Section 3.6). 
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4.3.3 Turbine Operational Constraints 
The solution of the finite difference equation (14) is 
the general solution to the optimisation problem. 
Figure 4.2 shows for a mean tidal range, that in real 
time, operation would begin at point A, at Hp on the 
line a7=0 and progress in a loop, firstly with 
aQ 
increasing turbine head and later with head falling to 
the minimum as the required discharge approaches 
asymptotically the line aN =0 at point B. 
aQ 
Generator Limiting Capacity 
Equation (14) is no longer valid when the solution 
implies operation giving a power output in excess of the 
prescribed limit. In these circumstances, as explained 
in section 3.7, the turbine discharge must be throttled 
to follow the generator limiting capacity curve. Figure 
4.2 shows the operational path P, Q, R, S, T followed 
for a spring tide when the generator limiting capacity 
curve is reached. 
As before, operation would begin at point P on the curve 
ap =0 and progress to point N at the intersection with 
aQ the limit capacity curve. Once on this curve the 
discharge becomes deterministic with head and the Runge- 
Kutta solution as described for the sluicing phase can 
be applied. The problem at this stage of the simulation 
is to determine at what point operation should depart 
from the limit capacity curve. Gibrat (Ref. 23) 
established that operation should continue along the 
limit capacity curve until the following is satisfied: 
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) fSaN + A(y), dr aN 
aH dt Q. dt =0 
J A(y) . aN a aQ 
... (i6) 
Accordingly a finite difference form of equation (16) is 
used to numerically evaluate the integral from the point 
Q until it is satisfied at point S. Thereafter operation 
is determined by solution of the general equation (14). 
Cavitation Limitation 
Section 3.7 describes the conditions leading to the 
onset of cavitation. The limiting conditions set an 
upper limit on the specific discharge and hence the 
actual discharge for the prevailing operating head. In 
the model at each step of the calculation the limiting 
discharge with respect to cavitation is evaluated and 
compared with the discharge prescribed by the optimising 
routines. If the prescribed discharge is the larger, 
then operation must diverge from the optimal path in the 
same way as described for the generator limiting 
capacity. 
4.3.4 Fixed Blade Turbines 
Section 3.5 illustrates the typical performance 
characteristic of a fixed blade propeller turbine. It 
is evident that the variation of discharge, for a given 
head, between the line aT =0 and aN =0 is very small. 
aQ aQ 
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Using the finite difference method described in the 
preceding pages it is possible to fully optimise 
operation of the fixed blade turbine. The resultant 
energy yield, however, is almost identical to that 
obtained if a deterministic head/discharge relationship 
for either aN =0 or at =0 is followed. 
aQ aQ 
Consequently, because of the savings of computer time 
when using the latter, the program also incorporates 
routines to allow computation of the turbining phase 
using either of these functions. 
4.3.5 River Flow into the Reservoir 
Fresh water inflows into a tidal estuary suitable for 
tidal power development are usually very small compared 
to the tidal flows which occur. Nevertheless provision 
is made in the program to input a constant river inflow 
and routines are incorporated to determine its effect 
upon reservoir levels. 
In the routines described which calculate sluicing and 
turbining operations inclusion of river flow is 
straightforward. However as Figure 4.1 illustrates, 
there are significant periods of barrage inactivity, 
during which impoundment of inflows takes place. At 
these times reservoir level variation is determined by 
equation (3): 
dy = QR ... (3) 
dt A(y) 
where QR = constant river inflow. 
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In the case of inactivity at the end of generation, the 
program computes reservoir level variation at 10 minute 
time intervals. The computation proceeds forward in 
time from the time at which the estimate of DDRL gives 
the minimum net turbine head, until level equalisation 
is reached. 
For the case when river inflow is solely responsible for 
reservoir level variation after the refilling phase a 
different approach is adopted so that as calculation of 
the generation phase proceeds backwards in time the end 
condition can be checked following each turbining time 
increment. However, when river flow is included in the 
simulation the end condition is now slightly higher than 
the RRL due to the impounded river flow, Figure 4.3(a) 
refers. Consequently when backward calculation of the 
turbining phase produces a reservoir level at or above 
the RRL the following check on an end condition is made 
using the modified form of equation (3) as follows: 
dt =1. 
Y'A(Y)"dY 
... 
(17) 
QR JY0 
Considering Figure 4(b) the end condition is checked 
following each turbining time increment, TO to T1, 
during which reservoir level increases from YO to Y1. 
Equation (17) is used to calculate the time increment dt 
required for the reservoir to rise from RRL to YO, and 
again to rise to Y1, and the values added to TRRL to 
give respectively TRIVO and TRIV. An end condition is 
reached if TRIV is greater than T1, and the actual time 
to start generation, T, is found when the two profiles 
intersect. For this final calculation a linear 
reservoir level variation is assumed. 
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4.3.6 Other End Conditions 
The procedure described above forms the basis of a 
routine used for checking for an end condition as 
reverse calculation of the turbining phase approaches 
the refilled reservoir level. Because the optimisation 
routine iteratively searches for the DDRL giving maximum 
energy yield there are occasions when the selected DDRL 
is inappropriate because either, 
i) calculation of the turbining phase reaches the 
minimum turbine head, ie. the RRL cannot be reached 
or 
ii) the reservoir level calculated exceeds a 
predetermined maximum level. 
Accordingly these circumstances form additional end 
conditions and are included in the general routine 
ENDCON. See Appendix A. In addition ENDCON also 
determines the conditions at which to terminate sea-to- 
basin pumping following high tide as described in 
section 4.4. 
4.4 Optimisation of Ebb-generation + Pumping Operation 
For simulation of ebb-generation + pumping additional 
routines incorporated within the ebb-generation model 
are used to simulate the operation of the turbines when 
operated as pumps, for a short period following high 
tide Figure 4.4. In this period the objective is to 
raise the retained water level in the basin by pumping 
against a low head and later generate with this extra 
volume of water, when the tide has ebbed, using a 
significantly greater head. In this way the combined 
efficiency losses of pumping and turbining are offset by 
the gain in potential energy achieved. 
It is normal to use the maximum efficiency pump 
characteristic which is found to give greatest energy 
gain when compared to the no-pumping case. However, 
alternative pumping characteristics giving discharges 
greater than that for maximum efficiency have been 
tested in order to confirm that this is so. 
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The same optimisation procedure as used for ebb- 
generation operation is adopted. However, when 
computation of the generating period up to the RRL is 
complete further generating steps of 2 minutes are 
calculated. After each turbining step the pumping 
operation required to raise reservoir level by the 
corresponding level increment is calculated, and the 
energy consumed whilst pumping up the level increment 
compared with the energy generated from the same 
incremental level. Provided energy output exceeds 
energy input the calculation proceed to evaluate for 
another incremental level. Pumping ceases when more 
energy is required to pump the final incremental level 
than is recovered by the additional generation, since 
this would reduce the NETT energy yield from that cycle. 
As for ebb-generation the optimum strategy is found by 
optimising DDRL. It has been found that when pumping 
operations are incorporated the optimum DDRL is slightly 
higher and that the generating period is extended 
somewhat to take advantage of the additional stored 
volume provided by pumping. 
Pump performance data input is limited to providing pump 
specific discharge (Q11) as a function of specific 
peripheral speed Q11 = f(KU1). When scaled to the 
appropriate runner diameter and rotational speed this 
function determines the pump discharge at a particular 
operating head. A second function linking pump power 
input to the pump head completes the data required. Use 
of these deterministic relationships permits computation 
using the Runge-Kutta method as for the refilling phase, 
Section 4.3.1 equation (5) although for pumping 
reservoir level and time are interchanged. 
(so_e noEe- opposite) 
The question which is sometimes asked is whether, having 
found the optimum extent of pumping for a particular 
DDRL, would not the augmented reservoir level be better 
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used with a different generating strategy from that 
which led to the selected level? This option is 
implicitly considered by the selection of alternative 
DDRLs, which each have their own unique generating 
paths, - one of which would be the result of operating 
such a different strategy. Accordingly the search for 
DDRL with maximum nett output defines the optimal 
solution. 
In order to assess the impact of an energy input cost 
higher (or lower) than the energy output value, an 
energy cost ratio can be applied to the pump energy 
requirements so that the optimisation procedure 
effectively optimises the overall value of generation. 
4.5 Optimisation Procedures for Double-effect Operation 
Optimisation of the double-effect mode of operation, 
either with or without pumping has been accomplished 
using an identical set of routines controlling reservoir 
level variation as used for the single-effect model. In 
the double-effect model two different turbine hillcharts 
are required to represent operation in the direct and 
reverse turbine quadrants. The turbine hillcharts will 
almost certainly be representative of the double- 
regulated turbine type for which discharge regulation 
must be determined using the Calculus of Variations 
solution. As with the single-tide model the emptying 
phase and refilling phase are optimised separately, as 
follows: 
1. A drawn-down reservoir level (DDRL) and a refilled 
reservoir level (RRL) are selected, refer to Figure 
4.5. 
2. The emptying phase is computed backwards in time 
from DDRL using initially the sluices and idling 
turbines until the turbine head exceeds the 
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minimum. Thereafter the turbines are operated on 
the maximum power output curve, _3N = 0, together 
aQ 
with the open sluices until the estimate of the 
sluice opening time TSLUD is reached. From this 
point until the RRL is reached computation proceeds 
with only the turbines in operation, their 
discharge being regulated according to the Calculus 
of Variation solution as detailed in Section 4.3.2 
for single-effect operation. 
3. Having evaluated energy output for the initially 
selected value for TSLUD, the program selects a new 
value and repeats step 2. in an iterative search 
for the value of TSLUD which maximises energy yield 
from the ebb-generation period between the current 
values of RRL and DDRL. 
4. The refilling phase is computed as for steps 2. and 
3. above to obtain the maximum energy yield from 
the flood-generation period between the current 
values of RRL and DDRL. A total energy yield from 
the tidal cycle is obtained by summating the 
results of steps 3 and 4. 
5. The program now selects a new DDRL and repeats 
steps 2-4 in an iterative search using the 
current RRL and the DDRL yielding greatest total 
energy. This optimum DDRL becomes the 2nd estimate 
of DDRL and is fixed whilst RRL is varied in a 
similar way. The procedure, shown graphically in 
Figure 4.6, progressively 'climbs' to the peak of 
the total energy contours. Tolerances are inbuilt 
to stop the iterations once the desired accuracy 
has been attained. 
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As will be appreciated from the description of the 
optimisation procedure the double-effect model is at 
least an order of magnitude more complex and consuming 
of computer CPU time than the single-effect model. The 
writer can see opportunities to enhance the procedure 
but following use of the program as described above, 
when program development time was limited, there has 
been no further requirement for study of the double- 
effect mode of operation. 
4.6 Variable Speed Turbine Operation 
With the wide variation of turbine head experienced by 
tidal turbines the option of variable rotational speed 
is an interesting proposition. By constant adjustment 
and optimisation of rotational speed a high efficiency 
can be achieved under all operating conditions, thereby 
increasing energy yield. Alternatively, variable speed 
operation can be adopted with a. simplified, fixed 
distributor, fixed blade turbine to obtain reasonable 
energy yield with a machine type of low first cost and 
low maintenance requirements. 
To facilitate variable speed turbine operation 
electrical power output produced as alternating current 
at a variable frequency, must be rectified to direct 
current and subsequently inverted to system frequency. 
Rectification would take place on or near the barrage 
but the inverter station could be located, for economy 
of transmission equipment, near to the load centre. 
Control of turbine speed would be achieved by control of 
the electrical load placed on the generator, by 
adjustment of thyristor firing angle at the inverter 
station. 
The cost of rectification and inverter equipment is not 
insignificant however and there is a power loss of 1-2% 
through this process, so the economic case for variable 
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speed operation must be carefully evaluated. A 
secondary benefit obtained however is elimination of the 
synchronizing process as units are started up. 
In the optimisation model the problem is to select for 
the specified head and discharge at each step in the 
calculation a rotational speed for which efficiency is a 
maximum. In terms of the dimensionless hill chart 
characteristic, this means that the program must search 
the specified Q11 , for the value of n11 for which 
efficiency is highest. This is achieved in the model 
using an additional set of routines. 
When operating at variable speed the generator output 
limit is transformed to a generator torque limit. This 
limit condition is checked in the speed optimisation 
routines, if torque at the optimum efficiency exceeds 
the limit speed is increased until the limit is 
equalled. 
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5.0 APPLICATION OF TILE PROGRAM(S) 
5.1 Validating the Ebb-generation Program 
Upon completion of the ebb-generation simulation model 
direct comparison of results with results from Gibson's 
CSOM program (Ref. 3) was possible for some simple 
cases. After some minor modifications and corrections 
these two programs were in very close agreement. For 
testing of the maximum energy routines and other 
features not incorporated in Gibson's model, check 
calculations were made by hand for each set of 
conditions, the computed results were presented 
graphically to identify any irregularities, and results 
were compared to the more simple cases to check that 
anticipated trends were reproduced. Checking by hand 
calculation was made less onerous because it was 
considered unnecessary to check further routines used in 
the simple cases which were validated by comparison with 
Gibson's model. 
Checking that the maximum energy solution does indeed 
find the optimal route through the turbine hillchart was 
problematical. Although all results indicated more 
energy from this solution than by either maximum power 
output or maximum efficiency operation, was there 
another route which yields even more energy? In 
describing the maximum energy solution, Section 4.3.2, 
it is remarked that the Calculus of Variations indicates 
that turbine operation should begin with operation at 
maximum efficiency but that this condition is not 
utilised in the computer model. It is therefore 
reassuring that results of maximum energy operation 
indicate that the optimum computation ends at or near to 
the maximum efficiency line. For the sub-optimial 
DDRL's tried in the optimisation procedure the final 
computations can be substantially above or below maximum 
efficiency. 
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Further useful checks would have been to make 
comparative runs against recorded power and energy 
yields from specific tidal occurrences for La Rance and 
more recently for the Annapolis plant in Canada. 
Unfortunately in the case of La Rance comparison is made 
impossible because of the pre-occupation there with 
operation to maximise revenue and accordingly the plant 
operation is distorted to follow the cost of electricity 
functions derived by Electricite de France. In the case 
of Annapolis some data has become available however this 
was incomplete and any comparison would have been 
uncertain. 
In addition to checks to establish the correct 
functioning of the optimisation program, it is also 
necessary to consider whether the method of energy 
analysis, the single-tide and histogram approach, is 
valid. By inspection it could be argued that this is a 
reasonable way to proceed since a large sample (one 
year's tides) is used and the variation of energy yield 
with tidal range is considered by the use of-a number of 
sample tidal ranges. The counter argument is of course 
that this method implies that the tides occur as 
infinite series of constant amplitude, and since this is 
not the case the steady variation of tidal ranges 
influences in some way the energy yield. 
Gibson in his thesis compared results from energy 
analyses using his single-tide model with a much more 
complex model developed by Tidal Power Consultants, of 
Montreal, Canada which could optimise energy yield over 
a spring-neap cycle. He reported a close agreement. 
This result is not surprising in view of the large 
sluice capacity required for ebb-generation barrages and 
the corresponding ability to almost completely refill 
the reservoir in preparation for the next generating 
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period. Gibson compared the energy yield of individual 
tidal ranges which is not strictly appropriate. What is 
required is a comparison of annual energy yield firstly 
by the histogram method, described here, and secondly by 
use of a program which can optimise operation through a 
natural tidal series. The Tidal Power Consultants model 
was of the latter type however it was only operated 
through aspring-neap cycle from which the extrapolation 
of an annual energy yieldm4oeinaccurate because of the 
monthly tidal variations. 
At the conclusion of his period of study the writer has 
supervised the development of an optimisation program, 
like the TPC program, for the analysis of operation 
through a natural tidal series. Using the new program, 
'the multi-tide optimisation model', annual energy yield 
has been computed through a complete years tides and the 
annual energy yield compared to the result from the same 
conditions using the single-tide model with a histogram 
derived from the years tides in question, Reference 24. 
The results differed by just 0.3% and would appear to 
completely validate the single-tide and histogram 
approach. 
The multi-tide optimisation model was developed to 
examine specifically the changes in operating patterns 
and outputs brought about by operation to maximise 
revenue rather than energy yield and Reference 24 
describes results of the models initial application, for 
the proposed Mersey Barrage scheme. This analysis also 
highlighted the difficulty in use of the model because 
of the variability of fortnightly neap-spring-neap tidal 
series. Because of which it becomes necessary to 
analyse a complete years tides to obtain a satisfactory 
result for annual energy yield and annual energy value. 
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5.2 Selection of appropriate time step for the numerical 
model 
Having thoroughly checked the operation of the program 
using a time step of 10 minutes for the time increment 
of the numerical solution, as recommended by Gibson 
(Ref. 5), the writer considered independently an 
appropriate selection for this parameter. Figure 5.1 
shows results of energy computations using the maximum 
energy routines with the finite difference method, and 
operation along the maximum power output curve using the 
Runge Kutta method. As anticipated using the VD FB type 
turbines the maximum energy solution gives only a 
slightly greater energy yield, about 0.26% more. Also 
shown is the variation in reported energy yield with 
respect to the time step used in the numerical 
solutions. For both methods of computation the 
variation of energy yield is found to be almost at a 
peak with a1 minute step length and the reduction when 
using a 10 minute step length is less than 0.1%. 
Further extension of the step length to 15 minutes does 
not appear advisable in view of the shape of the curves. 
Detailed consideration of the shape of the curves 
reveals that the energy yield variation stems from the 
method of energy evaluation from the instantaneous power 
outputs calculated at the ends of each time step. In 
the model the trapezium rule is used to calculate energy 
produced during a time step, which because of the shape 
of the power output curve, Figure 5.2 refers, 
underestimates the area under the curve and hence 
underestimates energy yield. Use of Simpson's rule for 
energy calculation improves accuracy of results for a 
time step of 20 minutes making it comparable with 
results using a 10 minute time step with the trapezium 
rule. Simpsons's rule was not used in the program 
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because it is unsuitable when the time step has to be 
reduced to pinpoint the conditions at which an operating 
constraint is reached. In conclusion a 10 minute time 
step has been universally adopted in the knowledge that 
the computed energy yield will be very close to the 
maximum achievable. 
5.3 Optimisation of generating equipment 
Following the successful proving of the computer model 
in its basic form in 1979/80 it has been applied to many 
different and interesting proposals for tidal power 
development. References 25 to 41 inclusive contain 
details of energy production studies using the model. 
The computer model remains nevertheless a tool with 
which to investigate the options open to the designer of 
a tidal power scheme. Accordingly prior to discussing 
results of some of the studies it is worth considering 
some of the elementary considerations. 
Optimization of tidal genenerating equipment for a 
specific barrage location is an iterative process 
requiring input from many engineering disciplines. 
Initially a number of assumptions must be made in order 
to select the optimum value of a particular parameter. 
Subsequently the initial assumptions should be 
progressively tested and where necessary revised. 
The procedure is not as repetitive or time consuming as 
might be first thought, since tidal power studies, as 
with any other investigation, proceed by stages, each 
following by logical steps to the next. Typically these 
studies could be identified as follows: 
i) Study of tidal energy potential. 
ii) Preliminary optimization of plant and layout. 
iii) Feasibility study. 
iv) Project design. 
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It is anticipated that at each stage the findings of 
previous studies of the site can be utilized as a 
starting point; even though some of the results may 
have to be modified as the available data and knowledge 
of practical constraints develops. Initially of course 
in the study of tidal energy potential, with no previous 
site information to draw upon, assumptions must draw 
upon experience of analysis of previous schemes. The 
following paragraphs indicate a method of approach. 
The physical parameters to be optimized are as follows: 
1) Barrage location 
2) Turbines 
) Sluices 
Diameter of runner 
Number of machines 
Turbine specification 
Type and discharge characteristics 
Size of opening 
Number of sluices 
Now considering the case of an ebb-generation scheme 
where operation is to produce lowest cost energy, the 
parameters would be initially selected according to the 
following procedures. 
5.3.1 'Barrage Location 
Selection of an optimum location depends upon several 
conflicting factors; such as: tidal regime, basin 
area, barrage length, and water depth along the barrage. 
The most important factor influencing output and 
economic viability is the tidal regime. Energy 
potential and the effectiveness with which it can be 
exploited, both increase with increasing tidal range. 
In conflict with location of the barrage for maximum 
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tidal range is the requirement for a large basin area - 
the conflict arises because tidal range usually 
increases towards the landward end of an estuary. 
Barrage length has a direct relationship to construction 
cost and should be kept as short as possible but needs 
to be sufficienctly long to accommodate the number of 
turbines required. The depths of water along the 
barrage should be minimized from cost considerations but 
be deep enough over some distance to accommodate 
turbines (and sluices). Large scale dredging is 
particularly expensive unless bed material is soft, in 
which case foundations must be investigated carefully. 
Other factors to consider when selecting a barrage 
location are for example: 
- the avoidance of unfavourable foundation 
conditions. 
- ease of access for construction. 
- requirement for navigation lock(s). 
5.3.2 Turbines 
Axial-flow propeller turbines of one form of another are 
now universally adopted for tidal generation studies, 
refer to Section 3.1. 
Diameter of Runner 
The first turbine parameter to be selected is the runner 
diameter. Because of the large flows involved tidal 
power schemes usually require many turbines; the 
diameter of which should be as large as practicable 
within the constraints of manufacturing capability, 
transport and depth of water available. At present a 
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manufacturing limit of about 9 metres runner diameter is 
indicated. Maximum diameter produced to date is 8.4m, 
and a 9m diameter machine is considered a reasonable 
extrapolation of present experience. 
For the largest diameters a foundation level of 28m - 
33m below mean sea level is generally required to 
provide adequate runner submergence to avoid cavitation. 
Where water depths are less than this runner diameter 
must be reduced. Approximate guides for selecting 
runner diameter are as follows: - 
i) runner axis should be at least twice runner 
diameter below mean sea level 
ii) foundation level should be approximately 1.5 times 
diameter below runner axis. 
Number of turbines 
Having selected turbine runner diameter it is then 
possible to make an estimate of the required number of 
these machines from the following empirical rule: 
No. of turbine = 8.6 x AHV2 
D2 
where A= basin mid tide area (km2) 
H= mean tidal range (m) 
D= runner diameter (m) 
The number of machines indicated can only be a very 
approximate guide since economic and many other factors 
have not been considered. Where energy calculations are 
to be performed computations would normally be made for 
-50% to +50% of the number of turbines indicated. 
Subsequent costing and revenue exercises will indicate 
what is the true optimum number of machines. 
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Initial Turbine Specification 
Since the case being considered is that for an ebb- 
generation scheme, turbine specification must initially 
identify what method of discharge regulation is to be 
adopted. Previous studies of ebb-generation schemes 
have determined that a double-regulated propeller 
turbine is not necessary, its small efficiency advantage 
being insufficient to compensate for the additional 
complexity and cost compared to either of the single- 
regulated derivatives, refer to Section 6. 
Fixed distributor (FD), variable blade (VB), propeller 
turbines exhibit a wide range of efficient operation 
(although not as wide as the double-regulated machine), 
maintaining reasonable efficiency over a wide range of 
operating head. This type requires a downstream gate in 
the draft tube for operational and emergency purposes 
since closure of the runner blades does not stop the 
flow of water completely. 
Variable distributor (VD), fixed blade (FB) propeller 
turbines have a narrow range of efficient operation and 
do not maintain efficiency well when operated away from 
the design head. Nevertheless because VD FB types can 
discharge larger volumes at low head conditions although 
at low efficiency, on balance there is little to choose 
between the generating potential of VD FB and FD VB 
types. The main reason behind this is that for tidal 
generation if volumes of water are not utilized they are 
effectively lost with the next incoming tide. Thus 
discharge capability is almost as important as the 
efficiency of operation. 
In consequence, selection of the method of regulation 
can be deferred to a later date when the 
turbine/generator arrangement whether it be Bulb or 
Straflo is selected, since this has some bearing on 
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matters also. Because of availability of data and ease 
of use, the VD FB type has been used almost universally 
for preliminary investigation. The remaining turbine 
specifications are as follows: 
Rated Head 
This is the operating head at which the unit reaches the 
generator limit capacity, thereafter as head increases 
turbine discharge is throttled by distributor or runner- 
blade adjustment to limit the power generated. A 
generator output limit is required because although 
higher outputs could be produced on a few extreme spring 
tides, it would not be economical to do so. 
Experience indicates that for a preliminary appraisal, 
rated head should be choosen to be approximately the 
mean tidal range. 
Rotational Speed 
Ultimately this should be a convenient synchronous speed 
however, since speeds are inevitably low these are close 
together and only when speed is finally selected is it 
necessary to ensure that it is synchronous. 
For the characteristics commonly used rotational speed 
is selected as follows: 
n1l = 180 = nD 
Ch 
where n» = unitized turbine speed parameter (rpm) 
n= rotational speed (rpm) 
D= diameter (m) 
h= rated head (m) 
hence n= 180 
rh 
D 
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Generator Limit Capacity 
This is evaluated directly from the turbine 
characteristics using the selected rated head. 
Runner Submergence 
At an early stage it is not convenient to specify a 
submergence but rather to consider the worst case 
(spring tide, sea level minimum and turbine head 
maximum) and establish the submergence required for 
this. Further refinement requires computer modelling to 
indicate energy loss if a reduced submergence is 
specified. The energy loss results from throttling of 
discharge for short periods of time when conditions 
indicate cavitation. 
5.3.3 Sluices 
Type and discharge characteristics 
It has become established that where sufficient water 
depth is available the submerged Venturi-type sluice is 
adopted. The reasoning is because this type has good 
discharge characteristics and a low risk of storm 
damage. Alternative choices would be the flap gated 
type or radial gated sluice. 
Venturi-type sluices incorporate a vertical lift gate 
located at the throat of a water passage which contracts 
sharply on the upstream side and expands more gradually 
on the downstream side acting as does a turbine draft- 
tube. Under operating conditions the water passage 
remains submerged at all times thereby maximising the 
available sluice discharge capacity and maintaining 
stable operating conditions. The coefficient of 
discharge has been established from model tests over the 
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years, Refs 42 and 43, reported figures vary however; 
coefficients of 1.5 to 1.8 are widely accepted. 
Size of Opening 
As with turbine diameter, the larger the better to make 
best use of available barrage length - the width of gate 
is more restricted (to about 12m) and the height limited 
only by practicalities of construction and the depth of 
water to ensure submergence under all operating 
conditions. A size commonly considered has a throat 
area of 12m x 12m. 
Number of Sluices 
As for turbines an empirical rule is used to obtain a 
first estimate of the number of sluices which may be 
required for an optimum development. The rule is : 
No. of sluices = 15.3 x AHýz 
Throat area (m2) 
where A= basin mid tide area (km2) 
H= mean tidal range (m) 
Again for economic optimization a range of sluice 
numbers should be considered which may extend to; 50% of 
the figure derived above. 
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5.4 Ebb-generation energy studies 
Typical ebb-generation energy studies involve the 
initial selection of turbine generator parameters and 
sluice parameters as described in Section 5.3, followed 
by computation of annual energy yield for a range of 
turbine and sluice numbers so that the combination 
giving lowest cost energy can be identified. To 
indicate the type of data and the results of these 
studies details are given here of studies of the 
proposed tidal generating barrage across the Mersey 
estuary. 
5.4.1 Mersey Barrage: Line 3 site data 
Tidal data 
The predictions of tidal ranges at Liverpool for 1974 
made by the Admiralty Tide Tables Volume 1 form the 
basis for predictions of sea level outside the barrage. 
These predictions have been modified to allow for an 
anticipated reduction of tidal amplitude of 3.5% caused 
by the interference of the barrage upon the existing 
tidal regime. The magnitude of the tidal range reduction 
is at this stage tentative and is based upon figures 
provided by the Institute of Oceanographic Sciences 
(IOS) at Bidston. IOS have a 2-dimensional numerical 
model of the West coast of England and the Irish Sea 
areas. Their comparison of existing tidal amplitude at 
the barrage site using the model both with and without 
the Mersey estuary has indicated the overall reduction 
of tidal amplitude mentioned above. The situation 
modelled in this way, effectively an impermeable barrier 
at the barrage site, is not realistic but provides the 
best available estimate of this phenomenon. 
Additionally the single-tide model requires a number of 
typical tides for evaluation; the data used derived 
from the Admiralty predictions is shown in Table 5.1. 
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Basin Data 
Basin areas are obtained by linear interpolation between 
measured areas at a number of levels, refer to Figure 
5.3 and 5.4 for Line 3. 
Turbine Data 
For these calculations, data for a variable distributor 
fixed blade (VD, FB, FS) turbine has been used. Turbine 
efficiencies are obtained from a bi-cubic spline fit to 
EWZ Drg. No. 1067309. The data is applicable to both 
bulb and Straflo turbines, the characteristic is shown 
in Figure 5.5: 
Blade angle 
Number of turbines 
Diameter 
Rotational speed 
Installed capacity 
Rated head 
Minimum net head 
Refilling capacity as sluice 
at lm net head 
Centreline spacing 
Runner axis setting 
Caisson bed depth 
Caisson exit area 
Majoration at B. E. P 
(decreases linearly to 0 
at 0% efficiency) 
Power system losses & 
Generator efficiency 
14 degrees 
21 (20 operational) 
7.6m 
55.556 rpm 
23.0 MW 
6.0 m 
1.557m 
260m'/s 
19. Om 
-12.93m O. D. 
-22.33m O. D. 
210. OOm2 
3.6% 
Incorporated in 
electrical losses 
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Sluice Data 
Number operational 
Coefficient of discharge 
Centreline spacing 
Caisson bed depth 
Throat area 
Caisson exit area 
15 
1.8 
19. Om 
-16.93m O. D. 
144. OOm2 
270m2 
Electrical losses 
The power system losses used are shown below and allow 
for all electrical losses including generator 
efficiency. 
Power MW 
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
23 
24 
Total Loss MW 
0.586 
0.586 
0.590 
0.601 
0.647 
0.724 
0.831 
0.969 
1.093 
1.093 
5.4.2 Results of computations 
Figure 5.6 provides the results of energy computations 
indicating the variation of energy output with tidal 
range. For each tide considered energy output per tide 
is multiplied by the appropriate number of annual 
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occurrences and annual energy summated. Figure 5.7 
indicates the variation of annual energy yield in 
response to changes in the number of turbines and 
sluices installed. This figure shows in particular the 
diminishing returns achieved by installing a large 
number of sluices. Also indicated are approximate 
contours of cost of energy production derived from a 
preliminary economic appraisal. The cost of energy 
contours indicate an optimal scheme to consist of 
approximately 21 Turbines and 15 Sluices. 
Considering the indicated optimum scheme the predicted 
effect upon water levels inside the barrage is shown in 
Figure 5.8. It is typical for ebb-generation schemes 
that high water levels are only slightly reduced and 
that low water levels fall only to about the mean tide 
level. 
For the same scheme, Figure 5.9 shows the variation of 
scheme power output with time and the tidal range. This 
shows that on extreme neap tides generation takes place 
over just 2 hours of the tidal cycle of 12 hours 20 
minutes, whereas on extreme spring tides the generating 
period reaches almost 7 hours. On spring tides the 
generator capacity limit can be seen to limit power 
output at low tide. By combining Figure 5.9 with the 
histogram of tidal ranges it is possible to generate 
Figure 5.10 showing the hours per year when specific 
power output levels are exceeded. This is the annual 
power duration curve, which shows that the generator 
capacity limit only restricts power output for about 300 
hours per year. 
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Many additional parameters can be considered, such as: 
- turbine rotational speed, generator capacity and 
turbine type (as discussed in Section 6). 
- turbine runner submergence and the cavitation limit. 
- the turbine design point by considering the turbine 
head duration curve. 
5.5 Ebb-generation plus sea-basin pumping studies 
A cursory examination of the addition of sea-basin 
pumping operations to increase the volume and level of 
the retained water appears particularly attractive 
because the pumping would take place at low head and the 
pumped volume discharged at a greater head as the tide 
level outside the barrage falls; Figure 4.4 refers. 
Unfortunately all the anticipated benefit cannot be 
realised because of a number of practical 
considerations. These are mostly concerned with the 
limitations of turbine-generator equipment, as follows: 
- Turbines designed for ebb-generation operation are not 
capable of passing equivalent flows when pumping and 
turbining - hence large volumes cannot be pumped when 
the differential head is small. 
- Pumping efficiency is considerably lower than turbine 
efficiency thereby increasing energy consumed. 
- Motor efficiency reduces the amount of useful work 
done by a specific amount of input energy and the 
benefit of pumping is then further reduced by the 
subsequent generator efficiency loss. 
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Nevertheless ebb-generation plus pumping operation has 
been considered for the Severn Barrage, Refs. 32 and 45, 
using a modified version of the standard ebb-generation 
program. A FD VB turbine and pump characteristic 
provided by Neyrpic was used for the study because it 
has good ebb-generation performance and reasonable sea 
to basin pumping efficiencies. For this type there 
would be little additional capital expenditure required 
to facilitate pumping, over the cost of an ebb- 
generation only barrage. The additional equipment 
needed would be input power metering and additional 
switchgear and control equipment. The turbine 
characteristic proposed would be: 
Turbine type 
Runner diameter 
Rotational speed 
Generator capacity limit 
Rated head 
Rated discharge 
Minimum head 
FD VB Drg. HS9983 
. 8.2 m 
55.556 rpm 
30 MW 
6.07 m 
637 m3/s 
1.43 m 
For this type the maximum efficiency pumping 
characteristic has been found most productive, pumping 
conditions are thus as follows: - 
Pumping head (m) 0.80 1.21 1.71 2.20 4.08 
Pump discharge (m3/s) 189.00 178.00 170.00 167.00 167.00 
Pump efficiency (%) 39.00 49.00 59.00 69.00 76.00 
Electrical input 
power (MW) 4.07 4.66 5.22 5.63 9.49 
When it is assumed that the input and output energy is 
of equal value, the annual energy yield is increased by 
2.2% over ebb-generation only. Energy gain is variable 
according to the tidal range but the largest gain of 4% 
is found at near mean tidal range. The headpond level 
would be increased by up to 0.5 metres as a result. 
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It may be observed that: 
i) pumping operations do not require the full motor 
capacity of 30MW, and 
ii) pumping is beneficial at all tidal ranges. 
The energy gain of 2.2% reported from this analysis 
contrasts sharply with the reported values for the La 
Rance tidal barrage. According to Electricite de France 
the energy gain by use of ebb-generation plus pumping 
compared to ebb-generation alone would be some 11%, 
reference 12. 
In order to reconcile these two figures additional 
computer runs were made which progressively brought the 
conditions at Severn into close agreement with those at 
La Rance. These runs and the results obtained were as 
follows: 
i) Using the same turbine and pump characteristic as 
before, the number of turbines and sluices was 
adjusted to give equivalent discharge capacity per 
square kilometre of basin area as at La Rance. 
This required an increase in the number of turbines 
from 182 to 300 machines but the number of sluices 
required remained at 150. 
Using the increased number of turbines annual 
energy yield was increased by 5.7% by the 
introduction of pumping. 
ii) The turbine and pump characteristic was then 
changed to that of the VD VB machines installed at 
La Rance. These turbines, being capable of 
operation in both directions of flow, are not 
ideally suited to ebb-generation only but they do 
have good sea-basin pump efficiencies. 
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Using the increased number of turbines and turbine 
and pump characteristics as installed at La Rance 
annual energy yield, compared to ebb-generation 
only, with the same machines, was increased by 
10.2%. 
The result is now in line with Electricite de France 
claims for the advangates of pumping at la Rance, where 
given the installed machinery, pumping is undoubtedly 
attractive. For the Severn, however, where the optimum 
number of turbines for ebb-generation operation is lower 
and the machinery different, the gains are likely to be 
much smaller ie. about 2.2%. 
From the preceding comments the case for introducing 
pumping operations is not proven. Indeed there is 
considerably variability in the energy gain (and 
consequently value gain) attributable to pumping 
according to the relative performance of the turbine and 
pump. What is required for the detailed investigation 
of the Severn and Mersey Barrages is to determine the 
turbine characteristic(s) leading to greatest energy 
yield and to determine the energy gain based upon the 
corresponding pump performance characteristic. This is 
the approach which has been applied previously but 
information received from the manufacturers suggests 
that the turbine and pump performances may not be 
compatible since in general the turbine mode has been 
more thoroughly researched and tested. If pumping is 
seen to be advantageous further development could 
enhance the energy gain. Alternatively development of a 
specific tidal turbine with good efficiency over a wide 
range of head conditions could nullify the gains from 
pumping. 
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In conclusion it is considered that pumping operations 
could lead to a marginal improvement in the economic 
viability of the Severn and Mersey Barrage schemes but 
to quantify accurately the improvement requires a more 
consistent set of performance characteristics than is 
currently available. 
5.6 Double-effect energy studies 
Double-effect operation has been considered for the 
Severn Barrage project so that the two inherent 
advantages of this mode of operation could be evaluated, 
namely: 
- generation takes place for a larger proportion of the 
tidal cycle and is therefore, more likely to 
correspond to the peaks of system demand, 
- since generating head is generally reduced the maximum 
power output is correspondingly less which may 
alleviate some of the problems of integrating large 
power blocks, characteristic of single-effect 
operation, into the electricity system. 
However, as a result of the compromises on runner blade 
design, water passage profile and distributor 
positioning which have to be made to allow the turbines 
to operate in both directions, turbine efficiency is 
less than for a specifically designed single-effect 
machine in ebb-mode and substantially less in the flood- 
mode. A reduced efficiency and reduced operating head 
combine to give substantially lower power outputs than 
for the ebb-generation operation. Analysis has shown 
that operation for maximum energy yield with generating 
equipment capable of double-effect operation gives a 
lower output than ebb-generation operation. The 
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reduction reported was about 10%, reference 28, although 
it was anticipated that with more detailed investigation 
of this mode of operation and optimisation of the 
turbine-generator parameters that the reduction could be 
reduced. 
Reference 31, details a study of the value of double- 
effect operation using a version of the energy 
optimisation program modified so that for a single tidal 
cycle the total value of generation, from two blocks of 
generation was optimised. The value of energy was 
determined according to time of day from the CEGB Bulk 
Supply Tariff. Results showed that ebb-generation 
operation was optimum for neap tide ranges when these 
coincided with a high tariff period. But for spring 
tides, and neap tides for which ebb-generation occurred 
during off-peak electricity supply periods, the double- 
effect mode of operation was more productive. Summated 
for a typical year the optimum value of double-effect 
operation was found to be within 7% of the corresponding 
ebb-generation scheme. Considering that the double- 
effect machine parameters were not optimised the 
difference could be narrowed to perhaps 1% or 2%. 
In considering the economic case for double-effect 
machinery and operation the value of generation must be 
set against the increased scheme costs. For the 
Severn double-effect operation did not appear more 
economical than ebb-generation however, the principle 
reason for elimination of the mode from further study 
hinged upon the retained water levels in the reservoir. 
In this case the reduction in high water levels which 
would be experienced at the sea parts in the inner 
estuary would present serious restrictions upon their 
use by commercial shipping. 
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Tidal Levels (m A. O. D) Rising Falling Number of 
Range time time annual 
High Low occurences 
(m) (mins) (mins) 
3.25 1.82 -1.43 320 420 22.5 
4.25 2.32 -1.93 320 420 85.5 
5.25 2.82 -2.43 320 420 135.5 
6.25 3.32 -2.93 320 420 143.0 
7.25 3.82 -3.43 320 420 167.0 
8.25 4.32 -3.93 320 420 113.5 
9.25 4.82 -4.43 320 420 35.5 
10.25 5.32 -4.93 320 420 2.5 
TABLE 5.1 TIDAL DATA FOR SINGLE-TIDE OPTIMISATION MODEL 
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6.0 COMPARISON OF TURBINE TYPES - FOR EBB-GENERATION 
6.1 Introduction 
Section 5 describes the common applications of the 
computer model in the early stages of a tidal power 
study when it is important to establish what are the 
major constraints and determine realistic values for the 
important parameters such as the number of turbines and 
sluices, and the outline specification of the turbines 
in terms of diameter, rotational speed and generator 
capacity. Having made the necessary energy yield 
calculations it will be possible to determine 
approximately the economic performance of the proposed 
scheme and thereby make recommendations about proceeding 
to refine the barrage design. 
An initial assumption for ebb-generation schemes 
recommended in Section 5 was to adopt the VD FB turbine 
type on the basis of the availability and ease of use of 
the performance data. Clearly this is one assumption 
which should be investigated, particularly as the 
turbine manufacturers are not agreed upon which is the 
most appropriate solution. A comprehensive comparison 
of the turbine types was carried out by the writer for 
the Severn Barrage scheme for the UK Department of 
Energy and is reported in References 27,28,29 and 44. 
The comparison was performed for Line 5, an alignment 
roughly between Lavernock Point on the Welsh shore and 
Sand Point on the English shore, one of six barrage 
locations considered when evaluating the tidal energy 
potential of the Severn Estuary. Line 5 was recognised 
early on to lead to lowest cost of energy produced and 
was considered in greatest detail in the Severn Barrage 
Committee report of 1981, Reference 1 and more recently 
by the Severn Tidal Power Group report of 1986, 
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Reference 45. Following the initial turbine type 
comparisons the alignment of Line 5 has been modified to 
take advantage of improved water depths and foundation 
conditions, and the alignment now proposed is from 
Lavernock Point to Brean Down near Weston-Super-Mare. 
The turbine type comparison for the Severn Barrage on 
Line 5 was completed in 1980, since that time there have 
been a number of changes to the site, the proposed 
installation and to the computer modelling methods. 
Accordingly the writer has recently made a new 
comparison using up to date data and methods and the 
results are presented for discussion in Section 6.5 
following a description of the earlier work, Section 
6.4. 
In summary, the basis for the initial turbine type 
comparison was as follows: 
Barrage location : Line 5 (reference 25) 
Enclosed basin area at high water: 470km2 
Mean tidal range 
(modified by barrage effect) : 7.9m 
Turbine diameter : 9. Om 
Number of operational turbines : 140 
Submergence of the turbine axis : 10.5m below Chart Datum 
Sluices, Venturi type (Cd = 1.5) : 12.2m x 12.2m throat 
. 
Number of sluices : 150 
6.2 Comparison of fixed (synchronous speed options) 
Section 3.4 indicates each of the seven practicable 
turbine options, of which there are 3 fixed speed 
variants and 4 variable speed types. Each of the fixed 
speed variants was considered in detail. Turbine 
performance hillcharts from Escher Wyss of Zurich were 
used to compare energy yield from the VD FB, FD VB and 
VD VB types. 
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Variable distributor, fixed blade turbines, VD FB 
Performance characteristics were available for three 
fixed blade angles of 8.5°, 11.3° and 14° (referred to 
EWZ datum) for each of which a numerical model of the 
dimensionless efficiency characteristic (the 
'hillchart') was provided. The objective of the turbine 
type comparison was to determine the sensitivity of the 
annual energy yield to the following parameters 
- rotational speed 
- installed generator capacity 
- blade angle 
Accordingly the energy optimisation computer program was 
run for each combination of the 3 blade angles, 3 
installed capacities and usually 4 rotational speeds. 
For each combination a different head/discharge 
characteristic was evaluated by the program so that the 
turbine model efficiency was faithfully applied to the 
corresponding prototype conditions. For these VD FB 
turbines, discharge was regulated along the maximum 
power output curve unless the limits of generator 
capacity or restricted runner submergence leading to 
cavitation were encountered. Figure 6.1 shows the 
results obtained for the case of a 50MW generator 
capacity limit, results for the 60MW and 40MW limits 
indicated the same trends. 
The results indicate that the 14° blade opening led to 
the greatest energy yield at just above 50rpm, however 
with this blade opening energy yield is particularly 
sensitive to the selected rotational speed. If it 
should be necessary to select a rotational speed above 
50rpm a reduced blade opening would become optimum, as 
indicated by the significantly greater energy yield from 
the 11.3° blade angle when running at 60rpm. In this 
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case the sensitivity to speed variation is enhanced by 
the limited runner submergence allowed, which limits the 
permitted discharge at low tide levels. 
An envelope curve is shown on Figure 6.1 representing 
for the particular speed the optimum energy yield using 
the best blade angle. The curve shows the absolute peak 
energy yield has been reached and that increase of blade 
angle beyond 14° would not bring greater energy yield. 
This envelope curve is used in Section 6.4 for 
comparison of energy yields from the other machine 
types. 
Fixed distributor, variable blade turbines, FD VB 
Performance characteristics for three distributor 
settings were used, namely 730,77° and 800. These 
characteristics each represent the results a series of 
model tests on a VD VB type machine with the distributor 
vanes held in a constant position. However, although 
the term 'fixed distributor' is used to describe non- 
moving guide vanes upstream of the runner, a prototype 
machine of this description would not have the number 
(approximately 16-18) of vanes, appropriate if they were 
to be moved, nor would they be the same shape. It is 
probable there would be between 6 and 8 fabricated 
guide vanes and that this fixed arrangement would be 
hydraulically more efficient than the variable 
distributor arrangement when held in a fixed position. 
The extent of the efficiency gain is however uncertain 
and in consequence the model test data has been applied 
without modification, but the potential gain, perhaps 1% 
to 2% has been noted. 
The parameters have been varied in the same way as for 
the VD FB type and results for the 50MW case are shown 
in Figure 6.2(a). In the computer simulation the turbine 
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discharge was regulated according to the Calculus of 
Variations solution to maximise energy yield. For this 
type - energy yield is less sensitive to variation of 
rotational speed than the VD FB case and there is no 
apparent requirement to adjust the fixed distributor 
angles in response to a change in the synchronous speed. 
The 73° distributor opening shows the highest energy 
yield over the range of speeds considered, this opening 
also shows that energy yield is approaching a maximum as 
speed is reduced below 50rpm. Considering vertical 
sections through Figure 6.2(a) as shown in Figure 6.2(b) 
it can be seen that the 73° distributor opening is 
optimum. This condition applies over the whole speed 
and capacity ranges and accordingly results for the 73° 
distributor opening are used in Section 6.4 for 
comparison with energy yield from the other machine 
types. 
Variable distributor, variable blade turbines, VD VB 
A single performance characteristic of this type was 
modelled using the bi-cubic spline modelling technique. 
In this case the dimensionless efficiency characteristic 
is presented for a variable blade machine up to a 
maximum blade opening of approximately 15° and this 
limit introduces a discontinuity on the diagram. 
Accordingly efficiencies were extrapolated for blade 
openings in excess of 15° to obtain a good fit to the 
model test data, and operation in the simulation model 
was restricted to a specific discharge below the 15° 
blade opening. Turbine discharge during each generating 
period of the simulation was regulated to maximise 
energy yield using the Calculus of Variations solution. 
Generator capacity and rotational speed have been used 
as for the previous machine types to produce for each 
power capacity a curve of energy yield against 
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rotational speed. The curves exhibit a maximum at about 
50rpm, and are discussed in Section 6.4 in comparison 
with the other turbine types. 
6.3 Analysis of variable speed turbine operation 
The advantages of variable-speed turbine operation are 
described in Section 4.6, however until the writer had 
made energy production calculations the impact upon 
energy yield remained unknown. Only two of the four 
possible variable speed variants have been considered; ' 
the FD FB VS and VD FB VS types. The VD VB VS type was 
not considered because the energy gain over VD VB FS 
type was thought unlikely to offset the additional costs 
associated with VS operation, but future studies should 
consider the FD VB VS type. 
When operating at variable speed the generator design 
parameter becomes the maximum required torque, although 
a maximum power output limit may also be necessary to 
reduce investment on increased transmission capacity. 
Generator torque is proportional to power output divided 
by rotational speed, accordingly the higher the power 
output for a given speed the higher the torque and the 
higher the generator cost. For comparison of the 
turbine types the variable speed options are compared 
with other types which require generators of equivalent 
torque so that the cost of generators is similar. With 
variable speed operation the number of poles can be 
selected and may be reduced below that required for 
synchronous operation, perhaps leading to a cost 
reduction. 
Variable distributor, fixed blade, variable speed 
turbines VD, FB, VS 
Considering the same dimensionless efficiency 
characteristics as for VD FB FS work it is noted that if 
speed is free to vary there is a range of Q11 and nil 
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values for any particular operating head. The Calculus 
of Variations solution selects the appropriate 
discharge, hence Q11 , for each step in the computation 
and then an optimisation routine varies the value of n1l 
to maximise efficiency and power output. 
In a prototype scheme the machines would be operated 
according to pre-programmed instructions dictating the 
distributor opening and rotational speed linked to the 
time-into-generation of a particular cycle. Speed 
control would be achieved by electrical loading of the 
turbines either singly or in groups. Figure 6.3 shows a 
typical prototype head/discharge characteristic for a VD 
FB VS turbine, indicating also the operating paths 
chosen by the maximum energy method for the selected 
tidal ranges. This diagram shows for each head and 
discharge the optimum efficiency, there is of course a 
range of efficiency for each point depending upon the 
selected rotational speed. Sub-optimal conditions are 
adopted when constraints such as the cavitation limits 
or generator torque are encountered. Figure 6.4 shows 
for a spring tidal range how the optimum operating paths 
are modified when these constraints are effected. 
Operation of the turbines would begin at maximum 
efficiency at point A, and follow the optimum path until 
the cavitation limitation is reached as operating head 
increases and sea level falls, point B. From B, 
operation would be regulated to avoid cavitation 
conditions until at point C the generator torque limit 
is reached, whereupon speed is allowed to increase as 
head increases maintaining constant torque. As 
operating head falls the optimal solution departs from 
the limit torque at D and follows the cavitation limit 
until E and then follows optimal discharge regulation 
until F is reached where operation ceases at the minimum 
operating head on the maximum power output curve. 
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Inspection of Figure 6.3 shows high efficiency can be 
maintained even to very low operating head. Accordingly 
the VD FB VS type can produce significantly greater 
energy output on low tidal ranges than for example the 
corresponding VD FB FS machine. Table 6.1 shows how 
this energy gain deminishes as tidal range is increased, 
when the speed of operation of the VS machine approaches 
that of the FS option. 
For the same site conditions as for the fixed speed 
machines, evaluation of annual energy yield, for the 
combination of fixed blade angle (8.5°, 11.3° and 14°) 
and maximum generator torque leads to the results shown 
in Figure 6.5. Again it is shown that optimum blade 
angle varies in this case according to the torque limit. 
As for synchronous operation the envelope curve is used 
in Section 6.4 for comparison of energy yield from the 
other machine types. It should be noted that no 
deduction has been made for the rectification and 
inversion losses which might be of the order 1-2% of 
annual energy yield. 
Fixed distributor, fixed blade, variable speed turbines 
FD, FB, VS 
With this option operational control is maintained 
solely by adjustments to the electrical load on the 
generator, to control rotational speed and hence 
discharge. For a particular Ql1 there is only one value 
of nil possible with this type of unregulated turbine. 
As with the VD FB VS type the generator design parameter 
is the maximum required torque, however in this case a 
power capacity limit is undesirable because as head 
increases a power output limit would force operation 
towards a lower discharge and hence lower speed which 
would increase torque. Consequently the maximum 
required torque is determined by the most severe 
operating conditions. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the maximum energy paths for operation 
through a neap tide, a mean tide and a spring tide 
cycle. The required generator torque rating being 
determined by the requirements of the spring tide. 
Figure 6.6 shows however the ideal situation where 
turbine operation is not influenced, for example, by 
cavitation limits. When the cavitation limit is 
enforced operation must deviate from the optimum path on 
large tides and an increased torque is required. Figure 
6.7 shows the effect on the operating paths for three 
different tidal ranges, again indicating that the 
largest spring tide determines the torque requirement. 
Restriction of the level to which the basin refills was 
identified as one way of reducing the torque required on 
extreme spring tides, as indicated by Figure 6.8. 
Alternatively, a different, reduced, blade opening was 
found to be advantageous, Figure 6.9, leading to a 
rather lower energy loss per annum than the restriction 
of refilling as shown by Figure 6.10. This figure 
indicates, as might be expected from the results 
obtained using the synchronous turbine types, that a 
distributor opening of 73° and a blade angle of 15° is 
optimum, but if a reduced generator torque is to be 
provided the blade angle and ultimately the distributor 
angle should be reduced. 
6.4 Comparison of machine types 
The turbine types are compared in Figure 6.11 on the 
basis of their annual energy yield for specific 
rotational speeds and generator capacity. For clarity 
only the envelope curves for optimum blade or 
distributor setting are shown for the VD FB FS, FD VB FS 
and FD FB VS types. 
For the variable speed options the curves show torque 
plotted to correspond to the rotational speed axis at 
the particular generator capacity. The values of 
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maximum torque are indicated at discrete points along 
the curves. Presentation of the variable speed results 
in this way is to demonstrate the energy producing 
potential of all the machine types in as comparable a 
fashion as possible. At each point with the variable 
speed machines there will be a speed variation from 
about 30-70 rpm and the maximum power production may 
exceed the capacity indicated for the three synchronous 
machines shown. However the object is to set the VS 
machines in a context where its generator size and cost 
is of the same order as for the synchronous types, 
though the turbine (and draft tube gate) cost will vary 
appreciably. 
A specific comparison has been made assuming a 50MW 
generator capacity limit for the synchronous types since 
this is believed to be near optimum for the Severn 
Barrage (assuming 9m diameter turbines). The optimum 
rotational speed to consider appears to be 50 rpm and so 
assuming the energy yield of the VD VB FS type to be 
100% the comparison is as follows: 
Synchronous options: VD VB FS 100.0% 
VD FB FS 97.1% 
FD VB FS 96.2% 
Variable speed options: VD FB VS 101.4% 
FD FB VS 97.2% 
It can be seen that provision of single-regulated VD FB 
FS turbines leads to a reduction of almost 3% in energy 
yield when compared to the double-regulated VD VB FS 
type. It has been argued that the savings in first cost 
(perhaps 10%) and the reduced maintenance requirements 
of the single-regulated machine leads to a more 
economical scheme despite the reduction in energy yield, 
Reference 1 and 45. 
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Comparison of the two single-regulated, synchronous 
types shows a difference in favour of the VD FB type of 
about 1% of annual energy yield. This result is in 
apparent conflict with the belief of the French turbine 
manufacturers Neyrpic who rightly point to the wider 
range of good efficiency achieved by the FD VB type. In 
considering this dilemä the writer has made limited 
comparisons between the FD VB and VD FB types using 
Neyrpic performance data and the result confirms the 
manufacturers view. Because the Neyrpic FD VB 
performance data was for a purpose designed fixed 
distributor, which the Escher Wyss data was not, these 
results could indicate that the efficiency gain from 
redesign of the distributor is sufficient to swing the 
balance in favour of the FD VB type. Or, alternatively, 
through their greater experience with the VD FB type 
Escher Wyss could have developed a blade profile of 
superior overall performance. The former is thought 
more likely to be the case. 
The variable-speed options show energy yields to be 
slightly above that of the VD VB FS machine for VD FB VS 
and about 3% below it for the FD FB VS machine. These 
results indicate that a significant energy gain is not 
obtained, particularly when it is recalled that 
rectification and inversion losses (approx 1-2%) have 
not been deducted. Consequently, following the 
publication of these results, in references 27 and 28 
this option has not been considered in further detail 
for the Severn Barrage scheme. Conversely a study of 
tidal power generation in Cumberland Basin, in the Bay 
of Fundy, Canada reference 36, recommends variable speed 
operation on the grounds that because the output of the 
scheme was to be traniitted over 600km to New England a 
d. c. link would be required anyway and so the cost and 
energy losses associated with rectification and 
inversion of the output would be common to all 
generation options. 
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In comparison with VD FB FS, operation at variable speed 
would therefore allow either: 
i) additional energy yield using VD FB VS machines or, 
ii) reduced first cost and maintenance costs using FD 
FB VS machines. 
It is fair to say however that unless special 
circumstances arise, such as for Cumberland Basin, that 
variable speed operation does not achieve substantial 
energy gains. 
6.5 Update of the turbine type comparison 
The turbine type comparisons made in Section 6.4 were 
made in 1980 when it was assumed in the energy 
computations that the difference in water levels across 
the barrage could be used directly as the turbine head 
to be applied when using the turbine performance 
characteristic. As stated in Section 3.6, to compensate 
for this over-estimation of head, model turbine 
efficiency was used without majoration. It was however 
appreciated that comparison of turbine types on this 
basis was not strictly appropriate because of variation 
of the downstream energy losses according to turbine 
discharge, which differs for a given head for the 
various turbine types. Consequently the writer has 
reworked the comparisons for the synchronous types using 
the net effective turbine head calculation described in 
Section 3.6 and applied majoration according to the 
Hutton scaling formula (with linear variation of 
efficiency step-up down to zero at zero model 
efficiency). 
The results of the new turbine type comparison, using 
updated Severn Barrage data, are shown for VD FB FS 
machines on Figure 6.12, for FD VB FS machines on Figure 
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6.13 and for VD VB FS and the envelope curves for the 
other types on Figure 6.14. For each turbine type the 
trends shown are as before, although for the FD VB and 
VD VB types energy yield is shown to peak at about 50 
rpm, the reduced energy yield at low rotational speed 
arising from introduction of a blade angle limit. 
The turbine type comparison shown on Figure 6.14 
indicates an optimum rotational speed of about 50 rpm 
with relative energy yields as follows: 
VD VB FS 100% 
FD VB FS 97.2% 
VD FB FS 96.3% 
Interestingly the relative performance of the single- 
regulated types is interchanged which, when the 
anticipated efficiency gain of a truly fixed distributor 
is added to the FD VB FS type, begins to suggest a 
positive energy yield advantage for this type. Also 
with an improved distributor performance the FD VB FS 
type energy yield would further reduce the energy gain 
by selection of a double-regulated type. 
Thus the latest comparison tends to confirm the view 
that a FD VB FS solution'may be the preferred option for 
an ebb-generation scheme despite the requirements for 
provision and maintenance of a draft-tube gate. In 
addition this type has a reasonable performance 
characteristic for pumping at low head from the sea to 
the basin. The additional benefit, either energy yield 
or more importantly energy value, should be justified 
against the additional cost of equipment to allow 
motoring of the turbines to act as pumps. The 
justification for this is not presented here however the 
potential for further gains is emphasised because with 
the VD FB FS solution the pump characteristic is very 
poor making pumping unattractive, refer to Section 5.5. 
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Tidal Range 
(m) 
Relative Energy Production Per Tidal Cycle 
VD FB FS VD FB VS 
Synchronous Variable-speed 
generation generation 
" 4.5 100% 185% 
6.5 100% 112% 
8.5 100% 105% 
9.5 100% 104% 
11.5 100% 104% 
13.5 100% 103% 
TABLE 6.1 COMPARISON OF ENERGY OUTPUT PER TIDE 
FOR VD FB VS AND VD FB FS TYPES 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The single-tide ebb-generation energy optimisation 
models developed during the'period of research have been 
found reliable and flexible in their application. A 
number of proposals for tidal power schemes have been 
assessed by considering the variation in energy yield 
according to varying turbine and sluice parameters. The 
computed annual energy yield has compared favourably 
with results from a more complicated and costly to 
operate model which allows real-time optimisation of the 
tidal plant. 
Modified versions of the standard ebb-generation program 
have been developed to evaluate energy yield and assess 
turbine operating conditions for ebb-generation and 
pumping and double-effect operation. 
For the Severn Barrage scheme with the numbers of 
turbines and sluices optimised for ebb-generation 
operation, annual energy yield is reduced when double- 
effect operation is considered. With the same 
conditions the energy gains reported by Electricite de 
France, the operators of La Rance, attributable to the 
addition of pumping to ebb-generation operation have not 
been reproduced by the computer model. If however the 
number of turbines (or more precisely the discharge 
capacity) is increased to the level at La Rance and 
comparable turbine and pump characteristics are used 
similar gains are shown. This helps confirm the model 
but emphasises the difference between conditions as 
constructed at La Rance and as proposed for the Severn. 
The detailed comparison of turbine types for ebb- 
generation operation has not shown a clear advantage for 
any type based purely upon the energy yield obtained. 
The writer tends to favour the FD VB FS type despite the 
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requirement for a draft-tube gate because of the 
slightly greater energy yield and the promise of an 
acceptable pump characteristic. The latter is 
considered important because with the exceptionally long 
operational life of a tidal scheme, other factors 
influencing machine type being equal, it would be 
prudent to select a machine type having the capability 
to pump, so that future changes in electricity supply 
conditions can be exploited. 
Variable speed turbine operation, having the possibility 
of increased turbine efficiency at all operating 
conditions away from the design point of a synchronous 
machine, has not been found to give significantly 
increased energy yield. Its utilization is probably 
confined to tidal power schemes remote from the major 
load centres when a d. c. transmission link would prove 
most economical, such as for the Fundy schemes in 
Canada. 
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APPENDIX A 
SEGMENT INDEX OF PROGRAM MEMFP 
Routine No. Routine No. 
1. Mainprog 31. Qmaxef 
2. Genlim 32. Qcav 
3. Maxout 33. Pardvs 
4. Sluice 34. Powvs 
5. Area 35. Speed 
6. Areal 36. Qmefvs 
7. Acos 37. Sealev 
8. Pread 38. Rtide 
9. Pumpin 39. Tdtime 
10. Qpump 
11. Ppow 
12. Pset 
13. Endcon 
14. Turbin 
15. Bsread 
16. ME01 
17. Turbop 
18. Tread 
19. Sluing 
20. Limcap 
21. Maxpcu 
22. Fintrp 
23. ME02 
24. Optim 
25. Matrix 
26. Hming 
27. ' Hnet 
28. Ploss 
29. Pardif 
30. Power 
A2 
Brief Description of Program Segments 
Main program - reads in basic data 
- calls subroutines to read specific data 
- makes calls to routines to establish 
turbine characteristics and make 
polynomial fits to the data ie. 
max power curve Q= f(h) 
max efficiency curve Q= f(h) 
limiting capacity curve Q= f(h) 
- determines from data current no. of 
turbine and sluices 
- sets up tide characteristic shape for tide 
range to be evaluated 
- set maximum and minimum values for DDRL 
- picks starting value for DDRL (1) - 
initially mid tide level unless otherwise 
constrained 
- CALLS SLUING (Sluicing) to evaluate 
forwards in time from DDRL to RRL. 
- sets up variables for turbining phase 
- CALLS TURBIN to evaluate one time step of 
turbining backwards in time from DDRL 
- CALLS PUMPIN to evaluate pumping forwards 
in time from RRL once turbining has 
reached RRL 
- CALLS ENDCON which checks to see if an end 
condition has been reached ie. normally 
that reverse turbining has reached (and 
gone past) RRL in which case ENDCON 
shortens time step by a proportional 
amount and recalculates last step. 
- CALLS PSET once turbining has reached RRL 
and continue to turbine, sets IP =1 
- evaluates basin level variation due to 
river inflow after RRL when turbines and 
sluices closed. 
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2 GENLIM (F) 
sums up benefits - usually energy but when 
pumping this is factored by "FINT". 
BENEFIT = TURB ENERGY - PUMP ENERGY*FINT. 
FINT is the ratio of input cost: output 
value 
totals product of energy/tide multiplied 
by appropriate no. of annual occurences to 
obtain annual energy production (or 
benefit as appropriate). 
- Genlim is used in Runge Kutta method for 
calculation of Yi given TO, YO and T1 
- evaluates as appropriate either of 
i) max power output 
ii) max efficiency 
iii) limit capacity 
- evaluates discharge Q1 then GENLIM which 
is total of all discharge through barrage. 
in time step divided by basin area at that 
level. 
3 MAXOUT (S) - takes in numerous variables through common 
blocks 
- this routine replaces the Runge Kutta 
method when operation is to be for maximum 
energy production. It follows the 
Calculus of Variations method to determine 
what Q1 should be. 
4 SLUICE (F) takes values T and Y in same way as 
GENLIM, evaluates QI and calculates 
'SLUICE' for Runge Kutta prediction of Y1 
from T, Y and T1. 
5 AREA (F) - evaluates area of basin at level Y. 
A4 
6 AREAI (F) 
7 ACOS 
8 PREAD (S) 
- redundant 
- redundant 
- reads in data concerning pumps 
i) number of pumps 
ii) Q= f(KU1) 
iii) Power = f(head) 
iv) min and max pump head 
v) FINT as in main prog 
vi) TMIN - minimum time between cease 
pumping and start generating 
vii) PSTART & PFIN times when pumping 
power available 
9" PUMPIN (S) - evaluates pumping for one level increment 
determined from turbine phase. Uses Runge 
Kutta method as Genlim. Uses QPUMP to 
evaluate pump discharge/area. 
10 
11 
12 
QPUMP (F) - takes T and Y and evaluates total pump 
discharge, +/- river flow, divided by area 
of basin. 
PPOW (F) - evaluates for H and Q power input to ONE 
pump. Note: motor efficiency must be 
incorporated into the fit P= f(H) input 
to the program. 
PSET (S) - this sets up variables in preparation for 
pumping. 
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13 ENDCON (S) 
14 
15 
- this checks after each time step of 
generation whether or not an end condition 
has been reached ie. one of following: 
i) Y1 (most recently computed basin 
level) > RRL 
ii) Y2 > max permitted basin level YABS 
iii) H1 (most recent head) < hmin turbines 
- if end condition found last time step is 
shortened by proportioning 
- this routine also copes with end 
conditions for double-effect work 
including control of operation of the 
sluices in the turbine phase. 
TURBINE (S) - called for one time step at a time 
- determines what form of operation is to be 
used and makes appropriate calls to MAXOUT 
and/or GENLIM 
- much is taken up with requirements of 
Calculus of Variations solution which 
requires totalling of some functions to 
determine at what point to leave limit 
capacity curve. 
BSREAD (S) - reads in data for bicubic spline model of 
turbine hillchart T= f(Q11 , KU1) 
FROM CHANNEL 6 
16 ME01 (S) 
17 TURBOP (S) 
- this routine takes current Q11 & KU1 and 
evaluates effiency FF, adds efficiency 
majoration (S) and applies generator 
efficiency GEF. 
this routine finds rated head of turbine 
by trial and error then proceeds to 
evaluate Q= f(h) characteristics with 
calls to MAXPCU and LIMCAP. 
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18 TREAD (S) - reads in turbine data FROM CHANNEL 4. 
19 SLUING (S) 
20 LIMCAP (S) 
21 
22 
23 
this routine takes DDRL and TDDRL (time at 
which DDRL occurs) and evaluates sluicing 
forwards in time to reach level 
equalization. It has in-built end 
conditions. Calls SLUICE for evaluation 
of Runge Kutta process. When end 
conditions reached time step is halved and 
recomputed - process repeated until time 
step <0.1min. 
this routine finds by trial and error the 
discharge, for various heads, for 
producing the rated output of specified 
generator. Having evaluated a matrix of 
Q's for increments of Head a least squares 
fit is made to these points in the form 
Q= f((h-hr), (h-hr )2, (h-hr)', 
(h-hr)'), hr = rated head 
fit made using routine MATRIX to solve the 
simultaneous equations 
MAXPCU (S) - similar to LIMCAP but for max power curve 
and max efficiency curve and fit to both 
in form 
Q= f(h, h2. h3) 
FINTRP (S) 
ME02 (S) - this routine evaluates turbine efficiency 
by calling ME01 for bi-cubic spline 
hillchart model 
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24 OPTIM (S) - this routine used, predominantly for 
selection of new DDRL from results of 
previous trials. As DDRL is optimized 
increment is reduced as direction of 
search is changed. Final choice is when 
increment of DDRL is below a preset 
tolerance. 
25 MATRIX (S) - solves simultaneous equations generated 
for curve fitting. 
26 HMING (F) 
27 
28 
29 
30 
- this function evaluates minimum gross head 
given tailwater level. This is required 
because hmin is turbine head - for the 
turbine to 'see' this head the gross head 
as modelled by the programme must be 
evaluated by adding on the draft-tube exit 
losses. 
HNET (F) - this evaluates net operating head given, 
sea level, basin level, and discharge. 
PLOSS (F) - evaluates transmission line losses, linear 
interpolation between points input as 
data. 
PARDIF (S) - calculates numerically aN and aN using 
call to ME02. DH aQ 
Effectively calculates power at small 
interval of H and Q and divides by the 
interval. Hence in call to ME02.4 
efficiencies are called for. 
POWER (F) - calculates power from H(net) and Q; can 
also evaluate aN and aN 
aH aQ 
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31 QMAXEF (F) 
32 QCAV (F) 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
This evaluates, for a given head, the 
discharge giving maximum efficiency. This 
makes use of routine OPTIM to optimise 
efficiency when a bicubic spline model is 
used. 
- This evaluates for given head(net) and 
time (and hence sea level) the maximum 
discharge permitted by the cavitation 
limitation. Also there is another 
constraint, a straight line Q11= f(KU1)' to 
limit the operation below this line on the 
turbine hillchart. Two models for 
cavitation limitation are possible EWZ or 
Neyrpic. EWZ version is much simpler. 
PARDVS (S) - This routine equivalent to 29. Pardif but 
modified for variable speed operation. 
POWVS (F) - This routine equivalent to 30. Power but 
modified for variable speed operation. 
SPEED (S) - This routine used to optimise rotational 
speed when variable speed operation is 
used. OPTIM is used to find best speed by 
trial and error. 
QMEFVS (F) - Equivalent to 31. QMAXEF but for variable 
speed operation. 
SEALEV (F) - Evaluates sea level given T1. Tide model 
is in the form of a number of discrete 
points at 10 minute intervals. 
Intermediate levels are found by linear 
interpolation. Tide shape held in TIDELO. 
Element 1 holds time = 0.0 
2 holds time = 10.0 
3 holds time = 20.0 etc. etc. 
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38 RTIDE (S) - Reads in unitized tide shape used to 
generate TIDELO by multiplication by the 
required range. READS FROM CHANNEL 5. 
39 TDTIME (F) - Evaluates time given tide level and an 
approximate estimate of time (TEST). 
APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM MEMFP 
0001 C TIDAL ENERGY PROGRAM - SDIGLE-EF ICT 
0002 C MOD 18: 12: 86 IN QMAXEF TO RFLUCE QEST - PROBLEM USING B-SfTPFDVB 
0003 C MOD 23: 2: 87 MOD IN FUNCFI(? T! tRIET TO EITSURE NEF HEAD CALCULATED WHEN 
0004 C USING TURBIIIE^ IN REVERSE AS SLUICES. 
0005 C MOD 23: 2: 87 EARLIER MOD IRTIE TO ALLOW FOR A PERIOD OF SLüICING 
0006 C I1IMEDIATELY Fp1W-WING TURBINI21G. FOR THIS A 1121BER OF ASSUM 
0007 C ARE MADE, AS FULLOWS: EXIT AREAS FROIi TURBS AND SLUICES ARE 
0008 C AS FOR NORMAL DIRECTION OF FLOW 
0009 C COEFF. OF DISCHARGES (T&S)ARE MODIFIED 
0010 C INFERNAL TO FROG (SEE MAIN PROG. ) 
0011 C MoD 15: 4: 87 IN QF'IAXEF REVERSING CHANGE OF 18: 12: 86 TO ALLOW USE OF 
0012 C B-SEW309 WHERE LOU ESTIMATE OF Q IS IN AREA OF 110 DATA 
0013 C 
0014 C 
0015 C MOD 20: 5: 87 ERROR MESSAGES INCORPORATED TO IDEGTFIFY POSITION OF ERROR 
0016 C 
0017 C MOD 21: 5: 87 MEW FUNCTION IIIºET I CORPORATED TO REPLACE ORIGINAL, 
0018 C ADJUSTMEINTS TO /BLKX/ & INPUT OF DATA RE BARRAGE GEOfIEFRY 
0019 C 
0020 C MOD 22: 5: 87 NEW SLUICE RCIJFIIIG INCORPORATED WHICH CALCS NET HEAD DIRECT 
0021 C FROM GROSS HEAD WITHOUT ITERATION (WHICH DID TT WORK WELL) 
0022 C 
0023 C MOD 27: 5: 87 FROG WILL NOT l? ORK WITH PUMPING AND RIVER FLOW . 
0024 C 
0025 C MOD 16: 10: 87 MAJORATION APPLIED IN ME01 ADJUSTED SO THAT COMPITFID 
0026 C EFF STEP UP T IAX AT BEST EFFICIENCY POINT BUT REDUCES 
0027 C LINEARLY TO ZFRO AT ZERO EFF. HENCE DATA INPUT MUST CHANGE 
0028 C ACCORDINGLY IE (STEP UP/BEST EFF). 
0029 C 
0030 C MOD 23: 10: 87 FUNCFICITI HNET 1IODIFIED TO ENSURE WHEN PUMPING THAT 
0031 C HNEF=HGROSS+HI0SSES 
0032 C 
0033 C 
0034 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
0035 CHARACTER*10 SITEDT, RESFfL, TURBITT, RUBFIL, ANS, TDAT 
0036 COMMON /TIDE/TSHAPE(120), TIIIC, HTL, TLTL, TIDELA(120), NQDIC 
0037 COMMON /BLP/NFUI PS, QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, PHIIIN, PHMAX, FI21r, 
0038 1T 1N, PSTART, PFIN 
0039 COIDUN /BLIP1/PTO, FHO, FQ1, FFO, FPO, FT1, PH1, PQ1, PP1, FP1 
0040 C01II1ON /BLK1/RTSPS (10) , F7'S PS (10) , AD, WR, B, WF, K 
0041 COtRION /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HIIIN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
0042 C01,2111 /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), C1(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
0043 *CHSIG(2), PMAX, MODE, HR(2), (ý9IR(2), PM(5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL(2) 
0044 COIßKNh /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
0045 COIN /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TUREN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
0046 *ID, MD, ISL U, SLUM, FLIT, FHTT 
0047 COfl! )N /BLK6/ACMP(2), BCIIP(2), C(21P(2), DCMP(2), 
0048 *Aa1E (2) , BCME (2) , COME (2), Dc. 1IE (2), 122F 
0049 COMMON /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLAIIDA(20), 
0050 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NAPRES 
0051 COMMON /BU(8/IPX2, IPY2, RLNID2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
0052 *NADRE2 
0053 CCtMl /BLK10/WRQUE, UK1111I1(2), UKIMAX(2) , Q11MEF(2) 
0054 COMMON /BLKX/EXITA(2,2), DS(2), SPACE (2), INLT, 
61 
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0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 C 
0062 C 
0063 C 
0064 C 
0065 C 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 C 
0076 C 
*ISLOP, AOSLOP, AISIAP, SIIOS, TNIOS 
CON4lOII /BLKTL/NTL, ITL, PO(15), PL(15), TLOSS 
DIMENSION PIOT(10), AB(15), TRANIGE(10), FPTiEV(10), TLTLEV(10) 
DIMETISION FREQ(1O), NSLU(25), NIURB(25) 
DIMETISION RX(3,2), OPTLIM(4), D20(2), OPTIC)L(2), TRX(3), 
*SLOTOP(4), ENOPT(2), CON(2) 
WRITE(*, ' C' SITE DATA FILE= 
READ(*, '(A)')SITEDT 
OPEN (U TIT 4, FILE=SITEDT, STATUS='OLD') 
WRITE(*, '('' RESULTS FILE 
READ (*, ' (A) ') RESFIL 
OPEN (UNIT=5, FILE=RFSF IL, STATUS=' UM , 10N IN') 
WRITE(*, '('' B-SPLINE DATA FILE= 
READ (*, ' (A) ') TURBDT 
OPEN (UNIT4, FILE=TURBDT, STATUS='OLD') 
0077 C TIDE SHAPE 
0078 C 
0079 
0080 
0081 
0082 C 
0083 C 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 C 
0090 C 
0091 
0092 C 
0093 C 
0094 C 
0095 C 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 C 
0103 C 
0104 C 
0105 C 
0106 
0107 
0108 
WRITE(*,, ('' TIDE SHAPE DATA FILE 
READ (*, '(A)') IDAT 
OPEN (UNIT=3, FILE=TDAT, STATUS='OLD') 
WRITE(5, ' ("1")') 
WRITE(5, '(" SITE DATA FILE _ ", A10)')SITEDT 
WRITE(5, '(" RESULTS FILE _" , A10)')RESFIL 
WRITE(5, '(" B-SPLINE DATA = ", A10)')7URBDT 
WRITE(5, '(" TIDE SHAPE FILE= " , A10)')TDAT 
CALL RTIDE 
WRITE(*, ' (//" ARE NET HEADS TO BE EVALUATED ? (Y/N) 
READ(*, ' (A) ')ANS 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'Y')WRITE (5, '(// " PIEP HEADS ARE UTILISED " //)') 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'N')WRITE(5, '(// " GROSS HEADS USED"//)') 
IF(ANS. DQ. 'Y')INET=1 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'N')INET=O 
WRITE(*, '(// " IS RESERVOIR SLOPE TO BE EVALUATED ? (YIN) ", $)') 
READ(*, ' (A) ')ANS 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'Y')WRITE(5, '(// " RESERVOIR SLOPE EVAIÜATED " //)') 
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0109 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
0119 
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
0137 
0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
IF(ANS. ElQ. 'N')WRITE(5, ' (//" FLAT RESERVOIR ASSUtiED"//)') 
IF(ANS. EI2. 'Y')ISIAP=1 
IF (ANS. E? Q. 'N' ) ISIi0P=0 
C 
C 
C 
WRITE(*, '(// " IS REVERSE SLUICING TO BE EVALUATED ? (Y/N) 
READ (*, '(A) ')ANS 
IF(AI1S. EQ. 'Y')WRITE(5, '(// " REVERSE SLUICING EVALUATED" //)') 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'N')WRITE(5, '(// " NO REVERSE SLUICING " //)') 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'Y') IRSI=1 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'N')IRSL -=O 
C 
WRITE(*, '(// " IS START HEAD M BE FIXED ON INPUT ? (YIN) 
READ (*, ' (A) ') ANS 
IF(ANS. DQ. 'Y')WRITE(5, ' (//" START HEAD FIXED Ott INPUT"//)') 
IF(ANS. EQ. 'N')WRITE(5, '(// " ENERGY YIELD OPMZED " //)') 
IF(ANS. DQ. 'Y')IOPTSH=l 
IF(ANS. DQ. 'N')IOPTSH=O 
C 
READ (4,100)IPU1p, (AB(I), I=1,15) 
100 FORMAT(I1,15A4) 
READ IN t10DE OF TURBINE OPERATICK 1,2,3, AND NOPRT=O ULM= PRINT RB D 
NOPRT- 1 IF BARE MUMM OUTPUT READ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C MODE 1,2,3 EBB-GENE ATICt1 
C MODE 4,5,6 E LAOD-GIIVE RJtTIcH 
C MODE 7,8,9 DOUBLE-EFFaF 
C 
C 
C ISE=1 SINGLE-EFFECT 
C ISE=2 DOUBLE-EFFECT 
C 
0143 READ (4,150) WDE, NOM 
0144 150 FORMAT(I1,6X, I2,50X) 
0145 ID=1 
0146 ISLikO 
0147 ISE=1 
0148 WRITE(5,9334) 
0149 IF (MODE. LT. 4) GO TO 14 
0150 MODEMIODE-3 
0151 IDa-1 
0152 IF (MODE. LT. 4) GO TV 321 
0153 C DOUBLE-EFFECT GEN 
0154 MOM'IODE-3 
0155 ISE=2 
0156 IF (IPUMP. DQ. O) WRITE(5,9440) 
0157 IF (IP[It1P. ElQ. 1) WRITE(5,9441) 
0158 GO To 9337 
0159 C FLOOD GENERATION 
0160 321 IF (IPSÜfP. EQ. 0) WRITE(5,9335) 
0161 IF (IP(>ciP. EQ. 1) WRITE(5,9336) 
0162 GO TO 9337 
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0163 
0164 
0165 
0166 
0167 
0168 
0169 
0170 
0171 
0172 
0173 
0174 
0175 
0176 
0177 
0178 
0179 
0180 
0181 
0182 
0183 
0184 
0185 
0186 
0187 
0188 
0189 
0190 
0191 
0192 
0193 
0194 
0195 
0196 
0197 
0198 
0199 
0200 
0201 
0202 
0203 
0204 
0205 
0206 
0207 
0208 
0209 
0210 
0211 
0212 
0213 
0214 
0215 
C EBB GEMERATION 
14 IF (IFUPSP. EQ. O) WRITE(5,9338) 
IF (IPUMP. E2.1) WRITE(5,9339) 
C 
C 
9334 FOST(//10X, 42(1H*)/10X, 1H*, 40X, 1H*) 
9333 FORMAT(10X, 1H*, 40X, 1H*/10X, 42(1H*)) 
9335 FORMAT(10X, 42H* SINGLE BASIN, FLOOD-GIIIATICN 
9336 FORMAT(10X, 42H* SINGLE BASIN, FLOOD-GFME1ATICN+MI24 
9338 FORMAT(10X, 42H* SINGLE BASIN, EBB-GEERATION 
9339 FORMAT(10X, 42H* SINGLE BASIN, EBB-GENERATION+PUMPING 
9440 FORMAT(1OX, 42H* SINGLE BASIN, DOUBLE-EFFI)CT GEN 
9441 FORMAT(10X, 42H* SINGLE BASIN, DOUBLE-EFF X: T+PUMPIN(; 
*25H NOT TESTED CHECK DATA ) 
*ý 
*ý 
*ý 
*ý 
*ý 
C 
C 
9337 CCATTINUE 
WRITE(5,9333) 
WRITE (5,101) (AB (I) , I=l, 15) 101 FORMAT (/////10X, 15A4///) 
IF (DIODE-2)300,301,302 
300 WRITE(5,310) 
GO TO 303 
301 WRITE(5,311) 
GO TO 303 
302 WRITE(5,312) 
310 FORMAT (1X, 43HTURBINE OPERATICV FOR NPiU UM fIERGY CdTTPITT//) 
311 FORINT (1X, 39HTURBINE OPERATICHV AT MAXIDRUM EF'FICIIIVCY//) 
312 FORMAT(1X, 40HTURBINE OPERATION CdVD1UM POWER CURVE//) 
C 
C 
C READ IN POOL LEVEL RF, STRICTIM NO. OF TIDES RANGESMO OF AREA/LEVELS 
C 
C 
303 READ (4,102)YABS, NTR, NAL, AABS 
102 FORMAT(F1O. 4,2I3, F10.4) 
WRITE(5,208)YABS, AABS 
208 FORMAT(/26H POOL LEVEL RESTRICTICN , F5.2/ C/34H UPPER LIMIT OF AREA/LEVE[, CURVE , F5.2) J=NAL 
DO 1 I=1, NAL 
1 READ(4,103)AC(I), AX(I), AXX(I) 
WRITE(5,241) (AC(I), AX(I), AXX(I), I=1, NAL) 
241 FORMAT(//, ' RESERVOIR AREA MODELLID AS SERIFS OF ST. LINES,, / 
*10(' AREA(M*M)=', E12.5, '+Y*', E12.5, ' UP TO Y=', E12.5/)//) 
WRITE(5,205) 
WRITE(5,206) 
WRITE (5,207) 
DO 2 N=1, NTR 
READ(4,104)TRANCE(N), HTLEV(N), TLTLEV(N), RTSPS(N), FTSPS(N), FRB (N) 
2 WRITE (5,209)TRANCE (N), HTLEV(N), TLTLEV(N), RTSPS(N), FTSPS(N), FREQ(N) 
103 FtRMAT(3E15.5, I5) 
104 FORNAT(6F10.4) 
0216 C 
B5 
0217 
0218 
0219 
0220 
0221 
0222 
0223 
0224 
0225 
0226 
0227 
0228 
0229 
0230 
0231 
0232 
0233 
0234 
0235 
0236 
0237 
0238 
0239 
0240 
0241 
0242 
0243 
0244 
0245 
0246 
0247 
0248 
0249 
0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 
0258 
0259 
0260 
0261 
0262 
0263 
0264 
C READ IN GEOMETRY OF BARAGE LOCATION 
C IE DEPTHS INI WHICH T&S DISCHARGE 
C& DIMENSIONS OF T&S PASSAGES FOR CALC OF H LOSSES 
C 
READ (4, '(3F10.0)')(EXITA(I, 1), SPACE (I), EXITA(I, 2), I=1,2) 
READ (4, '(2F10.0)') DS(1), DS(2) 
C 
WRITE (5,527)EXITA(1,1), EXM(1,2), EXITA(2,1), EXLTA(2,2), SPACE(1), 
*SPACE(2)ºDS(1), DS(2) 
527, FORMAT (1X, 'TURBINE DRAFT TUBE EXIT AREA - SEA (M*M) ', F10.2, / 
* ix, ' - BASIN (M*M) ', F10.2, / 
* 1X, 'SLUICE DRAFT TUBE EXTT AREA - SEA (M*M) ', F10.2, / 
* ix, ' - BASIN (M*M) ', F10.2, / 
* 1X, 'HORIZ. SPACING OF TURBINE CENTRES (M) ', F10.2, / 
* 1R, ' SLUICE CENTRES (M) ', FlO. 2, / 
* 1X, 'BED DEPTHS (WRT DATUM OF TIDES) - TURBS ', F10.2, I 
* ix, ' SLUICES ', F10.2) 
C 
IF (EXITA(1,2). DQ. O. O. 0R. EXITA(2,2). E) . 0.0) WRITE(*, *'("DATA NOT SUPPLIED FOR INLET/EXIT AREAS TO TURBS/SLUICES'')') 
IF (EXITA(1,2). EQ. O. O. OR. EXITA(2,2). DQ. 0.0) STOP 
READ(4,4733)AOSLOP, AISLOP 
WRITE(5,4732)AOSLOP, AISL0P 
4732 FORMAT(//1X, 'RESERVOIR SLOPE'/ 
*ix, 'DH=', E10.4, '*Q**2*(', F10.4, '-E EV)**2', /) 
4733 FORMAT(E10.4, F10.0) 
C 
READ(4,105)NTS, TSTEP 
105 FORMAT W, F10.4) 
WRITE(5,225)TSTEP 
225 FORMAT(//37H TIME STEP USED IN NUMERICAL SOLITFION, F10.2,5H MINS) 
DO 9 N=1, NTS 
9 READ(4,106)NTURB(N), NSIU(N) 
106 FORMAT (215) 
READ(4,109)DAXIS, RIVQ, EFFAR1 
WRITE(5,223)DAXIS 
WRITE(5,299)RIVQ 
IF(IPUMP. DQ. I. AND. RIVQ. NE. 0.0)WRITE(*, '(" PROGRAM NOT UP M ", 
*" FUMPING WHEN RIVER FLOW NON ZERO'')') 
IF (IFUMP. DQ. 1. AND. RIVQ. NE. 0.0) STOP 
299 FORMAT(/1X, 25HRIVER FLOW INTO RESERVOIR, F10.2,7H M**3/S) 
WRITE(5,224)EFFAR1 
223 FORMAT(/1X, 22HWATER DEPTH RESRICTION, F10.2,26H M (DATUM To TURBINE 
1 AXIS)) 
224 F0RMAT(/1X, 32HEFFEE TVE SLUICE AREA PER SUJICE, F10.2,4H M*M) 
C 
C READ TURBINE DATA 
C 
0265 DO 270 1=1, ISE 
0266 270 CALL TREAD(N, RSLU(N)) 
0267 C 
0268 C READ PUMPING DATA 
0269 C 
0270 - IF 
(IP'IA`iP. E1Q. 1) CALL PREAD 
B6 
0271 C 
0272 C 
0273 C DOUBLE EFFECT + PUMPING NOT TESTED 
0274 C 
0275 C 
0276 C 
0277 109 FORMAT(3F10.4) 
0278 C 
0279 C 
0280 C 
0281 205 FORMAT(//6H TIDES, 47X, 8HADJUSTID) 
0282 206 FORMAT(TX, 8H , 10X, 9HLEVEIZ(M), 9X, 1OHTINE(MINS), 6X, 9HN0, ANNU 
0283 1AL) 
0284 207 FORMAT(3X, 60H RANGE HIGH LOW RISING FALLING 0CC 
0285 1URENCES) 
0286 209 FORMAT(1X, 6F10.2) 
0287 
0288 
0289 
0290 
0291 
0292 C READ IN TRANSMISSION LOSSES - LASS IN MW PER TURBIIE 
0293 C 
0294 C NTT, = 110. OF DATA POINTS , IF NTT, =1 ONE SET OF POINTS READ 0295 C AND CONSTANT POWER LOSS USED 
0296 C FUNCTION PLASS I1 RFOLATFS LINEARLY BE'WE M DATA POINTS 
0297 C 
0298 READ (4, ' (12) ')NTL 
0299 READ(4,107)(PO(I), PL(I), I=1, NTL) 
0300 WRITE(5,9163) (FO(I), PL(I), I=1, NTL) 
0301 9163 FORMAT(//, ' TRANSMISSION LOSSES - LOSS IN MW PER GENERATOR'/ 
0302 *' GIINERATION OUTPUT POWER LOSS (MW) 
0303 *20(6X, F10.3,9X, F10.3, /), //) 
0304 
0305 
0306 
0307 C 
0308 C ESTABLISH GURRFIIT TURBINE CHARACr RISTICS 
0309 C 
0310 234 FORMAT(///1X, 15HCURRENT TURBINE) 
0311 235 FORMAT(1X, 15H ) 
0312 IVS=o 
0313 10 READ(4,107)DIA, GEF 
0314 ITT 
0315 IF(DIA. LE. 0.1) GO TO 11 
0316 WRITE(5,234) 
0317 WRITE(5,235) 
0318 READ(4,107)RPM, HMINVS 
0319 READ(4,107)PMAX, S 
0320 107 FORMAT(2F10.0) 
0321 PI=3.141593 
0322 UK=DIA*RPM*PI/265.713 
0323 C 
0324 C FL'ýR VARIABLE SPEED OPERATION 
B7 
0325 C 
0326 IF (HMII4VS. EQ. 0.0) GO TO 111 
0327 IVS=1 
0328 C HMIN CALCULATED IN TURBOP AS HMIN--(UK/UKIMAX)**2 
0329 UK=SQRT(HMINVS)*UKIMAX(1) 
0330 TORQUE=RPM 
0331 ' WRITE(5, ' (//" VARIABLE SPEED OPERATICK", 
0332 */" /)') 
0333 111 CCNTINUE 
0334 C 
0335 C 
0336 D2=DIA*DIA 
0337 D4=D2*D2 
0338 D6=D4*D2 
0339 WRITE(5,236)DIA 
0340 IF (IVS. DQ. 0) WRITE(5,237)RPM 
0341 IF (IVS. EQ. 1) WRT7E(5,3216)7ORQUE 
0342 3216 FORMAT (1X, 19iKRXIMtki TORQUE , F10.3,12H (PMER/RPM) ) 0343 WRITE(5,238)PMAX 
0344 WRITE(5,239)S, GEF 
0345 GEE`=GEF/100.0 
0346 236 FORMAT(/1X, 19HRUTIIVER DIAMETEEt , F10.3,2H M) 0347 237 FOMT(1X, 19HROTATIONAL SPEED , F10.3,4H RPM) 0348 238 FORMAT(1X; 19HINSTALLID CAPACITY , F10.3,3H MW, 0349 *21H MAX GEN ELECT OUTPUT) 
0350 239 FORMAT(1X, 'EFFICIENCY STEP Up ', F10.3, '%'/ 
0351 * 1X, 'GF]NMATOR EFFICIEt+iCY ', F'10.3, '%') 
0352 C 
0353 C THIS FINDS MAX HEAD FOR EVALUATION IN TURBOp 
0354 C 
0355 TIDtW=0.0 
0356 DO 400 IT=I, NTR 
0357 IF (TRANGE (IT) . GT. TIDMAX) TIIIfAX=TRANIGE (TT) 0358 400 CCNMIUE 
0359 HMAX='TIDNIAX-0.5 
0360 DO 261 MD=1, ISE 
0361 261 CALL TURBOP(HMAX, UKIMAX(MD)) 
0362 ITL=1 
0363 PMAX=PMAX-PLASS(PMAX) 
0364 C 
0365 C TURBINE CHARACTERISTICS EVAIÜATED ABOVE 
0366 C 
0367 C 
0368 C ESTABLISH CURRENT NUMBER OF TURBINES AND SLUICES 
0369 C 
0370 DO 12 I=1, NTS 
0371 TURßNi4IIURB (I) 
0372 TNIOS-JIURBN " 
0373 SLUN=NSLU(I) 
0374 SNOS=SL, UN 
0375 FFFAR=FFFARI*NSLÜ(I) 
0376 22 ANENG-0.0 
0377 WRITE(5,244) 
0378 WRITE(5,242)NTURB(I) 
B8 
0379 WRITE(5,243)NSLU(I) 
0380 WRITE(5,244) 
0381 242 FORMAT(1X, 2H* , I4,12H TURBINES *) 0382 243 FORMAT(1X, 2H* , I4,12H SLUICES *) 0383 244 FORMAT(1X, 18H******************) 
0384 C 
0385 C ESTABLISH CURREUT TIDE RANGE 
0386 C 
0387 
0388 
0389 
0390 
0391 C 
0392 C 
0393 
0394 
0395 
DO 13 K=1, NTR 
NPRMOPRT 
F1=(HTLEV(K)+TLTLEV(K))/2.0 
AD=(HTLEV(K)-TLTLEV(K))/2.0 
WR=PI/(RTSPS(K)) 
WF--PI/(FTSPS(K)) 
HTL=HTLEV(K) 
TLTL--TLTLEV(K) 
AMPIrAD*2.0 
0396 FMSL=HTLrAMPL*TSHAPE(1) 
0397 DO 245 NP=I, NINC 
0398 245 TIDELO(NP)=TSHAPE(NP)*AMPL+FMSL 
0399 C 
0400 C ABOVE CCt1PIJII'. S ACTUAL TIDE SHAPE 
0401 C 
0402 FLTr=TDTIIIE((TLTL+0.001), 0.0) 
0403 FHTT`-TDTIIJE ((HTLr0.001) 
, FLTT) 0404 WRITE(5,246)TRANGE(K) 
0405 WRTI'E(*, 246)TRANGE(K) 
0406 246 FORMAT(////1X, F5.2,9H M RANGE) 
0407 IF (IOPTSH. EQ. 0) GO TO 784 
0408 WRITE(*, '(// " ENTER RE2IIRED START HEAD 
0409 READ (*, '(F20.0)')HNCM 
0410 C 
0411 784 CONTINUE 
0412 C 
0413 C 
0414 C 
0415 C 
0416 C 
0417 C 
0418 C 
0419 C 
0420 C 
0421 C 
0422 C 
0423 C 
0424 C 
0425 C 
0426 C THIS SINGLE TIDE, SINGLE EFFECT PROGRAM 
0427 C EVALUATES FOR EBB-GIN 1 SLUICING FORWARDS FROH DDRL 
0428 C TO ESTABLISH RRL 
0429 C2 TURBINING BACKWARDS 70 REACHRRL 
0430 C 
0431 C ESTIMATE A VALUE FOR DDRL, LESS THAN POOL LEVEL RESTRICTION 
0432 C AND GREATER THAN LM TIDE+iiMIN 
B9 
0433 C 
0434 C FOR FLOOD-GEN 1 SLUICING FORWARD FRCM RRL TO DDRL 
0435 C2 TURBINING BACKWARDS TO DDRL 
0436 C3 ESTIMATE NEW RRL , GO TO 1 0437 C 
0438 C DDRL AND RRL ARE INTERCHANGED FOR FLOM-GEN 
0439 C 
0440 MD=1 
0441 DDRMAX=HTLEV(K) 
0442 TWL-ýTLTLEV(K) 
0443 DDRPLII'I-'TLTLEV(K)+fKNG(Mp, TWL, ID) 
0444 IF (ID. GT. 0) GO TO 32 
0445 TWI=fTTLEV(K)-HMIN(MD) 
0446 DDRMAX=HTLEV(K)-HMING(MD, TWL, ID) 
0447 DDRMIPf=TLTLEV(K) 
0448 32 IF (DDRMAX. GT. YABS) DDRMAX=YABS 
0449 DDRTOI-0.002*TRANGE(K) 
0450 IF (I0PTSH. FlQ. 1) DDRZ0L=DDRT0L/10.0 
0451 EW0.0 
0452 DDRL0=0.0 
0453 IF (ID. DQ. -1) DDRL4+HTLEV(K) 
0454 D=0.05*TRANGE(K) 
0455 DDRIr--B 
0456 IF (DDRL. GE. DDRMAX) DDRL=DDRMAX-0.1 
0457 IF (DDRL. LE. DDRMIN) DDRI, --DDRMIIV+0.1 
0458 15 IF (ID. DQ. -1) GO TO 228 
0459 TWL=DDRL-HtIIr1(MD) 
0460 YE=DDRIrHNBNG(MD, TWL, ID) 
0461 TDDRL--TDTIME (YE, FLTT) 
0462 C TDDRL=(ACOS((B-DDRL+HMING(MD, TWL, ID))/AD))/WR+FTSPS(K) 
0463 IF(NPRT. GE. 0) WRITE(5,204)DDRL 
0464 204 FORMAT(//38H ESTIMATE OF DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL, F10.4,2H M) 
0465 GO TO 229 
0466 228 TWIrDDRL 
0467 YErDDRL+HMING(MD, TWL, ID) 
0468 TDDRL--1T'TDIE(YE, 0.0) 
0469 C TDDRL= (ACOS ( (DDRL+HMING (Mt), TWL, ID) -B) /AD) ) /WF 
0470 IF(NFRT. GE. 0) WRITE(5,226)DDRL 
0471 226 FORMAT(//38H ESTIMATE OF REFILLED RESERVOIR LEVEI,, F10.4,2H M) 
0472 229 IF(NPRT. GT. O) WRITE(5,221) 
0473 IF (RIVQ. LE. 0.0001. AND. IRSLU. E7Q. 0) GO TO 620 
0474 C 
0475 C 
0476 C 
0477 C THIS SECTION FOR SLUICING FOLLpWING TURBINE PHASE -' 
0478 C REQUESTED FOR MERSEY BARRAGE WORK TO ACHIEVE MORE 
0479 C NATURAL BASIN LEVELS. 
0480 C 
0481 C 
0482 TDTDDRL 
0483 YO=DDRL 
0484 IF (IRSLU. NE. 1) 00 TO 789 
0485 FACT1 = 0.65 
0486 FACT2 = 0.85 
B10 
0487 C 
0488 C THIS IS AN ESTIMATE BASED UPON RESULTS OF MODEL TESTS 
0489 C AT BRISTOL UNIV. FACTOR REDUCES COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE 
0490 C FOR SLUICES, AND INCREASES REVERSE SLUICE CAPACITY OF TURBINES. 
0491 C 
0492 C 
0493 EFFAR=EFFAR*FACT1 
0494 RSLU(MD)=RSLU(MD)/FACT2 
0495 ID-- -1*ID 
0496 C=TSTEP 
0497 CALL SLUING(NPRT, Y0, TO, 10.0, YABS) 
0498 ID»1*ID 
0499 EFFAR=EFFAR/FACTl 
0500 RSLU(MD)=RSLU(ND)*FACT2 
0501 0070618 
0502 789 COMMUE 
0503 C THIS SECTION FOR RIVER FIM WHEN TURBS & SLUS CLOSED 
0504 C 
0505 C STEP IS DELTA LEVEL., 
0506 C 
0507 C==RIVQ*600.0/AREA(YO) 
0508 DC=C/500.0 
0509 SL=SEALEV(TO) 
0510 HO=(SIrYO)*ID 
0511 619 IF (NPRT. Gf. 0) WRITE(5,203)TO, SL, Y0, H0 
0512 203 FORMAT(1X, 4F10.4) 
0513 617 Y1=YO+C 
0514 IF (Y1. GT. YABS) 00 TO 406 
0515 T1=10+(AREAI(Y1)-AREAI(YO))/(RIVQ*60.0) 
0516 SL--SEALEV(Tl) 
0517 H1=(SL-Yl)*ID 
0518 IF (H1. LT. 0.0) 00 TO 688 
0519 406 C=C/2.0 
0520 IF (C. LT. DC) 00 TO 618 
0521 GO TO 617 
0522 688 YO=Y1 
0523 T0=T1 
0524 H0=H1 
0525 GO TO 619 
0526 C 620 IF (ID. ElQ. 1) T--(ACOS ((B-DDRL) /AD)) /WR+FTSPS (K) 
0527 C IF(ID. EQ. -1) TO=(AC0S((DDRIrB)/AD))/WF 
0528 620 IF(ID. EQ. 1) TO=TDTIME(DDRL, FLTT) 
0529 IF (ID. EQ. -1) TD-'IDTIME (DDRL, 0.0) 
0530 SL=SEALEV(TO) 
0531 HO=-O. O 
0532 YO=DDRL 
0533 618 CONTINUE 
0534 C RUNGE KUTTA SOLUTION TO FIND REFILLED LEVEL, 
0535 C=TSTEP 
0536 CALL SIITING(NPRT, Y0, T0,10.0, YABS) 
0537 RRL=YO 
0538 TRRLiI'0 
0539 IF (ID. EX . 1)TRRL-TDTIME(RRL, 0.0) 
0540 IF (NPRT. LE. O) GO TO 240 
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0541 WRITE(5,201) 
0542 IF(ID. EQ. 1)WRITE(5,202)RRL, T0, DDRL, TDDRL 
0543 IF(ID. DQ. -1) WRITE (5,202) DDRL, TDDRL, RRL, 70 
0544 201 F0RMAT(///6X, 'NAX. P00L LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L MIN ', 
0545 *'POOL LEV T MIN PL') 
0546 202 FORMAT(6X, F10.4,8X, F10.4,5X, F10.4,3X, F10.4) 
0547 240 CCV TINUE 
0548 C 
0549 C 
0550 C 
0551 C 
0552 C NOW TURBINING WITH NEGATIVE TIME STEP FROM 
0553 C DDRL UP 70 RRL 
0554 C 
0555 IF (IVS. EQ. 1) UK=30.0 
0556 !1 RGM. 0 
0557 PRIGM. 0 
0558 IPA 
0559 ICS 
0560 IMEF=O 
0561 ICTEr1P= O 
0562 SUMO=0.00001 
0563 INTERP=O 
0564 C='TSTEP*(-1.0) 
0565 C SOLVING FINITE DIFFERS E EQUATICN FOR MAX 121ERGY 
0566 C NEGATIVE TIME STEP, WORK NG FROM DDRL, WHERE HEAD=i IIIN, START GENERATION 
0567 C AT MAX POWER OUTPUT 
0568 IF (NPRT. LE. 0) GO TO 222 
0569 IF (IVS. NE. 1) WRITE(5,221) 
0570 IF (IVS. EY. 1) WRITE(5,1937) 
0571 1937 FORMAT(///3X, ' TIME SEA LEVEL, POOL LEVEL, HEAD ', 
0572 *'DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATICtI', ' TRANS LOSS', 2X, 
0573 *'TORQUE ROT. SPEED, /3X, ' (MINS) (M) (M)', 
0574 *' (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE', 6X, ' (MW)', 
0575 *4X, 'P0WER/RPM RPM'/) 
0576 222 YO=DDRL 
0577 TO TDDRL 
0578 YE =DDRL+HMING (MD, DDRL, ID) 
0579 IF (ID. EQ. -1) 1E(YE, FHTI') 
0580 T1=TO4C 
0581 SL SEALEV(T0) 
0582 HO 4IN(MD) 
0583 J00 
0584 QO=ACMP(MD)+HO*(BCMP(MD)+H0*(CCMP(MD)+HO*DCMP(MD))) 
0585 IF (MODE-2)53,52,53 
0586 52 QO=A( (ND)+H0*(BCE(MD)+H0*(CCIIE(MD)+H0*DC E(MD))) 
0587 53 PO=PCWER (H0, Q0,1) 
0588 QC=QCAV(H0, T0) 
0589 IFLAG=2 
0590 IF (QO. LT. QC) GO 70 501 
0591 Qo=QC 
0592 IF (MODE. E? ). 1) IFT, AG=1 
0593 501 P0=PCWER(HO, Q0,1) 
0594 IF (PO. GE. 0.0) GO 70 30 
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0595 PO O. 0 
0596 QO=0.0 
0597 30 TQ=PO/UK 
0598 IF (NPRT. LE. O) GO w 927 
0599 IF (IP. NE. I. AND. IVS. NE. 1) GO TO 999 
0600 IF (IP. EQ. 1) WRITE(5,210)TO, SL, YO, HO, QO, PO, QC, JO, TLOSS, 
0601 *PT0, PH0, PQ0, PP0, FP0 
0602 IF (IVS. EQ. 1) WRITE(5,210)TO, SL, YO, HO, QO, PO, QC, JO, TLOSS, 
0603 *'I'Q, UK, SUMO 
0604 GO TO 927 
0605 999 WRITE(5,210)TO, SL, Y0, HO, QO, PO, QC, J0, TTASS 
0606 927II1fERM 
0607 C='PSTEP*(-1.0) 
0608 IF(IP. EIQ. 1) C=C/5.0 
0609 Q1 QO 
0610 J0=o 
0611 IF (IC. GT. O) GO TO 27 
0612 C 
0613 IF (MODE. EQ. 1) DNDQO=P0WER(H0, Q0,3) 
0614 502 CALL TURBIN(PO, PI, SL, QC, IC, ICTEtI, SUMO, I TE P, DNDQO) 
0615 C 
0616 C 
0617 IF (IP. EQ. 1) CALL PUMPIN(PO, RRL) 
0618 C 
0619 C 
0620 C cHEXKI+IG END CONDITIONS NOT VIOLATED 
0621 C 
0622 CALL ENDCON(SL, QC, TRRL, O. O, YABS, HMIN(MD), RRL, TSTEP, 
0623 *IC, MODE, NODE, P0, PI, ENERGY, PENGY, IP, INTERP) 
0624 C 
0625 C IC=-1 LAST SHORTENED TSTEP BEFORE CLOSE SLUICES 
0626 C IC= NO VIOLATION 
0627 C IC=1 RECALCULATION A SHORT END STEP 
0628 C IC=2 ONLY TO PRINT RESULT FROM IC=1 
0629 C 
0630 IF (IC)30,30,25 
0631 25 IF (IC-2)502,30,27 
0632 C 
0633 C THE ABOVE RESETS LEVELS ETC. AND 
0634 C RETURNS TO CCt PU'FE NEXT TIME STEP 
0635 C 
0636 27 IF ((YO-(RRL-ID*0.01))*ID. GT. 0.0) GO TO 33 
0637 IF (NPRT. GE. O) WRITE(5,220) 
0638 IF (NPRT. GE. 0) WRITE(5,260)ENERGY 
0639 IF (HO. LT. (HMIN(MD)+0.5)) IRRL=-ID 
0640 BEN=ENERGY 
0641 GO TO 70 
0642 C 
0643 C SEI' UP VALUES IF PUMPING 
0644 C 
0645 33 IF (IPUNP. E)Q. 1) CALL PSET(RRL, TRRL, YABS, IP, IC, NPRT) 
0646 IF (IP. DQ. 1) GO TO 30 
0647 IF (NPRT. LT. 1) GO TO 23 
0648 IF (RIVQ. LT. 0.0001) 00 TO 23 
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0649 C 
0650 C THE FOLLOWING FLOM RESERVOIR LEVEL FDLLAWInIG EQUALISATION 
0651 C WHEN RIVQ INCREASES RRL 
0652 C 
0653 C STEP IS NOW DELTA LEVEL 
0654 WRITE(5,203) 
0655 0=RIVQ*600.0/AREA(Y0) 
0656 621 Y1=YO-C 
0657 IF (Y1. LT. RRL) GO TO 23 
0658 T1=710+(AREAL(Y1)-AREAI(YO))/(RIVQ*60.0) 
0659 IF (T1. LT. TRRL) GO TO 23 
0660 SL=SEALEV(T1) 
0661 H1=(Y1-SL)*ID 
0662 WRITE(5,203)T1, SL, Y1, H1 
0663 T0='T1 
0664 YO=Y1 
0665 00 TO 621 
0666 23 IF(NFRT. GE. 0) WRITE(5,260)ENERGY 
0667 BEI =12ERGY 
0668 IF (IP. EQ. 0) GO TO 998 
0669 FPENGY=PENGY*FINT 
0670 BEN=ETERGY-FFENGY 
0671 IF (NPRT. GE. 0) WRITE(5,995) PENGY, FMIGY, BEN 
0672 995 FORMAT(5X, 13HENERGY INPUT , F15.5,7H(IIWHRS), 5X, 0673 *10HIrIPUF COST, F15.5,31H(MWHRS)*INPUT/(XTPUT' COST RATIO/ 
0674 *5X, 13HBENEFIT , F15.5,21H (OUTPUT-INPUT COST)) 
0675 C 
0676 C 
0677 220 FORMAT(//5X, 54HREVFRSE TURBINE SOLUTION DOES NOT REACH REQUIRED LE 
0678 1VEL) 
0679 260 FORMAT(/5X, 13HINERGY OUTPUT, F15.5,7H(MWHRS)) 
0680 221 FORMAT(///3X, 70H TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE 
0681 1 POWER CAVITATION, ' TRANS TASS', / 
0682 *3X, ' (MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC ', 
0683 1' (NW) DISCHARGE', ' (MW)', /) 
0684 210 FORLIAT(1X, 6F10.4,1X, F10.4,14,3F10.5, F10.0,2F10.5) 
0685 C 
0686 C ESTABLISH NEW DDRL AND RETURN 70 15, SEE FIM CHART 
0687 C 
0688 998 IRRL=O 
0689 70 CONTINUE 
0690 IF (I0PTSH. EQ. 1) BE2f=1000.0-(HNOM-H0)**2 
0691 CALL 0PTIM(DDRL, DDRLO, BIN, EO, DDRMAX, DDRMIN, DDRNAX, IRRL, 
0692 *D, NPRT, NO, DDRTOL) 
0693 IF (NFRT. NE. 20) GO TO 15 
0694 IF (ID. EQ. 1) WRITE(5,250)DDRL0 
0695 IF (ID. DQ. -1) WRITE(5,233)DDRLO 
0696 IF (IP. EQ. 0) WRITE(5,251)EO 
0697 IF (IP. NE. 0) WRI: TE(5,997)EO 
0698 13 ANENG=EO*FREQ(K)+M1IG 
0699 ANENG=ANENG/1000.0 
0700 IF (IP. EQ. O) WRITE(5,252)ANENG 
0701 12 IF (IP. NE. O) WRITE(5,996)ANENG 
0702 WRITE(*, 252)ANENG 
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0703 
0704 
0705 
0706 
0707 
0708 
0709 
0710 
0711 
0712 
0713 
0714 
0715 
0716 
0717 
0718 
0719 C 
0720 
0721 
0722 
0723 
0724 
0725 
0726 
0727 
0728 
0729 
0730 
0731 
0732 
0733 
0734 
0735 
0736 
0737 
0738 
0739 
0740 
0741 
0742 
0743 
0744 
0745 
0746 
0747 
0748 
0749 
0750 
0751 
0752 
0753 
0754 C 
0755 
0756 
GO TO 10 
11 CONTINUE 
Q=. O 
Hß. 0 
WRITE(*, ' ("STOP - EMD OF MAIN PROGRAM"N ) 
STOP 
250 FORMAT(//IX, 35HOPTIMUM DRAWND 1N RESERVOIR LEVEL =, F10.4,2H M) 
233 FORMAT(//IX, 35110PTIMUM REFILLED RESERVOIR LEVEL =, F10.4,2H M) 
251 FORMAT(/1X, 23HOPTM ENERGY OUTPUT =, F15.5,8H (MWHRS)) 
252 FORMAT(///1X, 25HANNUAL FlURGY PRODUCTION , F15.5,8H 
(GWHRS)///) 
997 FORMAT(/1X, 17HOPTIMUM BEFIT =, F15.5,8H (MWHRS), 
*38H I1ICORPORATING INPUT/OUTPUT COST RATIO) 
996 FORMAT(///1X, 15HANNUAL BENEFIT , F15.5,8H (GWHRS), 
*38H INCORPORATING INPUP/(XTIPUF COST RATIO///) 
END 
FUNCTION GEM, IM(T, Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
COMMON /BLK1/RTSPS(10), FTSPS(10), AD, WR, B, WF, K 
0011110N /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HMIN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
COMMON /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), C1(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
*CHSIG(2), PMAX, MODE, HR(2), QHR(2), PM(5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL(2) 
CCHICH /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
CCRMI /BLK5/H0, Q0, TO, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
*ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLIT, FHIT 
=M /BLK6/ACMP(2), BCMP(2), CCMP(2), DCMP(2), 
*ACME(2), BCME(2) , CCME(2), DCME(2) , IN1EF' 
SLr-: SEALEV (T) 
H=HNET(Y, SL, Q1, ID, 1) 
IF (ISUJ. EQ. 1) WRITE(5,100) 
IF (ISW. EQ. 1) HS=SQRT(-1.0) 
100 FORMAT(51fIURBINE+SLÜICING - MUST INCORPORATE NET SLUICE HEAD) 
IF (IFLAG-1)11,3,9 
11 IF (H. LT. HR(MD)) GO TO 10 
13 HD=H-HR (M) 
Q1=PM(1, ND)+IID*(PM(2, MD)+HD*(PM(3, NID)+HD*PM(4, MD)))+ 
* PM(5, M)*SQRT(HD) 
12 GENLIM--60.0*ID*(TURBN*Q1+ISLU*EFFAR*4.4285*SQRT(H)-RIVQ*ID)/ 
*AREA(Y) 
RETURN 
3 Q1=QCAV(H, T) 
GO 70 12 
9 IF (MODE. EQ. 3)G0 TO 10 
Q1=ACME(MD) +H* (BCME(MD) +H* (CCME(MD) +H*DCHE(MD)) ) 
IF (H. GT. HR(MD)) Q1 'NAXEF(H) 
IF (POWER (H, Q1,1). Gr. PMAX) GO 70 11 
GO TO 12 
10 IF (H. LT. HR(MD)) GO 70 13 
Q1=ACMP(MD)+H*(BCMP(MD)+H*(CCMP(ND)+H*DCMP(MD))) 
GO TO 12 
END 
SUBROUTINE MAXOUT(QHR, DNIDQO) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
C01 10N /BLK1/RTSPS(10), FTSPS(10), AD, WR, B, WF, K 
CCMI /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HMII9(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
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0757 
0758 
0759 
0760 
0761 
0762 
0763 
0764 
0765 
0766 
0767 
0768 
0769 
0770 
0771 
0772 
0773 C 
0774 
0775 
0776 
0777 
0778 
0779 
0780 
0781 
0782 
0783 
0784 
0785 
0786 
0787 
0788 
0789 
0790 
0791 C 
CCIß'IOTI /BLK4/AC (10) , AX(10) , AXX(10) , J, RIVQ, AABS 
COl'lc10N /BLK5/H0, Q0, T0, Y0, C, TURBN, E1'FAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, Hi, Q1, Yi, T1º 
*ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
CCPII, IG4J /BLK6/A(3$P (2), BCMP (2), CCMP (2), DCl1P( 2), 
*ACME (2), BCl1E (2), CCME (2), DCME (2), IMEF 
CCI"IIM /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Qll(6), FF(6), RLAMDA(20), 
*RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADREs 
M113(7N /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
*NADRE2 
QME (H) =ACME (11D) +H* (BCME (MD) +H* (CCME (MD) +H*DCME (PII)) )) 
T1--f0+C 
SI=SF, ALEV(Tl) 
IF (IIHEF. EIQ. i) GO 70 8 
VALUE=0.0 
Q1=Q0 
Q=QO 
ITEItATE, TO LABEI, 6,70 FIND CORIU'"SP(xIDING Yl AND Qi 
5 QA=(QO+Qi)/2.0 
Y1=Y0-(C*60.0*(TURBN*QA*ID-RIVQ))AREA (Y0) 
H1==(Yi, SL, Qi, ID, l) 
IF (MT. EQ. 1)G0 T0 20 
RH=SQRT(H1) 
IF (tID. EQ. 2) GO TO 50 
UM=RHU(IPY-3)*D2*RH 
QKDt=RMU(4)*D2*RH 
GO M 20 
50 99X=RM2(IPY2-3)*D2*RH 
QMIIJ=RM2(4)*D2*RH 
20 00NTINUE 
HA=(HO+Hi)/2.0 
YA=(YO+Yi)/2.0 
DQ=QO/300.0 
NFLAG=O 
JJ=o 
JJ IS USED T0 COUNT FIRST 2 Ql FSTIMATES AND USE AST. LINE 
0792 C TO FIND A MORE ACCURATE Q1EST 
0793 C IF SOLUTION NOT FOUND IN 20 ST. LINE ITERATIONS 
0794 C Q1=Q0 IS RETURNED 
0795 C IF OPERATION BELOW MAX EFF CURVE P10 SOLUTION CAN BE 
0796 C FOUND BY ST. LINE OR IlTRATICN METHOD 
0797 C IF ITERATION IS RDQUIRM CAN START THIS BY GOING TO LABEL 9 
0798 C ITERATE, TO LABEL 4, W FIND Qi WHICH GIVES VALUE 0. O 
0799 3 VA=VALUE 
0800 W- (QO+Ql) /2.0 
0801 J0-, T0+1 
0802 CALL PARD F(HA, QA, H1, QI, DNDH, I*IDQ1) 
0803 VAUJE4IJRBN*UWH+(AREA (YA)/(C*60.0))*(DNDQ1-DW) 
0804 JJ=JJ+1 
0805 IF (JJ. LT. 2) 00 TO 7 
0806 IF(JJ. GT. 20) GO TO 8 
0807 Q2Q1+(Q1-QV)*VALUE/(VA-VALUE) 
0808 IF (NT. E9.1) 00 TO 30 
0809 IF (Q2. GT. (1AX) Q2 AX 
0810 IF (Q2. LT. 4QN) Q2= IN 
B16 
0811 30 CONTIPIUE 
0812 QV=Q1 
0813 IF (ABS (Q1-Q2). LE. (Q1*0.0005)) GO TO 4 
0814 Q1=Q2 
0815 GO TO 3 
0816 9 Q1=Q0 
0817 7 QV=Q1 
0818 IF (VALUE. GT. 0.0) GO TO 1 
0819 IF (NFLAG. EQ. 1) GO TO 2 
0820 Q1=Q1+DQ 
0821 GO TO 3 
0822 2 DO=DQ/5.0. 
0823 IF (DQ. LE. (Q1*0.0005)) GO TO 4 
0824 Q1=Q1+4.0*DQ 
0825 00 TO 3 
0826 1 Q1=Q1-Dg 
0827 NFLAG=1 
0828 GO T0 3 
0829 4 CCHT! 'INUE 
0830 DQ=SQRT((Q-Q1)**2) 
0831 IF (DQ. LE. (Q1*0.0005)) GO TO 6 
0832 Q=Q1 
0833 GO TO 5 
0834 6 CCm'IDUE 
0835 ' IF (QPIE(H1). LT. Ql) GO TO 10 
0836 8 C2=C/2.0 
0837 RKI=GENLIM(TO, Y0) 
0838 TE='F0+C2 
0839 YE=YO+C2*RK1 
0840 RK2=GEVLIM(TE, YE) 
0841 YE=Y0+C2*RK2 
0842 RK3=GENLIM(TE, YE) 
0843 YE=YO+C*RK3 
0844 RK4=GENLIM(T1, YE) 
0845 Y1=YO+C/6.0*(RK1+RK4+2.0*(RK2+RK3)) 
0846 H1=HfiET(Y1, SL, Q1, ID, 1) 
0847 Q1=9IE(Hl) 
0848 C IMEF IS A FLAG SET 70 1 WHEN MAX EIIIItGY SOLUTION REACHES 
0849 C MAX. EFF. CURVE. REKADVDEIt OF GENERATICTJ IS al MAX. EFF CURVE 
0850 C IMEF IS RESET IN FORTPROG EC)R EACH DDRL 
0851 IMEE'--1 
0852 10 CONTINUE 
0853 RETURN 
0854 END 
0855 FUNCTION SLUICE(T, Y) 
0856 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
0857 WIDEN /BLK4/AC(10), AX(IO), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
0858 C0101OEi /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
0859 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
0860 COMh1011 /BLKX/EÜ. TA(2,2), DS(2), SPACE (2), INET, ISLOP, AOSLAP, AISLOP, 
0861 *XXX, XXJIX 
0862 TWL=Y 
0863 SLr-SEALEV (T) 
0864 HG= ( SLrY) *ID 
B17 
0865 H1=HG 
0866 HT=HG 
0867 IF (H1. LE. 0.0) GO TO 30 
0868 IFLAG=O 
0869 IF (131IET. NE. 1) GO TO 10 
0870 IF (TWL. GT. SL) TWIT=. SL 
0871 C FOR SLUICES 
0872 IQ=2 
0873 IF (ID. EIQ. -1) IQ=1 
0874 COIdST2= (EFFAR*4.42854/SLUII) **2 
0875 AE=ExI'TA (2, IQ) 
0876 A2=(TWL+DS(2))*SPACE(2) 
0877 XX=((A2/AE)**2-2.0*A2/AE+2.0)/(19.62*A2*A2) 
0878. Q1=SQRT(CCNST2*HG/(1.0+COI1ST2*XX)) 
0879 C FOR TURBINES AS SLUICES 
0880 IQ=2 
0881 IF (ID. EQ. -1) IQ=1 
0882 C0NST2=RSLU(Im)**2 
0883 AE=EXITA(1, IQ) 
0884 A2=(TWL+DS(1))*SPACE(1) 
0885 XX=((A2/AE)**2-2.0*A2/AE+2.0)/(19.62*A2*A2) 
0886 QO=SQRT(CONST2*HG/(1.0+COtIST2*XX)) 
0887 C 
0888 C 
0889 H14DIET (SL, Y, Q1, ID, 2) 
0890 M'-TILT ( SL, Y, Q0, ID, 4) 
0891 10 CONTTTIUE 
0892 Q1=FF'FAR*4.42854*SQRT(Hi)/SLUtd 
0893 QO=RSLU(IID)*SQRT(HT) 
0894 C WRITE (*, '(5F6.3,2F6.1)')SL, Y, HG, HI, HT, QI, QO 
0895 SLUICE= (Ql*SLUN+QO*'ß1RBN+RIVQ*ID) *60.0*ID/AREA (Y) 
0896 RETURN 
0897 30 IFLAG=1 
0898 SLUICE=0.0 
0899 RETURN 
0900 END 
0901 
0902 
0903 
0904 
0905 
0906 
0907 
0908 
0909 FUNCTION AREA (Y) 
0910 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
0911 COMWN /BIK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
0912 YL=Y 
0913 IF (YL. GT. AABS) YL=AABS 
0914 DO 10 I=1, J 
0915 IF (YL. LT. AXX(I)) GO TO 20 
0916 10 00[`>'I"I<dUE 
0917 WRITE(5, ("STOP - ERROR IN FU1dCPICN AREA")') 
0918 STOP 
B18 
0919 20 AREA=AC(I)+YL*AX(I) 
0920 REIURN 
0921 C 
0922 END 
0923 
0924 
0925 
0926 
0927 
0928 
0929 FUNCTION AREAL (Y) 
0930 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
0931 COMMON /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
0932 YIr-Y 
0933 ADD=0.0 
0934 IF (Y. LE. AABS) GO TO 10 
0935 ADD=AREA(AABS)*(Y-AABS) 
0936 YL=AABS 
0937 10 CCMNE 
0938 DO 20 I=1, J 
0939 IF (YL. LE. AXX(I)) GO 70 30 
0940 20 CCMIUE 
0941 WRITE (5, ' ("STOP - ERROR IN FUNCTION AREAI")') 
0942 STOP 
0943 30 00eTTINUE 
0944 YLL- 10.0 
0945 DO 40 K=1, I 
0946 YH=AXX(K) 
0947 IF (K. EQ. I) YH=YL 
0948 ADD=YH*(AC(K)+YH*AX(K)/2.0) YLL*(AC(K)+YLL*AX(K)/2.0)+ADD 
0949 YLL=AXX(K) 
0950 40 00NMNE 
0951 AREAI=ADD 
0952 REMtN 
0953 END 
0954 
0955 
0956 
0957 
0958 
0959 FUNCTION ACOS(Y) 
0960 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
0961 ACOS=ATAN(SQRT(1.0/(Y*Y)-1)) 
0962 RETURN 
0963 END 
0964 
0965 
0966 
0967 
0968 
0969 SUBROUTINE PREAD 
0970 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
0971 COIß01 /BLKP/NPUtiPS, QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, PHtlIf1, PHMAX, FINT, 
0972 '11311Ei, PSTART, PFIN 
B19 
0973 
0974 
0975 
0976 
0977 
0978 
0979 
0980 
0981 
0982 
0983 
0984 
0985 
0986 
0987 
0988 
0989 
0990 
0991 
0992 
0993 
0994 
0995 
0996 
0997 
0998 
0999 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
WRITE(5,200) 
READ (4,100)NFUMPS 
READ(4,101)QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD 
READ (4,102)PHMIN, PHMAX, FINT, TUN, PSTART, PFIN, FIM, PMAJ 
WRITE(5,201)NPUMPS 
WRITE(5,202)QA, QB, QCC, QD 
WRITE(5,203)ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD 
WRITE(5,204)FHMIN, PHMAX 
WRITE(5,205)FINT 
WRITE(5,206)TMIN 
WRITE(5,207)PSTART, PFIN 
200 t NAT(1X, 5HPUMPS/1X, 5H //) 
100 FORMAT M) 
101 FVRNAT(4F10.4) 
102 FORMAT(2F10.4) 
201 FDRMAT(IX, 19HNUMBER OF PUMPS , 15/) 
202 FnRMAT(1X, 10HHQ11 = , F10.4,3H + , F10.4,7H*KU1 + , F10.4, 111H*KU1*KU1 + , F10.4,12H*KU1*KU1*KU1/) 203 FtRMAT(IX, 10HPOWER = , F10.4,3H + , F10.4,7H* H+ , F10.4, 111H* H*H+ , F10.3,12H* H*H*H /) 
204 FORM AT(1X, 23HMININUM PUMPING HEAD = , F10.4,2H M/ 
11X, 23H'IAXIMUM PUMPING HEAD = , F10.4,2H M/) 
205 FDRMAT(IX, 52HRATIO OF INPUT ENERGY COST TO OUTPUT ENERGY VALUE 
1F1O. 4/) 
206 FDRNAT(1X, 41HMINIMUM TIME BETWEEN PUMP AND GENERATE = , F10.4, 
15H MINS/) 
207 F 1AT(1X, 51HTIMES AFTER HW WHEN INPUT POWER AVALJABLE. START, 
1F10.4,10H FINISH , F10.4,8H (PttNS)/) 
C 
WRITE(5,208) FMGE'I, PNM 
208 FORMAT(1X, 'EFFICIENCY OF MOTOR WIEN PKYIDRIMG', F10.2, '%', 
1/, 1X, 'MAJORATION APPLIED TO PUMP EFFICIEfdCIES', F10.2, '%', 
1/, 1X, 'FMGEN & PMAJ APPLIED OUTSIDE PROG. WREN FITTING ', 
1'P=F(G)'//) 
C 
C 
C 
REIM 
END 
SUBROUTINE PUMPIN(PO, RRL) 
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H), (O-Z) 
WHIT /BLKP/NMIPS, QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, PIDIIN, PHMAX, FDU, 
1'iT'IIN, PSTART, PFIN 
COPIIION /BLKP1/PTO, PHOºPQO, PPO, FPO, PTI, PH1, PQ1, PP1, FP1 
COPII'! ON /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
*ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLIT, FHTT 
DIMETTSION F(5) 
C RUNGE KUTTA SOLUTION FOR PIAIPING IN INCREPýgM'S 
B20 
1027 C OF LEVED, , STEP IS VARIABLE-DEI'ENDEIIT UPON TURBINII4G PHASE 1028 RK1=QFL4']P (Y0, PTO) 
1029 C2=(Y1-Y0)/2.0 
1030 TE=PTO+C2*RK1 
1031 YE=Y0+C2 
1032 RK2=QPUMP(YE, TE) 
1033 TE=PTO+C2*RK2 
1034 RK3=QPU4P(YE, TE) 
1035 TErPT0+C2*RK3*2.0 
1036 RK4=QFUNIP(YI, TE) 
1037 PT1=FT0+(Y1-Y0)/6.0*(RK1+RK4+2.0*(RK2+RK3)) 
1038 X=QPUNIP(Y1, PT1) 
1039 PQ1=FQ1 
1040 SL---SEALEV(PT1) 
1041 PH1=IKIET(Y1, SL, PQ1, ID, 3) 
1042 PP1=PMW (PH1, PQ1) 
1043 PENRiC=((PPO+PP1)/2.0)*(PT1-PTO)*NPUMPS/60.0 
1044 P1=POGIER(H1, Q1,1) 
1045 " TENIrIC=((PO+P1)/2.0)*(TO-TI)*TURBN/60.0 
1046 C FP1 IS FACTORED BENEFIT 
1047 FP1=TENINC-PENINC*FIM' 
1048 DO 20 KK=1,4 
1049 20 F(KK)=1.0 
1050 IF(FP1. LT. 0.0)F(1)=FPO/(FFO-FP1) 
1051 IF((T1-PT1). LT. TMIN)F(2)=(TMIN-(T0-PT0))/((T1-PT1)-(M-PT0)) 
1052 IF(PT1. GT. PFIN)F(3)=(PFIN-PTO)/(FT1-PTO) 
1053 IF (PIII. GT. PIIlIA})F (4)= (PHMAX-PHO) / (PHl-PHO) 
1054 DO 10 KK=2,4 
1055 10 IF(F(KK). LT. F(1))F(1)=F(KK) 
1056 RRL=YO+F(1)*(Y1-YO) 
1057 RETURN 
1058 DID 
1059 
1060 
1061 
1062 
1063 
1064 
1065 FUNCTION QPUI'! P(Y, T) 
1066 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
1067 COrII401 /BLKP/NPIkiPS, QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, FHNIIId, PHMAX, FINT, 
1068 1TMIN, PSTART, PFIN 
1069 COIII"ION /BLKPl/PTO, PH0, PQ0, PP0, FPO, PT1, PHI, PQ1, PP1, FP1 
1070 0012Käd /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1071 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
1072 al-WR /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, MIIN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
1073 COrIIXäJ /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
1074 SLFSEALEV(T) 
1075 WHNET (Y, SL, PQ1, ID, 3) 
1076 IF (H. E2.0.0) H=0.0001 
1077 X=UK/SQRT (H) 
1078 PQ1= (QA+X* (QB+X* (QCC+X*QD))) *D2*SQRT (H) 
1079 QPUIIE'=ID*AREA (Y) /( (NPUMPS*PQ1+RIVQ*ID) *60.0) 
1080 REIURN 
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1081 END 
1082 
1083 
1084 
1085 
1086 
1087 
1088 FUNCTION PPOW(H, Q) 
1089 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
1090 COMM /BLKP/NPIIMPS, QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, PHPIIN, PHMAX, FWT, 
1091 1TMIN, PSTART, PFIN 
1092 PPOW=ZA+H*(ZB+H*(ZC+H*ZD)) 
1093 RETURN 
1094 END 
1095 
1096 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 SUBROUTINE PSET(RRL, 7RRL, YABS, IP, IC, ITPRT) 
1102 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1103 COPII'! LN /BLKP/NPIfiIPS, QA, QB, QCCºQD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, PHf1IIJ, PHMAX, FINT, 
1104 11IITri, PSTART, PFIN 
1105 C01ß4014 /BI3O? 1/PTO, PHO, PQO, PPO, FFO, PT1, PH1, PQ1, PP1, FP1 
1106 COMMON /BLK5/H0, Q0, TO, Y0, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1107 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
1108 COIMi /BLK1/RTSPS(10), FTSPS(10), AD, WR, B, WF, K 
1109 IF (IP. EQ. O) CO TO 10 
1110 IP=2 
1111 RETURN 
1112 10 IF(ABS(Y0-YABS). LT. 0.01)RE'iURN 
1113 PTO='TRRL 
1114 IF(PTO. LT. PSTART)PTO=PSTART 
1115 MP=RRL-ID*PHMIN 
1116 PTHIßN=TDTIlE (TII4P, 0.0) 
1117 IF(ID. EQ. -1) PnIME94DTIME(TEMP, FLTT) 
1118 IF (PTO. LT. PTHIUTi) PTO=PTHM 
1119 IF(T0-PTO. LT. TMIN)REiURN 
1120 C O. K. TO PUMP 
1121 IP=1 
1122 IC=o 
1123 SIr-SEALEV(PTO) 
1124 PQ1=0.0 
1125 PHO=HNET(RRL, SL, PQI, ID, 3) 
1126 X=QPUMP(RRL, PTO) 
1127 PQO=PQ1 
1128 PPO=PPOW(PHO, PQO) 
1129 FP0=0.0 
1130 IF (NPRT. LE. 0) RETURN 
1131 WRTTE(5,100) 
1132 100 FMMT (1H+, 87X, 40HPIMP TIME PITT HEAD Q PUT POWER IN , 
1133 *8H BENEFIT/ 
1134 *1X, 86X, 49H (MINS) (M) (M**3/S) (MW) (ET-FRR)) 
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1135 RETURN 
1136 IIm 
1137 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 SUBROUTINE ENDCON(SL, QC, TSTOP, SIpf, YABS, HNIIN, STOPL, TSTf3?, 
1143 *IC, 110DE, tK)DET, P0, P1, ENERGY, PENGY, IP, INTERP) 
1144 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1145 COtitKXi /BLKP/NPUMPS, QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD, PIMIN, PHMAX, FIND, 
1146 1TMIN, FSTART, PFIN 
1147 CCE'1I"I0N /BLKP1/PTO, PHO, PQO, PPO, FPO, PTI, PH1, PQ1, PP1, FP1 
1148 CCR4"ION /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
1149 WII01 /BLK5/H0, Q0, TO, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1150 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
1151 C 
1152 C CfIDCItING END CONDITIONS NOT VIOLATED 
1153 C AND IF NOT RESETS LEVELS ETC FOR NEXT STEP 
1154 C 
1155 CCNST=AREAI(STnPL) 
1156 F=1.0 
1157 EiM. 0 
1158 FABS=1.0 
1159 IF (H1. LT. HMIN-0.01) FH=(H0-HMIN)/(H0-H1) 
1160 IF (RIVQ. LE. 0.0001) GO T17 26 
1161 IF (Y1. GT. YABS) FABS=(YABS Y0)/(Y1-Y0) 
1162 C 
1163 C RIVER FLOW END ComIDTTICuS 
1164 C 
1165 TRIV='TSTOP+(AREAI(Y1)-CCNST)/(RIVQ*60.0) 
1166 IF ((ID*(TRIV-T1)). LT. 0.0) GO TO 29 
1167 TRIVO---TSTIOP+(AREAI (YO)-CONST) / (RIVQ*60.0) 
1168 GRIV=(Y1-Y0)/(TRIV-TRIVO) 
1169 GRT=(Y1-YO)/(T1-T0) 
1170 T=(GRIV*TRIVO-GRT*TO)/((RIY-GRT) 
1171 Fl=(TD-T)/(TO-T1) 
1172 G0 TO 29 
1173 C ONLY USE NEXT LINE WHEN ZERO RIVER FLOW 
1174 26 IF (((STOPIrY1)*ID). LT. 0.0) E--(Y0-STOPL)/(Y0-Y1) 
1175 29 IF (FABS. LT. F) F=FABS 
1176 IF (FH. LT. F) F--FH 
1177 IF (IC. EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
1178 IF (ABS(F-1.0). LT. 0.0001) GO TO 25 
1179 C=C*F 
1180 IF (C. E)Q. 0.0) C=0.00001 
1181 IF (IC. EIQ. -1) IC=O 
1182 20 IC=IC+1 
1183 IF (IC. NE. 2) GO TO 11 
1184 GO TO 35 
1185 25 IF (ISLU. EQ. O) GO TO 35 
1186 C 
1187 C IF DURING NW TINE STEP SLUICES SHOULD BE CLOSED, SHORTIN 
1188 C TIME STEP PUT IC=-1 
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1189 C 
1190 IF (IC. EQ. 1) GO TO 35 
1191 TR3'! P"'T1-SLprf 
1192 IF (ABS MIN. I, E. 0.001) GO TO 10 
1193 IF (M"IP. GT. (-1.0*C) ) 00 TO 35 
1194 CJTF7IP*(-1.0) 
1195 IC}1 
1196 00 TO 35 
1197 10 IC=o 
1198 ISLj=O 
1199 MODE4I0DET 
1200 35 P1=POWER (H1, Q1,1) 
1201 IF (INTERP. EQ. 1) IFLAG=O 
1202 SL, =SEAM(T1) 
1203 IF (P1. GT. 0.0) GO TO 500 
1204 P1=0.0 
1205 Q1=o. 0 
1206 Y1=Y0 
1207 H1=(Y1-SL)*ID 
1208 500 E[VERGY=((PO+P1)/2.0)*(TO-T1)*'RRRBN/60.0+ENERGY 
1209 IF (IFLAG. EQ. 1) QM. 0 
1210 QO=Q1 
1211 T0-'T1 
1212 HO=R1 
1213 Y0=Y1 
1214 P0=P1 
1215 IF (IP. NE. 1) GO TO 11 
1216 PENGY=((PP0+PP1)/2.0)*(PT1-PTO)*NP[Jf2PS/60. O+PENGY 
1217 P7'Q"=PT1 
1218 PHO=PH1 
1219 PQO=PQ1 
1220 PPO=PP1 
1221 FPO=FP1 
1222 11 RETURN 
1223 END 
1224 SUBROUTIPiE TURBIN (P0, P1, SL, QC, IC, ICTFI"IP, SUMO, IAITFRP, DNDQO) 
1225 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1226 CCßß-RON /BLK1/RTSPS(10), FTSPS(10), AD, WR, B, WF, K 
1227 CCR4M011 /BLK2/A (10,2 ), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, Ht"1IN (2), J0, MT, GEE', IVS 
1228 CCHIIVN /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), Cl(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
1229 *CHSIG(2), PRIAX, MODE, HR(2), QHR(2), PTt(5,2), QHILZ(2), CHILL (2) 
1230 COT'UN /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
1231 CORß'Rg1 /BIdC5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TLRtBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFZ, AG, H1, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1232 *ID, MD, ISLA, SLIRN, FLTT, FHTT 
1233 CORß40II /BLK6/ACt'RP(2), BCSII'(2), CCtIP(2), DCMP(2), 
1234 *AC71E (2), BCME(2), CCME (2), DCME(2), IMEF 
1235 C01=I1 /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UIC1(6), Qll(6), FF(6), RLAMDA(20), 
1236 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRES 
1237 C012I0I1 /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLArID2 (20) , RM2 (20) , NC2, COEFF2 
(256) , 
1238 *NADRE2 
1239 IF (MODE-2) 50,24,24 
1240 50 IF (IFT, AG-1)24,24,28 
1241 28 CALL MXC(TT (QHR (ND) , DNDQO) 
1242 1 P1=POWER (H1, Q1,1) 
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1243 IF (P1. LE. PMAX) GO TU 21 
1244 C LINEAR INTERPOLATION TO FIND Q, T, H AT INTERSECTION 
1245 C WITH LIMITING CAPACITY CURVE 
1246 F=(PMAX-PO)/(P1-PO) 
1247 CALL FINT'RP(F, H1, H0, Q1, QO, C, T1, TO, Y1, Y0) 
1248 INTERP=1 
1249 GO T0 21 
1250 C WW RUNGE KUITA SOLIfl'ION ALM LIMITING CAPACITY CURVE OR MAXER'F' OR MAXP(; WER 
1251 24 C2=C/2.0 
1252 RK1=GETII, IM(TO, Y0) 
1253 TE=TO+C2 
1254 YE=YO+C2*RK1 
1255 RK2=GENLIM(TE, YE), 
1256 YErY0+C2*RK2 
1257 RK3=GEM, IM (TE, YE) 
1258 TErTO+C 
1259 YE=YO+C*RK3 
1260 RK4=GuLLIM(TE, YE) 
1261 Y1=Y0+C/6.0*(RK1+2.0*RK2+2.0*RK3+RK4) 
1262 T1JTO+C 
1263 X=GENLIM(T1, Y1) 
1264 Ql=Ql 
1265 SL=SEALEV(T1) 
1266 H1=HNET(Y1, SL, Q1, ID, 1) 
1267 IF (IFLAG. NE. 1) GO TD 21 
1268 IF (MODE. NE. 1) G0 70 60 
1269 P1=POWIIt(H1, Q1,1) 
1270 IF (P1. LE. PMAX) GO 70 95 
1271 F=(PHAX-PO)/(P1-PO) 
1272 CALL FIMRP(F, H1, HO, QI, QO, C, T1, Tb, Y1, YO) 
1273 IFLAG=0 
1274 GO 70 95 
1275 21 QC=QCAV(H1, T1) 
1276 IF (QC. GT. Ql) GO TO 94 
1277 C MW RUNGE KUT'TA SOIüTION ALIIIG LIM. WATEii DEPTH CURVE 
1278 IFLAG=1 
1279 GO TO 24 
1280 94 IF (MODE. NE. 1) GO TO 60 
1281 IF (IFLAG. ElQ. 2) GO T0 25 
1282 C CALCULATING THE VALUE OF FINITE DIFF. INTEQtAL WHICH GIVES CONDIM 
1283 C WHEN OPERATION RETURNS TO THAT FOR MAX ENERGY 
1284 95 YA=(Y0+Y1)/2.0 
1285 QA=(QO+Q1)/2.0 
1286 HA=(HO+H1)/2.0 
1287 CALL FARDIF(HA, QA, HI, QI, DNDH, DPIDQ1) 
1288 FINDIF=C*60.0*(TURBN*DNDH+AREA(YA)*(INIDQ1-DNDQO)/(C*60.0))* 
1289 *(Y1 YO) 
1290 SUM1=SUMO+FINDIF 
1291 IF (SUMO. LT. 0.0) GO TO 91 
1292 IF (SUMI. LT. 0.0) GO T0 92 
1293 GO TO 93 
1294 91 IF (SUMI. GT. 0.0) GO TO 92 
1295 93 SIA`'I0=SIA'S1 
1296 G0 70 25 
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1297 92 F-(0.0-SUMO)/(SUM1-SLII4O) 
1298 SUMO=0.00001 
1299 CALL F]NTRP(F, H1, H0, Q1, QO, C, T1, T0, Y1, Y0) 
1300 IF (IFLAG. EQ. 1) GO TO 60 
1301 Q1 HR(MD) 
1302 IF (H1. LE. HR(MD)) GO TO 60 
1303 H=HI-HR (MD) 
1304 Q1=PM(1, MD)+H*(PM(2, MD)+H*(PM(3, MD)+H*PM(4, MD)))+PH(5, MD)*SQRT(H) 
1305 60 IFLAG=2 
1306 25 RETURN 
1307 END 
1308 SUBROUTINE BSREAD(IPX, IPY, RLAMDA, RNN, NIC, COEFFS, NADRES) 
1309 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
1310 DIMENSION RLANIDA(20), RMU(20), COEFFS(256), AB(15) 
1311 C 
1312 C READ IN DATA FOR BICUBIC SPLINE FIT TO 
1313 C TURBINE HILL CHART 
1314 C 
1315 READ(6,9300)(AB(I), I=1,15) 
1316 READ(6,9301)IPX, IPY 
1317 READ(6,9302)(RLAMDA(I), I=1, IPX) 
1318 READ(6,9302)(RMU(I), I=1, IPY) 
1319 READ(6,9303)NC 
1320 READ(6,9302)(COEFFS(I), I=1, NC) 
1321 MADRES=(IPX-7)*(IPY-7) 
1322 9300 FORMAT (15A4) 
1323 9301 FORMAT(2I4) 
1324 9302 FORMAT(F15.5) 
1325 9303 FORMAT(I4) 
1326 WRITE(5,9998)(AB(I), I=1,15) 
1327 9998 FORMAT(//53H TURBINE iILLCHART FRCM BICUBIC SPLINE REPRESENTATION/ 
1328 *10X, 15A4) 
1329 RETURN 
1330 END 
1331 SUBROiTPINE NtE01(M, IPX, IFY, UK1, Q11, FF, RLANIDA, RNN, 
1332 *COEEFS, NC, NADRES) 
1333 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
1334 COISM /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HIIIN(2), JO, M4T, GEF, IVS 
1335 DIMENSION UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLANDA(20), RMU(20), 
1336 *IPOINT(180), COEFFS(256), IADRES(180) 
1337 DO 50 I=1, M 
1338 IF (UK1(I). GT. RLANDA(IPX)) UK1(I)=RLAMDA(IPX) 
1339 IF (UK1(I). LT. RLANIDA(1)) UK1(I)=RLANDA(1) 
1340 IF (Q11(I). GT. RMU(IPY)) Q11(I)=RNN(IPY) 
1341 50 IF (Q11(I). LT. RNN(1)) Q11(I) RMU(1) 
1342 IFAII: =O 
1343 NPOINI-M+NADRES 
1344 CALL E02ZAF(IPX, IPY, RLANIDA, RNU, M, UK1, Q11, 
1345 *IPOINT, NPOINT, IADRES, NADRFS, IFAIL) 
1346 IF(IFAIL. DQ. 0) GO TO 40 
1347 WRITE(5,99993)IFAIL 
1348 99993 FORMAT(23H E02ZAF FAILURE NUMBER , 14) 
1349 RH--SQRT(-1.0) 
1350 40 CONTINUE 
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1351 IFAIL; =O 
1352 CALL E02DBF(M, IPX, IPY, UK1, Q11, FF, RLAMDA, Rt1U, IPOINT, NPOINT, 
1353 *COEFFS, NC, IFAIL) 
1354 IF (IFAIL. E2.0) 00 TO 240 
1355 WRITE(5,99994)IFAIL 
1356 99994 FORMAT(23H E02DBF FAILURE NUMBER , I4) 
1357 RH=SQRT(-1.0) 
1358 240 DO 30 I=1, M 
1359 30 FF(I)=FF(I)*GEF*(1.0+S) 
1360 RETURN 
1361 END 
1362 SUBROUTINE TURBOP(HMAX, UKIMAX) 
1363 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1364 COt1MON /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HPiIIJ(2), JO, MTT, GEF, IVS 
1365 COtII10N /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), C1(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
1366 *CHSIG(2), PMAX, tDDE, HR(2), QHR(2), Pti(5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL(2) 
1367 COIIIUN /BLK5/H0, Q0, T0, Y0, C, 7URBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1368 *ID, tID, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
1369 C012-iON /BLK6/ACIR'(2), BCMP(2), CCMP(2), DCMP(2), 
1370 *ACME (2), BCME(2), CCtIE(2), DCME(2), Itlg' 
1371 COtII40N /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLAMDA(20), 
1372 *RtIU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRES 
1373 COI1tRx4 /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
1374 *NADRE2 
1375 DD04SION PMT(5) 
1376 IF (NT. EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
1377 RL=RLAI'IDA(1) 
1378 IF (tID. EQ. 2) RL=RLAtID2(1) 
1379 HMAX1=(UK/RL)**2 
1380 IF (HMAX. GT. HMAX1) HMAX=HüMAX1 
1381 10 HMIN(MD)=(UIWKIMAX)**2 
1382 C 
1383 C FIND RATED HEAD - WHERE PMAX REACHED ON MAX POWER CURVE 
1384 C- 
1385 IHALT=1 
1386 DH=1.0 
1387 If-- (Hl-ffN (MD) +HMAX) /2.0 
1388 20 CALL QMAXP(H, Q, QIME, P) 
1389 P=POWIIt(H, Q, 1) 
1390 DP=ABS(PMAX-P), 
1391 IF (DP. LE. 0.001) GO TO 40 
1392 IF (P. GT. PMAX) GO TO 50 
1393 H=H+DH 
1394 IHALT=0 
1395 GO TO 20 
1396 50 IF (IHALT. EQ. 0) GO 70 70 
1397 H=H-DH 
1398 80 IHALT=1 
1399 G0 TO 20 
1400 70 DH=DH/5.0 
1401 ii=H-4.0*DH 
1402 GO TO 80 
1403 40 HR(MD)=H 
1404 QHR(MD)=g 
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1405 IF(MD. EQ. 1)WRITE(5,100) 
1406 IF (MD. EQ. 2) WRITE (5,101) 
1407 WRITE(5,102) 
1408 101 FORMAT(//1X, 18HINDIRECT OPERATION) 
1409 100 FORMAT(//1X, 16HDIRECT OPERATION) 
1410 WRITE(5,103)HMIN(MD) 
1411 WRITE (5,104) HR (NID) 
1412 WRITE(5,105)RSLU(MD) 
1413 102 FORMAT(1X, 18H 
1414 103 F fMAT(/1X, 19HMIN GFNERATICH HEAD, F10.3,2H M) 
1415 104 FORMAT(1X, 10HRATED HEAD, 9X, F10.3,2H M) 
1416 105 FORMAT(1X, 23HREVERSE SLUICE CAPACITY, F10.2, 
1417 *21HM**3/SEC AT 1.0M HEAD///) 
1418 C 
1419 C CCtIPIJFE CUBIC ETATICt S TO FIT MAX POWER AND 
1420 C MAX EFFICIENCY CURVES 
1421 C 
1422 CALL MAXPCU(PMAX, HR(MD), HMIN(MD), ACrIP(MD), BCMP(ND), 
1423 *CQ'IP (MD) , DCMP 
(MD) , ACME(MD) , BCME (MD) , COME (MD) , DOME(MD) ) 
1424 C 
1425 C CCHPUT ; AND FIT POLYNCMIM, TO LIMITING CAPACITY CURVE 
1426 C 
1427 CALL LIIICAP(HMAX, PMAX, HR(MD), QHR(MD), PMT) 
1428 DO 30 IT=1,5 
1429 30 PM (IT,? ID) =PMT (IT) 
1430 RETURN 
1431 EID 
1432 SUBROUTINE TREAD(MD, RSI. U) 
1433 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H) , (O-Z) 
1434 CUICIUJ /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HMIN(2), JO, IIT, GEF, IVS 
1435 CQ1Pi1 /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), C1(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
1436 *CHSIG(2), MAX, MODE, HR(2), QHR(2), F14(5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL (2) 
1437 COTE44 /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLAI, IDA(20), 
1438 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRFS 
1439 COMMON /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
1440 *NADRE2 
1441 MM I /BLK10/7ORQUE, UKIMIN(2), UKIMAX(2), Q11MEF(2) 
1442 CUM /BLKC/CAVR (10,2) , ICAV 
1443 IF (NDD. EQ. 1) WRITE(5,100) 
1444 IF (IID. EQ. 2) WRITE(5,101) 
1445 100 FORMAT(////1X, 14HDIRECT TURBINE) 
1446 101 FORMAT(////1X, 16HIIDIREXT TURBINE) 
1447 WRITE(5,102) 
1448 102 FORMAT(1X, 16H ) 
1449 READ(4,103)MT, ICAV, BANGLE, QHILL(MD), CHIIL(MD), RSLU, 
1450 *U(flfflV(MD), UKIMAX(MD), Q11MIN, Q11MEF(MD), Q11MAX 
1451 103 FORMAT(I1, I1,4F10.0/5F10.0) 
1452 WRITE(5,104)BANGLE, UK1 AX(ND), UK1MIN(MD), Q11MIN, 
1453 *Q11MEF(MD), Q11MAX 
1454 WRITE(5,105)QHILL(MD), CHfl L(MD) 
1455 104 FORMAT(/1X, 18HRUNNER BLADE ANGLE, F10.2,8H D GREEFS, 
1456 *8H, KUIMAX, F9.4, ' , KUIMIN', F9.4/ 
1457 *RESPECTIVELY Q11MIN, QIIMAXEII', Q11MAX ', 3F10.2) 
1458 105 EIORNAT(/1X, 30H HILLCHART RESTRICTION Q11. LE., F10.4, 
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1459 
1460 
1461 
1462 
1463 
1464 
1465 
1466 
1467 
1468 
1469 
1470 
1471 
1472 
1473 
1474 
1475 
1476 
1477 
1478 
1479 
1480 
1481 
1482 
1483 
1484 
1485 
1486 
1487 
1488 
1489 
1490 
1491 
1492 
1493 
1494 
1495 
*5H*KU1+, F10.4) 
IF (N1T. EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
IF (NID. DQ. 1) CALL BSREAD(IPX, IPY, RLANIDA, RNN, NC, 
*COEEFS, NADRES) 
IF (NID. DQ. 2) CALL BSREAD(IPX2, IPY2, RLANID2, RN2, NC2, 
*COEFF2, NADRE2) 
GO TO 20 
C 
C READ IN Al-AlO FOR TEN CONS TAWS HILLCHART MODEL 
C 
10 WRITE (5,106) 
RMU(4)=Qi1MIIV 
IF (PID. F7Q. 2) RM2(4)=Q11MIN 
IPY=10 
IPY2=10 
RMU(IPY-3)=Q11MAX 
IF (MD. EQ. 2) RM2(IPY-3)=Q11MAX 
106 FORMAT(//1X, 16HOCddSTANTS A1 A10) 
READ(4,107) (A(I, MD), I=1,10) 
WRITE(5,108) (A(I, MD), I=1,10) 
107 FORMAT(5F10.0) 
108 FORMAT(1X, 5E15.5) 
20 OWTIPIUE 
IF (ICAV. EQ. 2) GO TO 40 
C 
C READ EWZ CAVITATION DQS. 
C 
READ(4,109)A1(MD), B1(MD), C1(MD), A2(MD), B2(1, M), 
*CC2(MD), HUB, CHSIG(11D) 
109 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
WRITE(5,110) 
110 FORMAT(/1X, 26HCAVITATION CONSTANTS A, B, C) 
WRITE(5,111)Al(MD), B1(MD), C1(MD), CHSIG(MD) 
WRITE(5,112)A2(MD), B2(MD), CC2(MD), HUB 
111 FORMAT(/1X, 3F15.5,22H FOR SIGMA LESS THAN, F10.4) 
112 FORMAT(1X, 3F15.5,11H HUB DIA=, F7.3,12H *RUNNQt DIA) 
RETURN 
1496 C 
1497 C READ NEYRPIC CAVITATICH EIAS 
1498 C 
1499 
1500 
1501 
1502 
1503 
1504 
1505 
1506 
1507 
1508 
1509 
1510 
1511 C 
1512 
40 READ(4,120)(CAVR(I, MD), I=1,10) 
WRITE(5,231)(CAVR(I, MD), I=1,10) 
HUB=1.0 
120 FORMAT (6F10.0) 
231 FORMAT(1X, 29H CAV FATICH RESTRICTION MODE, / 
*6F10.5/36H VALID AREA DEFINED WITHIN FOLLOWING/ 
*1X, F10.5,9H ( Nil < , F10.5/ 
*1X, F10.5,11H < SIGMA ( , F10.5/ *lX, 46H DATUM FOR CALCULATION OF SIGMA IS RUN N. R TIPS) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRO[TFINE SAWING(NPRT, DDRL, TDDRL, HMAXS, YABS) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H) , (O-Z) 
COMMON /BUC1/RTSPS(10), FTSPS(10), AD, WR, B, WF, K 
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1513 C01II01 /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, Ht'fn(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
1514 COMM /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), C1(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
1515 *CHSIG(2), PMAX, MODE, HR(2)ºQHR(2), PH (5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL (2) 
1516 COtßIOT1 /BLK4/AC(10), AX(10), AXX(10), J, RIVQ, AABS 
1517 COtßI011 /BLK5/H0, Q0, T0, Y0, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2)ºIFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1518 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
1519 C RUNGE KUTTA SOLUTION FOR SLUICING ONLY 
1520 C FORWARDS OR BACKWARDS IN TIME 
1521 C 
1522 C DDRL START LEVEL 
1523 C TDDRL START TIME 
1524 C HMAXS MAX HEAD FOR SLUICING - AN END CONDITION 
1525 C YABS MAX BASIN LEVEL - AN EIID CONDITION 
1526 C 
1527 C CTHnt END CONDITION - NEGATIVE HEAD 
1528 C 
1529 C RETURNS FINISH VALUES YO &TO 
1530 C 
1531 Ttk-'TDDRL 
1532 YO=DDRL 
1533 SL--SEALEV(T0) 
1534 Q1=0.0 
1535 Q0=0.0 
1536 X=SLUICE(T0, Y0) 
1537 IF(IFLAG. DQ. 1) H1=0.0 
1538 HO=ii. 
1539 19 IF(NFRT. GT. O) WRITE(5,203)T0, SL, Y0, H0 
1540 17 C2=C/2.0 
1541 RK1=SIITICE(T0, Y0) 
1542 9'TO+C2 
1543 YE=YO+C2*RK1 
1544 RK2=SLUICE(TE, YE) 
1545 IF(IFLAG. EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
1546 YFrY0+C2*RK2 
1547 RK3=SLUICE(TE, YE) 
1548 IF(IFLAG. EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
1549 Tý-'TOºC 
1550 YE=YO+C*RK3 
1551 RK4=SLUICE(TE, YE) 
1552 IF(IFLAG. EQ. 1) CO TO 20 
1553 Y1=YO+C/6.0*(RK1+2.0*RK2+2.0*RK3+RK4) 
1554 IF (Y1. GT. YABS) GO TO 20 
1555 T1="+C 
1556 SL=SEALEV(T1) 
1557 X=SLUICE(T1, Y1) 
1558 IF (H1. LE. 0.0) GO TO 20 
1559 IF (H1. LT. HMAXS) GO TO 88 
1560 20 C=C/2.0 
1561 IF (ABS(C). LT. 0.1) GO 70 18 
1562 GO TO 17 
1563 88 Y0=Y1 
1564 T0='T1 
1565 HO=it 
1566 GO TO 19 
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1567 18 CCMPINUE 
1568 203 FORMAT(1X, 4F10.4) 
1569 RETURN 
1570 END 
1571 SUBROUTINE LIMCAP(HMAX, PMAX, HR, QiR, PH) 
1572 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1573 DIMISICN R(5,5), PM(5) 
1574 C THIS SECTICt1 SELEX. TS RANGE OF HEADS TO BE CUISIDERED CN LIM CAP 
1575 C CURVE, LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT OF FORM 
1576 C QLC=PM(1)+PM(2)*HD+PM(3)*HD**2+PM(4)*HD**3+PM(5)*SQRT(HD) 
1577 C WHERE FD=ii-HR 
1578 DO 498 117'-1,5 
1579 PM(ITT)=O. 0 
1580 DO 499 IT=1,5 
1581 499 R(IT, ITT)=O. 0 
1582 498 CCMPINUE 
1583 DH=0.1 
1584 H=Ht+0.00001 
1585 WRITE(5,313) 
1586 313 FURMAT(1X, 34HLIMIIfiING CAPACITY CURVE H Q) 
1587 QESr--QHR 
1588 00 1n 402 
1589 405 DMEST/20.0 
1590 OLAG=1 
1591 401 P=PCIFIFR(H, QEST, 1) 
1592 DP=SQRT((P-PMAX)**2) 
1593 IF (DP. LE. 0.001) GO TO 402 
1594 IF (P. GT. PMAX) GO TO 404 
1595 QEST=QEST+DQ 
1596 C THIS M7f NEEDED IF (POWER(H, QEST, 3). LT. 0.0) GO 70 407 
1597 NFLAG=O 
1598 GO TO 401 
1599 404 IF (NFZAG. ElQ. 0) GO TO 407 
1600 QESP=QFST-DQ 
1601 408 NFZAG=1 
1602 GO Ta 401 
1603 407 DQ=DQ/5.0 
1604 QESI`-, QM-4.0*DQ 
1605 00 TO 408 
1606 402 Q=QEST 
1607 WRITE(5,314)H, Q 
1608 C WRITE(*, 314)H, Q 
1609 314 FnRMAT(24X, F5.2, F9.3) 
1610 HD=i-HR 
1611 H2--HD*HD 
1612 H3=HD*H2 
1613 RH--SQRT(HD) 
1614 R(1,1)=t(1,1)+HD 
1615 R(1,2)=R(1,2)+H2 
1616 R (1,3) ---R (1,3) +H3 
1617 R(1,4)=R(1,4)+H2*H2 
1618 R(1,5)=t(1,5)+RH*HD 
1619 R(2,4)=R(2,4)+H3*H2 
1620 R(2,5)=t(2,5)+RH*H2 
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1621 R(3,4)=R(3,4)+H3*H3 
1622 R(3,5)=R(3,5)+H3*RH 
1623 R(4,1)=R(4,1)+1.0 
1624 R(4,5)=R(4,5)+RH 
1625 PM(1)=PM(1)+HD*Q 
1626 PM(2)=PM(2)+H2*Q 
1627 PM(3)=PM(3)+H3*Q 
1628 PM(4)=PM(4)+Q 
1629 PM(5)=PM(5)+RH*Q 
1630 H=H+DH 
1631 IF(H. GT. (HR+0.5)) 00 TO 497 
1632 00 TD 405 
1633 497 DH=0.5 
1634 IF(H. GF. HMAX) 00 TO 403 
1635 G0 TO 405 
1636 403 CALL MATRIX(5, PM, R) 
1637 WRITE(5,315)PM(1), PM(2), PM(3), PM(4), PM(5) 
1638 315 FORMAT(//1X, 4HQLC=, F10.3,1H+, F10.5,7H(H-HR)+, F10.5,10H(H-HR)**2+, F 
1639 110.5,10H(H-HR)**3+, F10.5,10HSQRT(H-HR)//) 
1640 REM 
1641 EID 
1642 SUBROUFINE MAXPCU(PMAX, HR, HMIN, ACMP, BCMP, CCMP, DCMP, 
1643 *ACME, BCME, CCME, DCME) 
1644 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
1645 DIMIIdSION R(5,5), PME(5), R1(5,5), PM(5) 
1646 314 FORMAT(24X, F5.2,3F9.3) 
1647 C 
1648 C 00MPUFE A CUBIC EQUATION TO FIT MAX POWER CURVE 
1649 C 
1650 316 FORMAT(1X, 34HMAXIlDri POWER CURVE H Q, 5X, 6iiQMAXEF) 
1651 WRTTE(5,316) 
1652 DO 450 I77=1,5 
1653 PM(ITT)=O. 0 
1654 PME(ITT)=0.0 
1655 DO 410 IT--1,5 
1656 Rl(IT, ITT)=0.0 
1657 410 R(IT, ITT)=0.0 
1658 450 CONTINUE 
1659 DH=(HR-HMIN)/10.0 
1660 H=HMIN 
1661 POW=o. O 
1662 DO 411 IT=1,11 
1663 H2=H*H 
1664 CALL QMAXP(H, QO, QME, POW) 
1665 H3=H2*H 
1666 R(1,1)=R(1,1)+H 
1667 R(1,2)=R(1,2)+H2 
1668 R(1,3)=R(1,3)+H3 
1669 R(1,4)=R(1,4)+H2*H2 
1670 R(2,4)=R(2,4)+H2*H3 
1671 R(3,4)=R(3,4)+H3*H3 
1672 R(4,1)=R(4,1)+1.0 
1673 PM(1)=FM(1)+H*Q0 
1674 PM(2)=PM(2)+H2*QO 
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1675 FM(3)=PM(3)+H3*Q0 
1676 PM(4)=PM(4)+QO 
1677 PME(1)=PME(1)+H*QM 
1678 PME(2)=PME(2)+H2*QM 
1679 PME (3) =PME (3) +H3*QME 
1680 PME(4)=PME(4)+QME 
1681 W=(5,314)H, Q0, QME, P0W 
1682 411 H=H+DH 
1683 C NEED TO SAVE R FOR FIT TO QMA1U 
1684 DO 20 ITT=1,4 
1685 20 R1(1, ITT)=R(1, ITT) 
1686 R1(2,4)=R(2,4) 
1687 R1(3,4)=R(3,4) 
1688 R1(4,1)=R(4,1) 
1689 CALL MATRIX(4, PM, R1) 
1690 ACMP=PM(1) 
1691 BCMP=PM(2) 
1692 CC191--PM(3) 
1693 DCMP=PM(4) 
1694 1+iRITE(5,317)ACMP, BCMP, CCMP, DCMP 
1695 317 F0RMAT(/7H QMAXP= , F10.4,3H + , F10.4,3HH+ , F10.4,4HH*H+, F10.5,5HH* 
1696 1H*H/) 
1697 CALL MATRIX(4, PME, R) 
1698 ACME=PME(1) 
1699 BCME=PME(2) 
1700 0CME=PME (3) 
1701 DCME=PME(4) 
1702 WRITE (5,318)ACME, BCME, CCME, DCME 
1703 318 FORMAT(/9H QMAXEF-- 40.4,3H + , F10.4,3HH+ , F10.4,4HH*H+, F10.5, 
1704 *5HH*H*H/) 
1705 RETURN 
1706 EID 
1707 SUBROUTINE FIRM (F, H1, HO, Ql, QO, C, T1, T'O, Yl, YO) 
1708 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1709 H1=HO+F*(H1-HO) 
1710 Q1=QO+F*(Qi-QO) 
1711 T1--TO+F*C 
1712 C=C*F 
1713 Y1==Y0+F* (Yl YO) 
1714 RETURN 
1715 END 
1716 SUBROUTINE HE02(M) 
1717 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1718 C01MN /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HNIIr! (2), JO, MT, GF3:, NS 
1719 CCU1114 /BLK5/H0, Q0, T0, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSUIT(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
1720 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
1721 CCtZ10N /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Qll(6), FT'(6), RLAMDA(20), 
1722 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRFS 
1723 COMMON /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), Pli2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
1724 *NADRE2 
1725 C 
1726 C GFNRATOR EFFICIENCY APPLIED IN ME01 WHEN USING BSPLINE FIT 
1727 C 
1728 IF (MT. DQ. 1) GO 70 10 
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1729 IF Gm. EQ. 1) CALL ME01(M, IPX, IPY, UK1, Q11, FF, RLAtiDA, 
1730 *RMU, COEFFS, NC, NADRES) 
1731 IF 01D. EQ. 2) CALL ME01(M, IPX2, IPY2, UK1, Q11, FF, RLAMD2, 
1732 *RM2, COEFF2, NC2, NADRE2) 
1733 RETURN 
1734 10 DO 20 I=1, M 
1735 XdlK1(I) 
1736 Y=Q11(I) 
1737 FF(I)=A(1, MD)+X*(A(2, MD)+A(5, P1D)*Y+A(9, MD)*Y*Y+X*(A(4, MD)+A(B, MD 
1738 * )*Y+X*A(7, MD)))+Y*(A(3, MD)+Y*(A(6,1ID)+Y*A(10, MD))) 
1739 20 FF(I)=FF(I)*GEF*(1. O+S) 
1740 RETURN 
1741 END 
1742 SUBROUTINE OPTIM(DDRL, DDRLO, E[JIItGY, EO, YABS, DDRMIN, DDRMAX, IRRL, D, NP 
1743 1RT, NO, DDRTOL) 
1744 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H) , (O-Z) 
1745 C ESTABLISH NEW DDRL AND RETURN 
1746 IF (IRRL. EQ. 0) GO TO 31 
1747 IF (EO. LT. 1.0) GO TO 36 
1743 DDRL=(DDRL+DDRLO)/2.0 
1749 C D=(ABS(DDRL-DDRLO))/2.0 
1750 RETURN 
1751 36 DDRLO=DDRL 
1752 DDRL=DDRL+D*IRRL 
1753 RETURN 
1754 31 DE=SQRT((ENERGY-E0)**2) 
1755 IF (DE. LE. (0.0005*E0)) GO TO 32 
1756 38 IF (EI®tGY. GT. EX)) GO TO 33 
1757 IF (DDRL. GT. DDRLO) GO TO 41 
1758 IF (NO. EQ. 3) D=D/2. O 
1759 ID=2 
1760 DDRL=DDRL+D 
1761 37 IF (ABS(DDRL-DDRLO). LE. O. 0001) DDRL=DDRL+D 
1762 35 IF (DDRL. GT. DDRMAX) IRRI--1 
1763 IF (DDRL. LT. DDRMIN) IRRL=1 
1764 IF (IRRL. EQ. 0) GO TO 412 
1765 DDRL=(DDRL+DDRLO)/2.0 
1766 D=(ABS(DDRL-DDRLO))/2.0 
1767 IRRl; =O 
1768 GO TO 35 
1769 412 CONTINUE 
1770 
_ 
REIURN 
1771 32 IF (D. GT. DDRTOL) GO TO 38 
1772 IF (SQRT((DDRL-DDRLO)**2). LT. DDRTOL) GO TO 34 
1773 DDRL=(DDRL+DDRLO)/2.0 
1774 D=D/5.0 
1775 RETURN 
1776 33 IF (DDRL. GT. DDRLO) 00 TO 39 
1777 DDRLO=DDRL 
1778 IF (NO. EIQ. 2) D=D/2.0 
1779 NO=3 
1780 DDRL=DDRL-D 
1781 40 EX}=ENERGY 
1782 GO TO 37 
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1783 39 DDRLO=DDRL 
1784 DDRL=DDRL}D 
1785 ND=O 
1786 GO TD 40 
1787 41 IF (NO. NE. 1) D=D/5.0 
1788 DDRL=DDRL-4.0*D 
1789 IF (DDRLO. GE. DDRL) DDRL=DDRL+D 
1790 NO=1 
1791 00 TO 37 
1792 34 IF (ENERGY. LT. EO) GO TO 71 
1793 E70=EP1IItGY 
1794 DDRLO=DDRL 
1795 71 IF (NPRT. GT. O) GO TO 72 
1796 DDRL=DDRLO 
1797 NPRT--1 
1798 RETURN 
1799 72 NPRT=20 
1800 RETURN 
1801 END 
1802 SUBROUTINE QtIAXP(H, QEST, Q'IE, PO) 
1803 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A H), (O-Z) 
1804 QEST'-gHAXEE' (H) 
1805 QM=QEST 
1806 D=QEST/10.0 
1807 PO=POM(H, QEST, 1) 
1808 P1=0.0 
1809 1 QEST-QEST4D 
1810 P=POWEN(H, QEST, 1) 
1811 C WRI7E(*, '(3F10.3)')H, QEST, P 
1812 IF(P. LE. PO) GO TO 2 
1813 P1=P0 
1814 PO=P 
1815 GO TO 1 
1816 2 QFST=QEST-(2.0*D) 
1817 D=D/10.0 
1818 IF (D. LE. 0.001) GO TO 3 
1819 P0=P1 
1820 GO TO 1 
1821 3 QEST=QEST+D*10.0 
1822 REIURN 
1823 END 
1824 SUBROUPINIE MATRIX(N, B, R) 
1825 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), ((>-Z) 
1826 DIMENSICN R(5,5), B(5) 
1827 R(2,1)=R(1,2) 
1828 R(2,2)=R(1,3) 
1829 R(2,3)=R(1,4) 
1830 R(3,1)=R(1,3) 
1831 R(3,2)=R(1,4) 
1832 R(3,3)=R(2,4) 
1833 R(4,2)=R(1,1) 
1834 R(4,3)=R(1,2) 
1835 R(4,4)=R(1,3) 
1836 R(5,1)=R(4,5) 
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1837 R(5,2)=R(1,5) 
1838 R(5,3)=R(2,5) 
1839 R(5,4)=R(3,5) 
1840 R(5,5)=R(1,1) 
1841 NZ=: N-1 
1842 DO 5 K=1, NZ 
1843 KK=K+1 
1844 DO 10 I=KK, N 
1845 X=R(I, K) 
1846 X X/R(K, K) 
1847 DO 2 J=KK, N 
1848 2 R(I, J)=R(I, J)-R(K, J)*X 
1849 B(I)=B(I) B(K)*X 
1850 10 CpRITNUE 
1851 5 CCu1'IMJE 
1852 I=N 
1853 .9 II=I+1 1854 'X=B(I) 
1855 IF (I. EQ. N) GO '! n 6 
1856 DO 7 K=II, N 
1857 7 X=X-R(I, K)*B(K) 
1858 6 B(I)=X/R(I, I) 
1859 I=I-i 
1860 IF (I. NE. O) GO TO 9 
1861 REIURN 
1862 END 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 C 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 C 
1877 C 
1878 C 
1879 C 
1880 C 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
FUNCTION HMING(MD, TWL, ID) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
CONII1OPi /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXtS, Ii[tQI(2) , JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
COMf"Käd /BLK3/Al(2), B1(2), Cl(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
*CHSIG(2), PMAX, MODE, HR(2), QM (2), PH (5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL (2) 
COIß10Id /BLK6/ACMP(2), BCrtP(2), CCI1P(2), DCM'(2), 
*ACME(2), BCME(2) , CCME(2) , DCME(2) , IMEF 
COMM /BLKX/EXTTA(2,2), DS(2), SPACE (2), INET, 
*ISIAP, AOSIAP, AISLOP, SLUN, TURBN 
EVALUATES MIN GROSS HEAD 
TWL = TAILWATER LEVEL, 
H=HNIIIV (MD) 
90411-A(EP (ED) +H* (B(IIP (MD) +H* (CCP'IP (NID)+H*D(MP (MM) ) 
IF (IßODE. EQ. 2) QMüI=ACME (MD) +H* (BCME (MD) +H* (CCME (MD) 
*H*DCME(ND) )) 
UWL-ýIWir+H*ID 
HT--ffiQET (UWL, TWL, QNffIrIIi, ID, 1) 
iIMIIVG=H+(H-HT) 
RETURN 
EMD 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 FUNC. TICN PLOSS (AP) 
1901 C ITIFUCIT REAL*8 (A-H) , (0-Z) 
1902 CCtßVbN /BIi: TL/NTL, ITL, PO(15), PL(15), T 
1903 IF (AP. LT. 0.0) GO TO 30 
1904 IF (NTL. LT. 1) GO 70 40 
1905 IF (NTL. EQ. 1) GO TO 30 
1906 IF (ITL. DQ. O) GO 70 30 
1907 DO 10 I=1, NTL 
1908 IF (AP. LT. PO(I)) 00 70 20 
1909 10 00NTINUE 
1910 40 00IV'TIMUE 
1911 WRTTE(5,100) 
1912 100 FnRrWT(1X, 'FItROR : MORE TRANSMISSICN LOSS DATA EXPFJCFED' 
1913 AP--VT(-1.0) 
1914 20 7=PL(I-1)+(PL(I)-PL(I-1))*(AP-PO(I-1))/(PO(I)-P0(I-1)) 
1915 T=ITL*T 
1916 PLOSS=T 
1917 RETURN 
1918 30 T=PL(1)*ITL 
1919 PLOSS=T 
1920 - REIM 
1921 END 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 SUBR(UTINE PARDIF(HA, QA, H1, Q1, IäIDH, I)IJDQ1) 
1927 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1928 COPgION /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, Hf1IN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
1929 COI-RUN /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Qll(6), Fl'(6), RLAP'IDA(20), 
1930 *RMU(20), COEFI'S(256), NC, NADRES 
1931 DIMEPISICN H(6), Q(6) 
1932 IF (IVS. DQ. 0) GO 70 1 
103 CALL FARDVS(HA, QA, H1, Q1, LNDH, DNDQ1) 
1934 RETURN 
1935 1 H(1)=HA 
1936 Q(1)=QA 
1937 H(2)=1.00001*H(1) 
1938 Q(2)=Q(1) 
1939 H(3)=H1 
1940 Q(3)=Q1 
1941 H(4)=L(3) 
1942 Q(4)=1.00001*Q(3) 
1943 DO 10 I=1,4 
1944 RH=SQRT(H(I)) 
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1945 Q11(I) ß(I)/(D2*RH) 
1946 10 UK1(I)=UK/RH 
1947 CALL ME02(4) 
1948 IW=1.00522E-4*Q(1)*(FF(1)*H(1)-FF(2)*H(2))/(H(1)-H(2)) 
1949 DiIDQ1=1.00522E-4*H(3)*(FF(3)*Q(3)-FF(4)*Q(4))/(Q(3)-Q(4)) 
1950 RETURN 
1951 END 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 FUNCTION PCWER(H, Q, ND) 
1957 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
1958 COTßßON /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HIIIN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
1959 COPIIaN /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UKl(6), Qll(6), FF(6), RLAtß)A(20), 
1960 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRES 
1961 IF (IVS. EQ. 0) GO TO 10 
1962 PCJWER=PCWVS(H, Q, ND) 
1963 RETURN 
1964 10 RH=SQRT (H) 
1965 UK1(1)=UK/RH 
1966 Qll (1) =Q/ (D2*RH) 
1967 C NI)=1 POWIIt, ND=2 =H, ND=3 DNDQ 
1968 IF (N)-2)1,2,3 
1969 1 CALL PIE02(1) 
1970 AP=1.00522E-4*FF(1)*Q*H 
1971 POWER=AP-PLASS(AP) 
1972 RETl7RN 
1973 2 H1=1.00001*H 
1974 RH=SQRT(H1) 
1975 Qll (2) =Q/ (D2*RH) 
1976 UK1(2 ) =IK/RH 
1977 CALL ME02(2) 
1978 POWER=1.00522E-4*Q*(FF(1)*H-FF(2)*H1)/(H-H1) 
1979 RETUIW 
198b 3 Q1=1.00001*Q 
1981 Qil(2)=Q1/(D2*RH) 
1982 UK1(2)=UK1(1) 
1983 CALL ME02(2) 
1984 PGWER=1.00522E-4*H*(FF(1)*Q FF(2)*Q1)/(Qßl) 
1985 RETURN 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 F=ON Q=(H) 
1993 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (U-Z) 
1994 COMN /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HMIN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
1995 COMMON /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLAMDA(20), 
1996 *RMU(20), COffFS(256), NC, NADRES 
1997 CUII111 /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
1998 *NADRE2 
B38 
1999 CCTIIiON /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFZ, AG, H1, Q1, Y1, T1, 
2000 *ID, ND, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
2001 IF (IVS. EQ. 0) GO TO 1 
2002 QMAM: E%-ýS(H) 
2003 REIURN 
2004 1 IF(MT. EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
2005 NSTOP=1 
2006 RH--SQRT(H) 
2007 IF (PID. EQ. 2) 00 TO 30 
2008 QMIWRMU(4)*D2*RH 
2009 99X-RMU(IPY-3)*D2*RH 
2010 GO TO 50 
2011 30 QMIN=RM2(4)*D2*RH 
2012 QMAX=RM2(IPY2-3)*D2*RH 
2013 50 QFSI`-=9IDd+ (QM-QM)/2.0 
2014 UK1(1) =UK/RH 
2015 Z0=-1000.0 
2016 Q0O=0.0 
2017 DQ=QFST/10.0 
2018 10 Q11(1)=QEST/(D2*RH) 
2019 CALL ME02(1) 
2020 Z=FF(1) 
2021 C WR1'TE(5,100)H, QEST, Z 
2022 100 FnRMAT(3F10.3) 
2023 CALL OPTIM (QEST, QDO, Z, ZO, Q1AX, QMIri, QMAX, 0, DQ, NMP, NO, 0.001) 
2024 IF (NSTOP. NE. 20) GO TO 10 
2025 QMAXEF=QEST 
2026 RETURN 
2027 20 00M'INUE 
2028 RH=SQRT(H) 
2029 AA=3.0*A(10, ND)/(D6*H*RH) 
2030 B=(A(6, MD)+A(9, MID)*UK/RH)*2.0/(D4*H) 
2031 CD=(A(3, MD)+A(5, ND)*UK/RH+A(8, IID)*UK*UK/H)*1.0/(D2*RH) 
2032 QMEE'=(-B-SQRT(B*B-4.0*AA*CD))/(2.0*AA) 
2033 D2Z=B+2.0*AA*gIAW 
2034 IF (D2Z. GT. 0.0) 00 TO 40 
2035 REIURN 
2036 40 WAXEF=(-B+SQRT(B*B-4.0*AA*CD))/(2.0*AA) 
2037 REIURN 
2038 EID 
2039 FUNCTICN QCAV(H, T) 
2040 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
2041 COISKx1 /BLK1/RTSPS(10), FTSPS(10), AD, WR, B, WF, K 
2042 COrS10N /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HMD4(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
2043 COPgiON /BLK3/A1(2), B1(2), C1(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HUB, 
2044 *CHSIG(2), PMAX, PME, HR(2), QHR(2), PM(5,2)MILL (2)ºCHILL (2) 
2045 COtß"KJTI /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, 7URBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFT, AG, H1, Q1, Y1, T1, 
2046 *ID, MD, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, F7TPT 
2047 CCM /BLKC/CAVR (10,2 ), ICAV 
2048 RH=SQRT(H) 
2049 TWL=SEALEV(T) 
2050 IF (ID. EQ. -1) TWI#TWLrH 
2051 UK'TAJK 
2052 IF (IVS. EQ. 1) UICI=UK*DIA/84.579 
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2053 QLIrl= (QHIIL (PID) *UKT/RH+CHIId, (MD) ) *D2*RH 
2054 C 
2055 C 
2056 C SELI7CT RELEVANT CAVITATICid MODEL 
2057 C 
2058 C ICAV=1 EWZ , ICAV=2 NEYRPIC 
2059 C 
2060 IF (ICAV. FIQ. 1) GO TO 10 
2061 C 
2062 C NEYRPIC CAVITATICH MODEL 
2063 C 
2064 SIG&((10.0+DAXIS+TWIr-(DIA*HUB)/2.0)/H)-0.2 
2065 FN11=UKT*84.579/RH 
2066 IF (FTIII. LT. CAVR(7, MD)) FN11=CAVR(7, MD) 
2067 IF (FN11. GT. CAVR(8, MD)) GO 70 1 
2068 IF (SIGM. LT. CAVR(9, MD). OR. SIGM. GT. CAVR(10, MD)) GO TO 1 
2069 FN11=FN11/100.0 
2070 S2--SICM*SIGM 
2071 FN2=FN11*FN11 
2072 QCAV=CAVR(1, MD)*SIGM+CAVR(2, MD)*FN2*SIßI+CAVR(3, PID)*FN2+ 
2073 *CAVR(4, PID)*S2+CAVR(5, MD)*FN11+CAVR(6, MD) 
2074 QCAV=QCAV*D2*RH 
2075 00 TO 2 
2076 1 QCAV=2000.0 
2077 GO TO 2 
2078 C 
2079 C EWZ CAVITATICH MODEL 
2080 C 
2081 10 CCNTINUE 
2082 SIG21=(10.0+DAXIS+TWIr(DIA*HUB)/2.0)/H 
2083 IF (SIGM. GT. CHSIG(MD)) 00 70 3 
2084 QCAV=((LOG(SIGM-C1(MD))-LAG(A1(MD)))/B1(MD))*D2*RH 
2085 G0 TO 2 
2086 3 QCAV=((LOG(SIGM-CC2(MD))-IAG(A2(PID)))/B2(MD))*D2*RH 
2087 2 IF (QLIM. LT. QCAV) QCAV--WM 
2038 RETURN 
2089 END 
2090 C 
2091 C 
2092 C 
2093 C 
2094 SUBROUTINE PARDVS(HA, QA, H1, Q1, UIDH, IäIDQ1) 
2095 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
2096 C01"Q10N /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HMIN(2), JO, MT, GEF, IVS 
2097 COPMI /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLAPIDA(20), 
2098 *RMU(20), COEEFS(256), NC, NADRES 
2099 COt4UN /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
2100 *NADRE2 
2101 DIMQISION H(6), Q(6) 
2102 H(1)=HA 
2103 Q(1)=dA 
2104 H(2)=1.00001*H(1) 
2105 Q(2)=Q (1) 
2106 H(3)=H1 
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2107 Q(3)=Q1 
2108 H(4)41(3) 
2109 Q(4)=1.00001*Q(3) 
2110 DO 10 I=1,4 
2111 RH=SQRT(H(I)) 
2112 Q1l(1)=Q(I)/(D2*RH) 
2113 CALL =(H(I), Q(I), RH) 
2114 IF (I. DQ. 1) F=FF(1) 
2115 10 FF(I)=FF(1) 
2116 LdVDif--l. 00522E-4*Q(1)*(F*H(1)-FF(2)*H(2)(H(1)-H(2)) 
2117 DNDQ1=1.00522E-4*H(3)*(FF(3)*Q(3)-FF(4)*Q(4))/(Q(3)-Q(4)) 
2118 RE'MtN 
2119 EUD 
2120 
2121 
2122 
2123 
2124 
2125 FIßVC. TION POWVS(H, Q, ND) 
2126 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
2127 WWII /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, IDIIN(2), JO, Mr, GEF, IVS 
2128 C01II4CtV /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLANIDA(20), 
2129 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRES 
2130 001t1Ct1 /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAMD2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
2131 *NADRE2 
2132 RH=SQRT(H) 
2133 Qll(1)=Q/(D2*RH) 
2134 CALL SPEED(H, Q, RH) 
2135 F=FF(1) 
2136 C ND=1 POWER, ND=2 DNIDH, ND=3 DNDQ 
2137 IF (ND-2)1,2,3 
2138 1 AP=1.00522E-4*FF(1)*Q*H 
2139 PC7WVS=AP-PLOSS(AP) 
2140 RETUFN 
2141 2 H1=1.00001*H 
2142 RH--SQRT(H1) 
2143 CALL SPEED(H1, Q, RH) 
2144 POWVS=1.00522E-4*Q*(F*H-FF(1)*H1)/(H-H1) 
2145 RETURN 
2146 3 Q1=1.00001*Q 
2147 Q11(1)=Q1/(D2*RH) 
2148 CALL SPEED(H, Q1, RH) 
2149 POWVS=1.00522E-4*H*(F*Q-FF(1)*Q1)/(Q-Q1) 
2150 REItAiN 
2151 END 
2152 
2153 
2154 
2155 
2156 
2157 
2158 SUBRCUI'IIVE SPEED(H, Q, RH) 
2159 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
2160 CCtIIfiN /BIdC3/Al(2), Bl(2), Cl(2), A2(2), B2(2), CC2(2), HIB, 
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2161 *CHSIG(2), PMAX, MODE, HR(2), QHR(2), PM(5,2), QHILL(2), CHILL(2) 
2162 CUM /BLK5/H0, Q0, T0, Y0, C, TURBN, EFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, QI, Y1, T1, 
2163 *ID, Iß), ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
2164 COMf1bII /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, ItYIIAi(2), JO, Mf, GEF, IVS 
2165 COHUgI /BLK7/IPX, IPY, UK1(6), Q11(6), FF(6), RLAMDA(20), 
2166 *RMU(20), COEFFS(256), NC, NADRES 
2167 COMIION /BLK8/IPX2, IPY2, RLAPID2(20), RM2(20), NC2, COEFF2(256), 
2168 *NADRE2 
2169 Mtt'1bPT /BLK10/TORQUE, UKIPIIN(2), UK1MAX(2) ºQ11MEF(2) 
2170 00NST=1.00522E-4*Q*H 
2171 CCV2--84.6*RH/DIA 
2172 UKLDtdlK1MAX(MD) 
2173 IF (MT. NE. 1) GO TO 30 
2174 C WHEN 10 00NSTANTS MODEL OPT SPEED FOUND BELOW 
2175 AA=3.0*A(7, MD) 
2176 B=2.0*(A(4, MD)+A(8, MD)*Q11(1)) 
2177 CD=A(2, MD)+Q11(1)*(A(5, MD)+Q11(1)*A(9, MD)) 
2178 UK1(1)=(-B-SQRT(B*B-4.0*AA*CD))/(2.0*AA) 
2179 D2Z B+2.0*AA*UK1(1) 
2180 TEMP=(-B+SQRT(B*B-4.0*AA*CD))/(2.0*AA) 
2181 IF (D2Z. LE. 0.0) GO TO 50 
2182 UK1(1)=TETIP 
2183 GO TO 40 
2184 50 IF (TENP. LT. UKIMAX(MD)) UKLIT--MlP 
2185 40 IF (UK1(1). GT. UKIMAX(HD)) UK1(1)=UK1P1AX(MD) 
2186 IF (UK1(1). LT. UKllffN(MD)) UK1(1)=JK1MIId(MD) 
2187 CALL HE02(1) 
2188 QLIt1=(QHILL(MD)*UK1(1)+CHILL(MD))*D2*RH-1.0 
2189 IF (Q. GT. QLIM) GO TO 30 
2190 UKO=CON2*UK1(1) 
2191 T=FF(1)*CONST/UKO 
2192 IF (T. Gf. TORQUE) GO TO 30 
2193 UKdJKO 
2194 RETURN 
2195 30 UTOLB. 01 
2196 IRRL--O 
2197 UKMINMJK1PffN(MD) 
2198 I1PRT=1 
2199 N0=0 
2200 DB. 5 
2201 ZO=0. O 
2202 UKOB. O 
2203 UK1(1)dJK/CON2 
2204 IF (UK1(1). GT. UKLIM) UK1(1)=UIÜ., IM-0.11 
2205 IF (UK1(1). LT. UK]TffN(MD)) UK1(1) Bt1MIN(MD)+0.11 
2206 20 CALL I"fE02 (1) 
2207 QLII4=(QMLL(MD)*UK1(1)+CHILL(MD))*D2*RH-1.0 
2208 UK=CCt12*UK1(1) 
2209 T=FF(1)*CONST/UK 
2210 C WRITE(*, 100)Q, H, UK1(1), FF(1), ZO, UKO, UK, T, QLIM 
2211 100 FORMAT(1X, 9F8.4) 
2212 IF (T. LE. TORQUE. AND. Q. LE. QLIH) GO TO 33 
2213 URIIN-IIü. (1) 
2214 IRRL=1 
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2215 33 CALL OPTIM(UK1(1), UKO, FF(1), ZO, UKLIM, UKMIN, UKLIM, 
2216 *IRRL, D, NPRT, NO, UTOL) 
2217 IF (NPRT. EQ. 20) GO TO 10 
2218 IRRL=O 
2219 GO TO 20 
2220 C RETURNING OPTIMISED VALUES OF RPM AND EFF 
2221 10 UK=CON2*UKO 
. 2222 FF(1)=Z0 2223 REIURN 
2224 END 
2225 
2226 
2227 
2228 
2229 FU1tACTION QrIEFVS (H) 
2230 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
2231 COIII40N /BLK10/TORQUE, UKIMIN(2), UKIMAX(2), Q11MEF(2) 
2232 COrII10N /BLK2/A(10,2), S, DIA, UK, D2, D4, D6, DAXIS, HPIIN(2), JO, MT, GFF, IVS 
2233 COIIICR4 /BLK5/HO, QO, TO, YO, C, TURBN, FFFAR, RSLU(2), IFLAG, HI, Q1, Y1, T1, 
2234 *ID, I'1D, ISLU, SLUN, FLTT, FHTT 
2235 QPMS=QIIMEF (MD) *D2*SQRT (H) 
2236 RE'IZ7RN 
2237 END 
2238 
2239 
2240 
2241 
2242 
2243 C 
2244 C 
2245 C 
2246 C 
2247 FUNCTION SEALEV(T1) 
2248 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
2249 COIßION /TIDE/TSHAPE(120) , TINC, HTL, TLTL, TIDEIA(120) NIl4C 
2250 I=(T1/TINC)+1 
2251 IF(I. GT. O. AND. I. LE. NINC) GO 70 10 
2252 C 
2253 WRITE (*, ' ("ERROR IN SEALEV, TINE OUTSIDE RANGE")') 
2254 WRITE(*, '(F10.4)')Tl 
2255 AXAX=SQRT(-1.0) 
2256 STOP 
2257 C 
2258 10 CWTINUE 
2259 EL1--TIDEiA(I) 
2260 EI, 2--TIDELO(I+1) 
2261 SEALEY=EL1+(Tl/TINC-(I-1))*(EL2-EII1) 
2262 REIURN 
2263 END 
2264 C 
2265 C 
2266 C 
2267 SUBROUiIIJE RTIDE 
2268 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (O-Z) 
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2269 COMIal /TIDE/TSHAPE(120), TIAIC, HTL, TLTL, TIDELO(120), NINC 
2270 READ(3, '(F5.0, I3)')TINC, NINC 
2271 READ(3, '(6F10.0)')(TSHAPE(I), I=1, NINC) 
2272 C 
2273 C READ(3, *) TINC NINC 
2274 C DO 55 I=1, NINC 
2275 C READ(3,57)TSHAPE(I) 
2276 C 55 CUVTINUE 
2277 C 57 FORtIAT(8X, F10. O) 
2278 
2279 WRITE(5,100)TINC, (TSHAPE(I), I=1, NINC) 
2280 
2281 100 FORMAT(///IX, 'TIDE SHAPE AT ', F10.2, '= INTERVALS', // 
2282 *1X, 'TIME-MIN O', 8X, '10', 8X, '20', 8X, '30', 8X, '40', 8X, '50', / 
2283 *1X, 'HGUR', / 
2284 *1X, ' 0 ', 24(6F10.4, /, 1X, 2X, 6X)) 
2285 C 
2286 RETURN 
2287 END 
2288 C 
2289 C 
2290 C 
2291 C 
2292 
2293 C 
2294 
2295 
2296 C 
2297 
2298 
2299 
2300 C 
2301 
2302 
2303 
2304 
2305 
2306 
2307 
2308 
2309 
2310 
2311 
2312 
2313 
2314 
2315 
2316 
FUNCTICH TDTIME(Y, TEST) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (o-Z) 
COIßtt1 /TIDE/TSHAPE(120), TIIiC, HTL, TLTL, TIDEiD(120) , NINC 
IF (Y. LE. HTL. AND. Y. GE. TLTL) GO TO 1 
LEVEL OUTSIDE RANGE 
WRITE(*, '("ERROR IN FUNCTION TUFIME LEVEL, CUT OF RANGE")) 
WRTTE(*, '(2F10.4)')Y, TEST 
STOP 
1 I1=(TEST/TINC)+1 
DO 10 JJ=II, NINC 
IF (Y-TIDEW(JJ))2,7,3 
2 IF (Y-TIDELO(JJ+1))10,8,16 
3 IF (Y-TIDELO(JJ+1))16,8,10 
10 CCVTINUE 
WRITE(*, '("ERROR IN EUTICTIai TMM TEST INCORRECTLY SET")') 
STOP 
7 TDTIT (JJ-1)*TINC 
RETURN 
8 TTYTITIE=JJ*TINC 
RETURN 
16 TDTINE= TINC* (JJ-1) +TINC* (Y-TIDEZO (JJ)) / (TIDEIA (JJ+1) 
*-TIDEIA (JJ) ) 
RETURN 
EID 
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2317 C 
2318 C 
2319 C 
2320 FUNCTION HIJET (UWL, TWL, Q, ID, ITZ) 
2321 C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H), (0-Z) 
2322 MIDI /BLKX/EXITA(2,2), DS(2), SPACE(2), INLT, ISLOP, AOSIDP, AlSliOP, 
2323 *SLUN, TURBN 
2324 C 
2325 C 
2326 C HOT = UPSTREAPI LEVEL - DOWNSTREAM LEV - (HLOSS + EXPANSIM LOSS) 
2327 C 
2328 C 
2329 C 
2330 C EQUIPMENT POOL LEV 
2331 C 
2332 C TURBINING ID= 1 BASIN>SEA ** Y(1) IE=1 IQ=1 
2333 C ITZ=1 ID=-1 SEA )BASIN ** Y(1) IE=1 IQ=2 
2334 C 
2335 C SLUICING ID= 1 SEA )BASIN ** Y(2) IE=2 IQ=2 
2336 C ITZ=2 ID-1 BASIN)SEA ** Y(2) IE=2 IQ=1 
2337 C 
2338 C PUMPING ID= 1 SEA )BASIN ** Y(1) IE=1 IQ--2 
2339 C ITZ=3 ID=-1 ' BASIN SEA ** Y(1) IE=1 IQ=1 
2340 C 
2341 C TURBS/SIITICING ID=1 SEA )BASIN ** Y(2) IE=1 IQ=2 
2342 C IT7A ID=--1 BASIN)SEA ** Y(2) IE=1 IQ=1 
2343 C 
2344 C 
2345 DIMENSICN Y(3) 
2346 IP=1 
2347 Y(1)=UWL 
2348 Y(2)=TWL 
2349 Y(3)=)WL 
2350 MAQVCk-'MtBN 
2351 T2=0.0 
2352 IF (ITZ. NE. 1) GO TO 10 
2353 C TURBINING ITZ=1 
2354 IE=1 
2355 PL=Y(1) 
2356 DL=Y(2) 
2357 IF (ID. DQ. -1) DL=Y(1) 
2358 IQ=1 
2359 IF (ID. DQ. -1) I9=2 
2360 GO TO 20 
2361 10 IF (ITZ. NE. 2) GO 70 30 
2362 C SLUICING ITZ=2 
2363 MACND=SLUN 
2364 IE=2 
2365 PL=Y(2) 
2366 DL=Y(2) 
2367 IF (ID. DQ. -1) DL=Y(1) 
2368 IQ=2 
2369 IF (ID. D2. -1) IQ=1 
2370 00 70 20 
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2371 30 IF (ITZ. NE. 3) GO TO 40 
2372 C PUMPING ITZ=3 
2373 IE=1 
2374 IP= 1 
2375 PL=Y(1) 
2376 DL=Y(1) 
2377 IF (ID. EQ. -1) DL=Y(2) 
2378 IQ=2 
2379 IF (ID. E1Q. -1) IQ=1 
2380 GO TO 20 
2381 40 IF (ITZ. NE. 4) GO TD 50 
2382 C TURBINES SLUICING ITZ=4 
2383 ID=1 
2384 PL=Y(2) 
2385 DL--Y(2) 
2386 IF (ID. EQ. -1) DL-Y(1) 
2387 IQ=2 
2388 IF (ID. EQ. -1) IQ=1 
2389 GO TO 20 
2390 50 CONTINUE 
2391 WRITE(*, '(" STOP - ERROR 
2392 STOP 
2393 20 CONTINUE 
2394 iü. ADG= (UWLrTWL) *ID 
2395 C 
2396 C 
2397 C 
2398 
2399 
2400 
2401 
2402 
2403 C 
2404 C 
2405 
2406 
2407 
2408 C 
2409 C 
2410 C 
IN TIZ IN F(füVE, T) ") ') 
RESERVOIR SLOPE CORRECTION NOT MODELLID NOW SEE FUNDY WORK 
IF (ISIAP. D2.1) WRTTE(*, ' ("STOP -RESERVOIR SLOPE IN F(IDIET) 
AE=EXITA(IE, IQ) 
A2=(DL+DS(IE))*SPACE (IE) 
7=IP*INET*Q*Q/(19.62*A2*A2) 
ilcf--FEADG-T2-T*((A2/AE)**2-2.0*A2/AE+2.0) 
WRITE (*, '(6F6.3,3F6.1,2I2)')UWL, TWL, Y(1), Y(2), iff', ADG, iiN, Q, AE, A2, 
*IE, IQ 
IF (MI. LT. 0.0) HJ = 0.0 
HNENiIId 
REIM 
2411 END 
C1 
APPENDIX C 
DATA REQUIREMENTS AND SAMPLE DATA 
SITE DATA FILE 
Line 1 format (I1,15A4) 
I1 is IPump 0= No pumping 
1= Pumping 
15A4 is title up to 60 characters (ie. Site 5, Neyrpic 
FD VB Direct Turbine Only). 
Line 2 format (I1,6X, 12,50X) 
variables MODE, NOPRT 
MODE - mode of turbine operation 
Ebb-generation Flood generation 
1= maximum energy =6 
2= maximum efficiency =7 
3= max power output =8 
NOPRT - control of output quantity 
-1 only optimum DDRL in detail 
0 energy & DDRL's + optimum DDRL in detail 
>1 all DDRL's in detail 
Line 3 format (F10.4,213) 
variables YABS, NTR, NAL 
YABS - pool level restriction 
NTR - No of tide ranges to be considered 
NAL - No of area/level curves given as data. 
C2 
Line 4 format (3E15.5,15) 
variables AC(I), AX(I), AXX(I), NOT(I) 
AC(I) - AXX(I) are basin area/level coeffs 
Area = AC + AX x level + AXX x level2 
NOT(I) is no. of turbines to which equation 
corresponds 
REPEAT NAL times 
NB: Of NOT(I) equal 0 then last area/level equation used 
throughout. 
Line 5 format (6F10.4) 
variable TRANGE, HTLEV, TLTLEV, RTSPS, FTSPS, FREQ 
TRANGE = Tidal Range 
HTLEV = High tide level 
TLTLEV = Low tide level 
RTSPS = time (mins) for rising tide 
FTSPS = time (mins) for falling tide 
FREQ = adjusted no of annual occurences of tidal range 
REPEAT NTR times 
Line 6 format (12, F10.4) 
variables NTS, TSTEP 
NTS = No. of turbine/sluice combinations 
TSTEP = time-step used in numerical solution (mins) 
Line 7 format (2I5) 
variables NTURB(N), NSLU(N) 
No. of turbines, no. of sluices 
REPEAT NTS times. 
Line 8 format (3F10.4) 
variables DAXIS, RIVQ, EFFAR1 
DAXIS - depth in metres from datum to turbine 
centreline 
RIVQ - discharge (m3/s) from rivers flowing into 
reservoir 
EFFAR1 - effective area of one sluice 
Q= EFFAR1 x (2gHp 
C3 
Line 9 format (I1,4F10.0) 
variables. MT, BANGLE, UK1MAX, QHILL, CHILL 
MT = hillchart model type, if MT =1a 10 
constants model expected 
BANGLE = blade angle of turbine (zero for variable 
b. a.. machines) 
UKIMAX = KU1 at minimum head, a property of the 
hillchart 
QHILL ) Restrictions on operation within hill chart, 
CHILL ) operates below Q11 = QHILL x KU1 + CHILL 
Line 10) format (510.0) 
variables A(1) - A(5) first five constants 
in hill chart model 
= A(1) + A(2)x + A(3)y + A(4)x2 + A(5)xy + A(6)y2 + 
A(7)x3 + A(8)x2y + A(9)xy2 + A( 10)y3 
x= KU1, y= Q11 
Line 11) A(6) - A(10) as above 
NB: OMIT Lines 10 and 11 if MT = 0, a bi-cubic spline model is 
read from data file 2. 
Line 12 format (8FI0.0) 
variables Al, B1, C1, A2, B2, CC2, HUB, CHSIG 
Cavitation constants d= A1. e(131'011) + C1 
If a> CHSIG use A2, B2, CC2. 
HUB is ratio HUB dia/runner dia. 
This parameter HUB enables the datum of the cavitation 
equations to be varied (ie. if equations based upon 
runner tip then HUB input is 1.0) 
(EWZ Hub diameter = 0.44) 
If IPUMP =0 Lines 13 - 19 inclusive omitted. 
Line 13 format (I5) 
variable NPUMPS - number of pumps 
C4 
Line 1.4) format (4F10.0) 
) variables QA, QB, QCC, QD, ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD 
) Q11 = f(KU1) Q11 = QA + QBKU1 + QCCKU12 + QDKU13 
Line 15) P= f(H) P= ZA + ZBH + ZCH2 + ZDH3 
Line 16 format (2F10.0) 
variables PHMIN, PHMAX 
PHMIN - minimum pumping head 
PHMAX - maximum pumping head 
Line 17 format (2F10.0) 
variables FINT, TMIN 
FINT - Ratio of input, energy cost/output energy value 
TMIN - Minimum time between start and finish of 
pumping 
Line 18 format (2F10.0) 
variables PSTART, PFIN 
PSTART - permissible time of start of pumping 
PFIN - permissible time of finish of pumping 
Line 19 format (2F10.0) 
variables FMGEN, PMAJ 
Line 20 format (2F10.0) 
variables DIA, RSLU 
DIA - runner diameter 
RSLU - coefficient of discharge of turbine when used 
as orifice during sluicing Q= RSLU xh for one 
turbine. 
Line 21 format (1F10.0) 
variable RPM 
RPM = rotational speed of turbine (revs/min) 
C5 
Line 22 format (2F10.0) 
variables HR, S 
HR - rated head of machine: defined at the point where 
maximum power output and limiting capacity curves 
intersect 
S- efficiency step-up, model to prototype 
REPEAT LINES 20,21,22 if require runs or more than one 
turbine specification 
Line 23 Terminator is DIA = 0.0 RSLU = 0.0 
C6 
SAMPLE DATA 
STPG 55, FIXED BLADES(14DEG), VARIABLE DISTRIBUTOR 
3,? LODE, -1, PRINT FLAG, 1-9 IF DETAIL OF EVERY DDRL REQD 
99.9 93 11.6 
321.083ED6 25.4825E06 3.6EOO 
315.467E06 27.0425E06 7.6E00 
437.7415E06 10.95375E06 11.7E00 
3.50 7.50 4.00 370.0 370.0 28.0 
4.50 8.10 3.60 370.0 370.0 58.0 
5.50 8.70 3.20 370.0 370.0 97.0 
6.50 9.30 2.80 370.0 370.0 87.0 
7.50 9.90 2.40 370.0 370.0 106.0 
8.50 10.50 2.00 370.0 370.0 129.0 
9.50 11.15 1.65 370.0 370.0 125.0 
10.50 11.75 1.25 370.0 370.0 64.0 
11.50 12.35 0.85 370.0 370.0 12.0 
262.2 20.0 262.2 
243.9 20.0 243.9 
25.0 13.0 
O. OE00 0.0 
1 10.0 
140 150 
10.5 0.0 222.967 
11 14.0 1.385 0.6610 364.6 
1.6 4.0 2.0 2.55 6.4 
97.8151 -109.1821 57.3439 -49.1197 125.1541 
-54.0008 47.4394 -119.472 86.1447 -19.593 
0.13733 0.87699 0.47122 1.23551 0.37889 -1.5000 0.44 1.60 
1 THIS NO. (I2) INDICATES 110. OF TRANS LASS DATA POINTS TO FOLI M(F1O. ) 
0.0 0.0 
7.6 95.0 
55.556 0.0 
23.0 0.0420 
9.0 95.0 
50.000 0.0 
50.0 0.0420 
9.0 95.0 
55.000 0.0 
50.0 0.0420 
9.0 95.0 
60.000 0.0 
50.0 0.0420 
0.0 0.0 
C7 
TURBINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC DATA FILE 
(Bi-cubic spline fit in terms of KU1 and Q11) 
Line 1 format (15A4) 
.. variables 
AB(I) - title of hill chart ie. Neyrpic FD 
VB turbine 
Line 2 format (214) 
variables IPX, IPY 
IPX - number of X knots (X = KU1) 
IPY - number of Y knots (Y = Q11) 
Line 3 format (F15.5) 
variables RLAMDA(I) 
RLAMDA(I) - position of X knots 
REPEAT IPX times 
Line 4 format (F15.5) 
variables RMU(I) 
RMU(I) - position of Y knots 
REPEAT IPY times 
Line 5 format (14) 
variables NC 
NC - number of coefficients 
Line 6 format (F15.5) 
variables COEFFS(I) 
COEFFS(I) - coefficients required in the fit 
REPEAT NC times 
APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE RESULTS FILE 
SITE DATA FILE = D_VDFB14 
RESULTS FILE = R_VDFB14 
B-SPLINE DATA =L JNMY 
TIDE SHAPE FILE-- TIDE SYM 
TIDE SHAPE AT 10.00MIN INTERVALS 
TIME-MIN 0 10 20 30 40 50 
HOUR 
0 0.5000 0.4982 0.4928 0.4839 0.4714 0.4556 
0.4365 0.4143 0.3890 0.3610 0.3303 0.2973 
0.2622 0.2251 0.1864 0.1464 0.1053 0.0635 
0.0212 -0.0212 -0.0635 -0.1053 -0.1464 -0.1864 
-0.2251 -0.2621 -0.2973 -0.3303 -0.3610 -0.3890 
-0.4142 -0.4365 -0.4556 -0.4714 -0.4839 -0.4928 
-0.4982 -0.5000 -0.4982 -0.4928 -0.4839 -0.4714 
-0.4556 -0.4365 -0.4143 -0.3890 -0.3610 -0.3304 
-0.2973 -0.2622 -0.2251 -0.1865 -0.1464 -0.1054 
-0.0635 -0.0212 0.0212 0.0635 0.1053 0.1464 
0.1864 0.2251 0.2621 0.2973 0.3303 0.3610 
0.3890 0.4142 0.4365 0.4556 0.4714 0.4839 
0.4928 0.4982 0.5000 0.4982 0.4928 0.4839 
0.4715 0.4556 0.4365 0.4143 0.3890 0.3610 
0.3304 0.2973 0.2622 0.2251 0.1865 0.1465 
0.1054 0.0636 0.0213 -0.0212 -0.0635 -0.1053 
-0.1464 -0.1864 -0.2251 -0.2621 
NET HEADS ARE UTILISED 
FLAT RESERVOIR ASSCHED 
140 REVERSE SLUICING 
D1 
D2 
E71fRGY = OPTIl4IZED 
****************************************** 
** 
* SINGLE BASIII, IDB-GENMTICN 
** 
****************************************** 
STPG 5S, FIXED BLADES(14DEG), VARIABLE DISTRIBUIC)R 
TURBINE OPEitATIOIJ ON MAXM4 POWER CURVE 
POOL LEVEL RFSTRICTICN 99.90 
UPPER LIMIT OF AREA/LEVEL CURVE 11.60 
RESERVOIR AREA MODELLID AS SERIES OF ST. LIMES 
AREA(M*M)= 0.32108E+09+Y* 0.25482E+08 UP TO Y= 0.36000E+01 
AREA(M*M)= 0.31547E+09+Y* 0.27042E+08 UP TO Y= 0.76000E+01 
AREA(M*M)= 0.43774E+09+Y* 0.10954E+08 UP 70 Y= 0.11700E+02 
AREA(M*M)= 
TIDES ADJUSTED 
LEVELS (M) TIME(MINS) N0, ANfNAL 
RANGE HIGH LOW RISING FALLING OCCUREIK S 
3.50 7.50 4.00 370.00 370.00 28.00 
4.50 8.10 3.60 370.00 370.00 58.00 
5.50 8.70 3.20 370.00 370.00 97.00 
6.50 9.30 2.80 370.00 370.00 87.00 
7.50 9.90 2.40 370.00 370.00 106.00 
8.50 10.50 2.00 370.00 370.00 129.00 
9.50 11.15 1.65 370.00 370.00 125.00 
10.50 11.75 1.25 370.00 370.00 64.00 
11.50 12.35 0.85 370.00 370.00 12.00 
D3 
TURBINE DRAFT TUBE EXIT AREA - SEA (M*M) 262.20 
- BASIN (M*M) 262.20 
SLUICE DRAFT TUBE EXIT AREA - SEA (M*M) 243.90 
- BASIN (M*M) 243.90 
HORIZ. SPACING OF TURBINE CFITFRES (M) 20.00 
SLUICE CENTRES (M) 20.00 
BED DEPTHS (WRT DATUM OF TIDES) - TURBS 25.00 
SLUICES 13.00 
RESERVOIR SLOPE 
DII=0.0000E+00*Q**2*( 0.0000-ELEV)**2 
TIME STEP USED IN NUMERICAL SOLUTICN 10.00 MINS 
WATER DEPTH RFSRICTIC« 10.50 M (DATUM TO TURBINE AXIS) 
RIVER FUYW INTO RESERVOIR 0.00 M**3/S 
EFFECTIVE SLUICE AREA PER SLUICE 222.97 M*M 
DIRECT TURBINE 
RUI! IER BLADE OGLE 14.00 DECREES, KU1MAX 4.0000 , KUIMIN 1.6000 
RESPECPNELY QII flN, Q1IMAXEEF, Q1IMAX 2.00 2.55 6.40 
MUMM RESTRICTION Q11. LE. 1.3850*KU1+ 0.6610 
CONSTANTS Al-A10 
0.97815E+02 -0.10918E+03 0.57344E+02 -0.49120E+02 0.12515E+03 
-0.54001E+02 0.47439E+02 -0.11947E+03 0.86145E+02 -0.19593E+02 
CAVITATICN CCiQSTAIIPS A, B, C 
0.13733 0.87699 0.47122 FOR SIG IA LESS THAN 1.6000 
1.23551 0.37889 -1.50000 HUB DIA= 0.440 *RUNNER DIA 
RMISMISSICK LOSSES - LOSS IN MW PER GU ERA10R 
GENERATION O TTPUF POWER LOSS (MW) 
0.000 0.000 
Note: Constants Al-A10 are polynomial coefficients used in 
modelling of the turbine efficiency hillchart. This 
method, using coefficients provided by the turbine 
manufacturer, is used as an alternative to the bi-cubic 
spline modelling described in Section 3.6. The form of 
the polynomial fit is indicated on page C3. 
D4 
CURRENT MINE 
RUf ITIER DIAMETER 9.000 M 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 45.000 RPM 
INSTALLED CAPACITY 50.000 MW MAX GEN ELECT OUTPUT 
EFFICIEIICY STEP UP 0.042% 
GENERATOR EFETCIEIICY 95.000% 
DIRECT OPERATION 
KIN GENEtATICK HEAD 1.433 M 
RATED HEAD 8.832 M 
REVERSE SLUICE CAPACITY 364.60M**3/SEC AT 1. OM HEAD 
IfAMIUCi POWER CURVE HQ Q'fAXEF 
1.43 596.699 594.511 1.666 
2.17 601.011 589.851 8.229 
2.91 607.497 589.431 13.505 
3.65 614.677 590.882 18.284 
4.39 622.055 593.247 22.852 
5.13 629.441 596.084 27.337 
5.87 636.742 599.168 31.803 
6.61 643.922 602.376 36.286 
7.35 650.977 605.639 40.806 
8.09 657.888 608.913 45.375 
8.83 664.662 612.174 50.000 
91AXP- 588.3687 + 4.0366H+ 1.0986H*H+ -0.06579H*H*H 
Q1tAXEF= 605.8156 + -11.9743H+ 2.6521H*H+ -0.13828H*H*H 
LIMITING CAPACITY CURVE HQ 
8.83 664.662 
8.93 638.235 
9.03 627.359 
9.13 619.038 
9.23 612.026 
9.33 605.866 
9.83 581.777 
10.33 563.411 
10.83 548.015 
QLC= 664.926+ 2.67622(H-HR)+ -0.86074(H-HR)**2+ 0.19932(H-HR)**3+ -85.14401SQtT(H-HR) 
D5 
****************** 
* 140 1URBINFS * 
* 150 SLUICES * 
****************** 
3.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL 5.8725 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LASS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
563.2624 5.8725 5.8725 0.0000 
573.2624 6.0200 5.9192 0.0694 
583.2624 6.1655 5.9990 0.1147 
593.2624 6.3081 6.0937 0.1478 
603.2624 6.4466 6.1976 0.1719 
613.2624 6.5801 6.3072 0.1887 
623.2624 6.7075 6.4200 0.1990 
633.2624 6.8282 6.5343 0.2036 
643.2624 6.9411 6.6484 0.2030 
653.2624 7.0455 6.7609 0.1975 
663.2624 7.1403 6.8705 0.1874 
673.2624 7.2252 6.9760 0.1732 
683.2624 7.2996 7.0762 0.1555 
693.2624 7.3626 7.1697 0.1344 
703.2624 7.4142 7.2553 0.1107 
713.2624 7.4538 7.3315 0.0853 
723.2624 7.4810 7.3965 0.0589 
733.2624 7.4958 7.4482 0.0332 
743.2624 7.4979 7.4830 0.0104 
748.2624 7.4948 7.4919 0.0020 
749.5124 7.4940 7.4930 0.0007 
750.1374 7.4934 7.4933 0.0001 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TIME t! AX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
7.4933 750.1374 5.8725 440.6940 
D6 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER_ CAVITATICN TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SDC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
440.6940 4.3061 5.8725 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
430.6940 4.2276 5.9779 1.6165 597.4867 3.5038 605.2621 0 0.00000 
420.6940 4.1600 6.0829 1.7886 598.7265 5.0764 608.7939 0 0.00000 
410.6940 4.1039 6.1875 1.9488 599.9204 6.4411 611.9318 0 0.00000 
400.6940 4.0594 6.2916 2.0971 601.0579 7.6372 614.7226 0 0.00000 
390.6940 4.0274 6.3954 2.2324 602.1227 8.6838 617.1853 0 0.00000 
380.6940 4.0076 6.4987 2.3551 603.1086 9.6012 619.3538 0 0.00000 
370.6940 4.0004 6.6017 2.4648 604.0064 10.4003 621.2456 0 0.00000 
360.6940 4.0059 6.7042 2.5614 604.8101 11.0901 622.8786 0 0.00000 
350.6940 4.0239 6.8062 2.6451 605.5146 11.6773 624.2671 0 0.00000 
340.6940 4.0542 6.9078 2.7161 606.1186 12.1691 625.4280 0 0.00000 
330.6940 4.0971 7.0089 2.7741 606.6163 12.5668 626.3651 0 0.00000 
320.6940 4.1516 7.1096 2.8201 607.0131 12.8795 627.1005 0 0.00000 
310.6940 4.2176 7.2098 2.8540 607.3078 13.1092 627.6400 0 0.00000 
300.6940 4.2949 7.3095 2.8763 607.5017 13.2593 627.9921 0 0.00000 
290.6940 4.3824 7.4087 2.8879 607.6028 13.3372 628.1747 0 0.00000 
282.1219 4.4657 7.4933 2.8891 607.6135 13.3455 628.1940 0 0.00000 
ENERGY OUTPUT 3664.11025(MWHRS) 
OPTI UM DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL = 5.8725 M 
OPTIlM ENERGY OUPP[TT = 3664.11025 (MM) 
D7 
4.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL 5.8950 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LASS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
557.3585 5.8950 5.8950 0.0000 
567.3585 6.0855 5.9489 0.0941 
577.3585 6.2742 6.0423 0.1598 
587.3585 6.4599 6.1544 0.2109 
597.3585 6.6413 6.2786 0.2506 
607.3585 6.8169 6.4109 0.2810 
617.3585 6.9855 6.5484 . 
0.3028 
627.3585 7.1460 6.6890 0.3170 
637.3585 7.2971 6.8308 0.3239 
647.3585 7.4380 6.9723 0.3238 
657.3585 7.5672 7.1119 0.3169 
667.3585 7.6839 7.2483 0.3036 
677.3585 7.7877 7.3801 0.2843 
687.3585 7.8775 7.5059 0.2594 
697.3585 7.9525 7.6245 0.2292 
707.3585 8.0127 7.7344 0.1945 
717.3585 8.0570 7.8342 0.1559 
727.3585 8.0855 7.9216 0.1147 
737.3585 8.0979 7.9941 0.0727 
747.3585 8.0940 8.0478 0.0323 
752.3585 8.0862 8.0659 0.0142 
754.8585 8.0801 8.0718 0.0058 
756.1085 8.0771 8.0736 0.0024 
756.7335 8.0755 8.0742 0.0009 
757.0460 8.0748 8.0744 0.0003 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
8.0744 757.0460 5.8950 467.4855 
D8 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE P UM CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
467.4855 4.3286 5.8950 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
457.4855 4.1938 6.0003 1.6726 597.8857 4.0302 606.4327 0 0.00000 
447.4855 4.0709 6.1053 1.8999 599.5516 6.0328 610.9871 0 0.00000 
437.4855 3.9605 6.2099 2.1142 601.1913 7.7719 615.0386 0 0.00000 
427.4855 3.8641 6.3142 2.3142 602.7784 9.2989 618.6387 0 0.00000 
417.4855 3.7819 6.4182 2.4998 604.2965 10.6518 621.8412 0 0.0000 
407.4855 3.7146 6.5218 2.6702 605.7272 11.8516 624.6788 0 0.00000 
397.4855 3.6624 6.6251 2.8251 607.0566 12.9135 627.1805 0 0.00000 
387.4855 3.6263 6.7280 2.9636 608.2672 13.8437 629.3596 0 0.00000 
377.4855 3.6061 6.8305 3.0858 609.3525 14.6522 631.2419 0 0.00000 
367.4855 3.6020 6.9326 3.1916 610.3028 15.3428 632.8396 0 0.00000 
357.4855 3.6142 7.0344 3.2807 611.1124 15.9199 634.1666 0 0.00000 
347.4855 3.6425 7.1357 3.3535 611.7779 16.3871 635.2354 0 0.00000 
337.4855 3.6866 7.2365 3.4099 612.2978 16.7480 636.0572 0 0.00000 
327.4855 3.7466 7.3369 3.4501 612.6696 17.0039 636.6381 0 0.00000 
317.4855 3.8214 7.4368 3.4750 612.9007 17.1622 636.9965 0 0.00000 
307.4855 3.9110 7.5362 3.4847 612.9911 17.2240 637.1361 0 0.00000 
297.4855 4.0146 7.6351 3.4800 612.9467 17.1937 637.0676 0 0.00000 
287.4855 4.1312 7.7338 3.4620 612.7800 17.0797 636.8097 0 0.00000 
277.4855 4.2602 7.8322 3.4314 612.4962 16.8848 636.3679 0 0.00000 
267.4855 4.4010 7.9303 3.3888 612.1033 16.6133 635.7510 0 0.00000 
257.4855 4.5520 8.0282 3.3358 611.6157 16.2738 634.9767 0 0.00000 
252.7488 4.6270 8.0744 3.3071 611.3528 16.0893 634.5548 0 0.00000 
ENERGY OUTPUT 6795.62183(MWHRS) 
OPTIMM DRAWND(7WN RESERVOIR LE'VFI, = 5.8950 M 
OPTIMUM ENERGY OUPPUP = 6795.62183 (MWHRS) 
D9 
5.50 M RANGE 
FMMATE OF DRAkfimC1WN RESERVOIR LEVII, 6.0600 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL, POOL LEVEE, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (11) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
559.7170 6.0600 6.0600 0.0000 
569.7170 6.2927 6.1198 0.1193 
579.7170 6.5226 6.2243 0.2060 
589.7170 6.7488 6.3506 0.2754 
599.7170 6.9690 6.4912 0.3309 
609.7170 7.1820 6.6416 0.3748 
619.7170 7.3858 6.7986 0.4078 
629.7170 7.5797 6.9596 0.4311 
639.7170 7.7615 7.1228 0.4447 
649.7170 7.9307 7.2861 0.4493 
659.7170 8.0851 7.4480 0.4446 
669.7170 8.2242 7.6069 0.4312 
679.7170 8.3473 7.7616 0.4094 
689.7170 8.4528 7.9110 0.3791 
699.7170 8.5402 8.0532 0.3410 
709.7170 8.6095 8.1866 0.2963 
719.7170 8.6590 8.3091 0.2453 
729.7170 8.6893 8.4186 0.1898 
739.7170 8.6997 8.5123 0.1315 
749.7170 8.6904 8.5865 0.0729 
759.7170 8.6612 8.6347 0.0186 
762.2170 8.6495 8.6411 0.0060 
763.4670 8.6434 8.6426 0.0006 
MAX. POOL LEVEE, TIME MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
8.6426 763.4670 6.0600 489.2504 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEE, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
489.2504 4.4934 6.0600 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
479.2504 4.3012 6.1644 1.7290 598.2919 4.5456 607.5905 0 0.00000 
469.2504 4.1202 6.2685 2.0133 600.4117 6.9687 613.1590 0 0.00000 
459.2504 3.9530 6.3723 2.2836 602.5320 9.0702 618.0979 0 0.00000 
449.2504 3.8001 6.4760 2.5393 604.6251 10.9333 622.5075 0 0.00000 
439.2504 3.6622 6.5794 2.7798 606.6649 12.6054 626.4558 0 0.00000 
429.2504 3.5414 6.6825 3.0030 608.6151 14.1054 629.9702 0 0.00000 
419.2504 3.4377 6.7854 3.2088 610.4585 15.4545 633.0972 0 0.00000 
409.2504 3.3521 6.8881 3.3962 612.1716 16.6607 635.8587 0 0.00000 
399.2504 3.2849 6.9904 3.5652 613.7414 17.7328 638.2829 0 0.00000 
389.2504 3.2374 7.0924 3.7141 615.1439 18.6684 640.3728 0 0.00000 
379.2504 3.2092 7.1941 3.8434 616.3755 19.4748 642.1543 0 0.00000 
369.2504 3.2007 7.2955 3.9527 617.4247 20.1522 643.6360 0 0.00000 
359.2504 3.2121 7.3964 4.0419 618.2864 20.7026 644.8299 0 0.00000 
349.2504 3.2433 7.4970 4.1109 618.9573 21.1278 645.7457 0 0.00000 
339.2504 3.2937 7.5971 4.1604 619.4390 21.4313 646.3962 0 0.00000 
329.2504 3.3638 7.6969 4.1899 619.7272 21.6124 646.7828 0 0.00000 
319.2504 3.4521 7.7965 4.2011 619.8372 21.6813 646.9298 0 0.00000 
309.2504 3.5584 7.8959 4.1941 619.7688 21.6384 646.8384 0 0.00000 
299.2504 3.6823 7.9951 4.1695 619.5280 21.4873 646.5158 0 0.00000 
289.2504 3.8220 8.0940 4.1287 619.1305 21.2371 645.9803 0 0.00000 
279.2504 3.9772 8.1927 4.0724 618.5825 20.8906 645.2355 0 0.00000 
269.2504 4.1470 8.2910 4.0011 617.8919 20.4513 644.2858 0 0.00000 
259.2504 4.3294 8.3891 3.9170 617.0805 19.9309 643.1535 0 0.00000 
249.2504 4.5237 8.4868 3.8206 616.1568 19.3326 641.8414 0 0.00000 
239.2504 4.7279 8.5841 3.7140 615.1430 18.6677 640.3714 0 0.00000 
"233.2159 4.8563 8.6427 3.6443 614.4845 18.2309 639.3986 0 0.00000 
EIffRGY O(JIPUf 10247.90090 (MWEÜtS) 
0PTIM4 DRAWMMI RESERVOIR LEVEL = 6.0600 M 
OPTIMIINI ENERGY GUTPUP = 10247.90090 (MRS) 
D11 
6.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAWPWVN RESERVOIR LEVEL 6.2775 I 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SDC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
563.2624 6.2775 6.2775 0.0000 
573.2624 6.5514 6.3423 0.1446 
583.2624 6.8216 6.4564 0.2528 
593.2624 7.0864 6.5948 0.3407 
603.2624 7.3437 6.7494 0.4124 
613.2624 7.5916 6.9153 0.4701 
623.2624 7.8283 7.0888 0.5147 
633.2624 8.0524 7.2673 0.5472 
643.2624 8.2621 7.4484 0.5677 
653.2624 8.4559 7.6301 0.5768 
663.2624 8.6319 7.8113 0.5739 
673.2624 8.7896 7.9903 0.5594 
683.2624 8.9278 8.1656 0.5340 
693.2624 9.0449 8.3351 0.4976 
703.2624 9.1406 8.4972 0.4514 
713.2624 9.2142 8.6499 0.3962 
723.2624 9.2647 8.7910 0.3327 
733.2624 9.2921 8.9181 0.2628 
743.2624 9.2962 9.0284 0.1882 
753.2624 9.2768 9.1181 0.1117 
763.2624 9.2343 9.1805 0.0379 
768.2624 9.2054 9.1968 0.0061 
768.8874 9.2018 9.1978 0.0028 
769.1999 9.2000 9.1981 0.0013 
769.3562 9.1991 9.1982 0.0006 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
9.1982 769.3562 6.2775 504.9373 
D12 
TIME SEA LEVEL FOOL LEVEE, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MIMS) (11) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
504.9373 4.7107 6.2775 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
494.9373 4.4648 6.3806 1.7814 598.6737 5.0129 608.6494 0 0.00000 
484.9373 4.2302 6.4836 2.1180 601.2211 7.8018 615.1088 0 0.00000 
474.9373 4.0086 6.5864 2.4414 603.8141 10.2318 620.8466 0 0.00000 
464.9373 3.8017 6.6891 2.7500 606.4089 12.4019 625.9768 0 0.00000 
454.9373 3.6114 6.7917 3.0419 608.9608 14.3629 630.5699 0 0.00000 
444.9373 3.4382 6.8941 3.3164 611.4384 16.1495 634.6926 0 0.00000 
434.9373 3.2840 6.9964 3.5720 613.8049 17.7757 638.3792 0 0.00000 
424.9373 3.1499 7.0984 3.8072 616.0292 19.2494 641.6582 0 0.00000 
414.9373 3.0366 7.2003 4.0215 618.0889 20.5769 644.5580 0 0.00000 
404.9373 2.9448 7.3020 4.2142 619.9650 21.7613 647.1002 0 0.00000 
394.9373 2.8754 7.4034 4.3842 621.6374 22.8010 649.2961 0 0.00000 
384.9373 2.8290 7.5045 4.5310 623.0919 23.6950 651.1576 0 0.00000 
374.9373 2.8058 7.6053 4.6546 624.3224 24.4451 652.7003 0 0.00000 
364.9373 2.8059 7.7059 4.7546 625.3230 25.0515 653.9348 0 0.00000 
354.9373 2.8295 7.8065 4.8312 626.0920 25.5157 654.8720 0 0.00000 
344.9373 2.8761 7.9069 4.8848 626.6303 25.8398 655.5225 0 0.00000 
334.9373 2.9458 8.0072 4.9152 626.9366 26.0239 655.8905 0 0.00000 
324.9373 3.0379 8.1074 4.9231 627.0164 26.0718 655.9862 0 0.00000 
314.9373 3.1515 8.2073 4.9095 626.8790 25.9393 655.8214 0 0.00000 
304.9373 3.2861 8.3070 4.8745 626.5275 25.7779 655.3986 0 0.00000 
294.9373 3.4406 8.4064 4.8196 625.9753 25.4453 654.7304 0 0.00000 
284.9373 3.6136 8.5054 4.7459 625.2360 24.9939 653.8281 0 0.00000 
274.9373 3.8045 8.6042 4.6540 624.3172 24.4419 652.6938 0 0.00000 
264.9373 4.0116 8.7026 4.5456 623.2370 23.7837 651.3409 0 0.00000 
254.9373 4.2334 8.8006 4.4223 622.0134 23.0329 649.7814 0 0.00000 
244.9373 4.4681 8.8982 4.2856 620.6655 22.1985 648.0276 0 0.00000 
234.9373 4.7142 8.9954 4.1371 619.2124 21.2837 646.0909 0 0.00000 
224.9373 4.9700 9.0922 3.9785 617.6738 20.3118 643.9832 0 0.00000 
214.9373 5.2336 9.1886 3.8117 616.0725 19.2776 641.7204 0 0.00000 
213.9322 5.2605 9.1982 3.7946 615.9089 19.1708 641.4850 0 0.00000 
IIdIItGY OUTPUT 13870.29505(MWHRS) 
OPTIhM DRAWPIDMJ RESERVOIR LEVI! = 6.2775 H 
OFTIMUM IIMGY OUTPUT = 13870.29505 (MWEIItS) 
D13 
7.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRA4RIDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL 6.6000 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (NW) 
569.1726 6.6000 6.6000 0.0000 
579.1726 6.9138 6.6687 0.1700 
589.1726 7.2225 6.7904 0.3000 
599.1726 7.5232 6.9385 0.4065 
609.1726 7.8142 7.1042 0.4942 
619.1726 8.0928 7.2822 0.5650 
629.1726 8.3579 7.4686 0.6206 
639.1726 8.6068 7.6606 0.6611 
649.1726 8.8384 7.8563 0.6869 
659.1726 9.0501 8.0539 0.6976 
669.1726 9.2409 8.2510 0.6937 
679.1726 9.4099 8.4458 0.6763 
689.1726 9.5551 8.6363 0.6450 
699.1726 9.6757 8.8206 0.6007 
709.1726 9.7715 8.9965 0.5447 
719.1726 9.8405 9.1621 0.4771 
729.1726 9.8831 9.3149 0.3998 
739.1726 9.8989 9.4524 0.3143 
749.1726 9.8876 9.5711 0.2229 
759.1726 9.8494 9.6666 0.1287 
769.1726 9.7848 9.7309 0.0379 
771.6726 9.7637 9.7403 0.0164 
772.9226 9.7521 9.7433 0.0061 
773.5476 9.7463 9.7442 0.0014 
773.7038 9.7448 9.7443 0.0004 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L IIIN POOL LEV T 113N FL 
9.7443 773.7038 6.6000 519.3654 
D14 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
519.3654 5.0329 6.6000 1.4331 596.2158 
509.3654 4.7329 6.7013 1.8336 599.0579 
499.3654 4.4441 6.8026 2.2226 602.0446 
489.3654 4.1668 6.9039 2.6000 605.1332 
479.3654 3.9045 7.0051 2.9623 608.2556 
469.3654 3.6574 7.1063 3.3093 611.3729 
459.3654 3.4292 7.2074 3.6374 614.4200 
449.3654 3.2205 7.3085 3.9461 617.3604 
439.3654 3.0322 7.4095 4.2342 620.1610 
429.3654 2.8672 7.5105 4.4990 622.7739 
419.3654 2.7255 7.6113 4.7405 625.1820 
409.3654 2.6086 7.7121 4.9573 627.3607 
399.3654 2.5165 7.8131 5.1494 629.3010 
389.3654 2.4514 7.9141 5.3148 630.9759 
379.3654 2.4126 8.0152 5.4540 632.3881 
369.3654 2.4009 8.1163 5.5664 633.5281 
359.3654 2.4161 8.2173 5.6517 634.3948 
349.3654 2.4582 8.3182 5.7102 634.9879 
339.3654 2.5267 8.4190 5.7423 635.3139 
329.3654 2.6220 8.5196 5.7475 635.3667 
319.3654 2.7421 8.6200 5.7279 635.1672 
309.3654 2.8869 8.7201 5.6833 634.7155 
299.3654 3.0555 8.8199 5.6148 634.0194 
289.3654 3.2458 8.9194 5.5242 633.1005 
279.3654 3.4571 9.0185 5.4125 631.9662 
269.3654 3.6885 9.1173 5.2803 630.6260 
259.3654 3.9370 9.2156 5.1306 629.1101 
249.3654 4.2019 9.3135 4.9641 627.4296 
239.3654 4.4802 9.4109 4.7838 625.6164 
229.3654 4.7710 9.5078 4.5905 623.6836 
219.3654 5.0716 9.6042 4.3870 621.6650 
209.3654 5.3801 9.7001 4.1750 619.5821 
204.7361 5.5253 9.7444 4.0744 618.6022 
1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
5.4681 609.6886 0 0.00000 
8.6091 617.0093 0 0.00000 
11.3614 623.5203 0 0.00000 
13.8350 629.3393 0 0.00000 
16.1035 634.5873 0 0.00000 
18.1880 639.3027 0 0.00000 
20.1110 643.5462 0 0.00000 
21.8839 647.3608 0 0.00000 
23.5002 650.7542 0 0.00000 
24.9662 653.7618 0 0.00000 
26.2785 656.3979 0 0.00000 
27.4394 658.6862 0 0.00000 
28.4376 660.6216 0 0.00000 
29.2777 662.2278 0 0.00000 
29.9556 663.5087 0 0.00000 
30.4709 664.4739 0 0.00000 
30.8238 665.1304 0 0.00000 
31.0178 665.4898 0 0.00000 
31.0492 665.5480 0 0.00000 
30.9305 665.3282 0 0.00000 
30.6617 664.8292 0 0.00000 
30.2477 664.0568 0 0.00000 
29.7013 663.0298 0 0.00000 
29.0268 661.7502 0 0.00000 
28.2293 660.2201 0 0.00000 
27.3254 658.4633 0 0.00000 
26.3198 656.4800 0 0.00000 
25.2288 654.2935 0 0.00000 
24.0563 651.9028 0 0.00000 
22.8180 649.3318 0 0.00000 
21.5213 646.5884 0 0.00000 
20.9031 645.2624 0 0.00000 
ENERGY OUPPUT 17610.50397(MWHRS) 
OPTIMUM DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL = 6.6000 M 
OPTIMUM ENERGY OUTPUT = 17610.50397 (MWHRS) 
D15 
8.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAWIM RESERVOIR LEVEL 6.9300 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL, POOL LEVEL, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATICH TRANS ISS 
(MINS) (II) (M) (M) M**3/SDC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
573.9474 6.9300 6.9300 0.0000 
583.9474 7.2830 7.0023 0.1952 
593.9474 7.6286 7.1307 0.3467 
603.9474 7.9642 7.2872 0.4719 
613.9474 8.2875 7.4627 0.5756 
623.9474 8.5960 7.6514 0.6599 
633.9474 8.8878 7.8501 0.7258 
643.9474 9.1606 8.0559 0.7735 
653.9474 9.4124 8.2660 0.8035 
663.9474 9.6411 8.4780 0.8160 
673.9474 9.8455 8.6895 0.8117 
683.9474 10.0243 8.8985 0.7911 
693.9474 10.1756 9.1028 0.7543 
703.9474 10.2988 9.3004 0.7025 
113.9474 10.3930 9.4890 0.6363 
723.9474 10.4569 9.6664 0.5567 
733.9474 10.4907 9.8300 0.4654 
743.9474 10.4940 9.9770 0.3643 
753.9474 10.4666 10.1036 0.2558 
763.9474 10.4089 10.2049 0.1438 
773.9474 10.3215 10.2714 0.0354 
776.4474 10.2952 10.2798 0.0108 
777.6974 10.2820 10.2817 ' 0.0002 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TITTE MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
10.2817 777.6974 6.9300 530.2381 
D16 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEE, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) ii**3/SEC (Mil) DISCHARGE (MW) 
530.2381 5.3626 6.9300 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
520.2381 5.0139 7.0296 1.8804 599.4059 5.8684 610.6079 0 0.00000 
510.2381 4.6729 7.1292 2.3198 602.8232 9.3403 618.7365 0 0.00000 
500.2381 4.3445 7.2289 2.7465 606.3791 12.3781 625.9207 0 0.00000 
490.2381 4.0288 7.3286 3.1605 610.0227 15.1408 632.3734 0 0.00000 
480.2381 3.7301 7.4284 3.5577 613.6711 17.6855 638.1764 0 0.00000 
470.2381 3.4483 7.5282 3.9378 617.2812 20.0601 643.4353 0 0.00000 
460.2381 3.1877 7.6282 4.2969 620.7769 22.2678 648.1741 0,0.00000 
450.2381 2.9492 7.7284 4.6343 624.1198 24.3219 652.4482 0 0.00000 
440.2381 2.7336 7.8289 4.9490 627.2770 26.2283 656.2980 0 0.00000 
430.2381 2.5442 7.9296 5.2378 630.1958 27.9731 659.7246 0 0.00000 
420.2381 2.3813 8.0307 5.5007 632.8613 29.5591 662.7612 0 0.00000 
410.2381 2.2463 8.1319 5.7358 635.2475 30.9782 665.4167 0 0.00000 
400.2381 2.1394 8.2332 5.9431 637.3487 32.2306 667.7135 0 0.00000 
390.2381 2.0630 8.3347 6.1201 639.1377 33.3011 669.6429 0 0.00000 
380.2381 2.0164 8.4362 6.2675 640.6225 34.1937 671.2286 0 0.00000 
370.2381 2.0004 8.5377 6.3845 641.7964 34.9028 672.4736 0 0.00000 
360.2381 2.0149 8.6391 6.4709 642.6613 35.4274 673.3865 0 0.00000 
350.2381 2.0601 8.7404 6.5268 643.2190 35.7668 673.9734 0 0.00000 
340.2381 2.1350 8.8416 6.5529 643.4790 35.9254 674.2466 0 0.00000 
330.2381 2.2406 8.9426 6.5484 643.4338 35.8978 674.1991 0 0.00000 
320.2381 2.3742 9.0434 6.5156 643.1072 35.6988 673.8559 0 0.00000 
310.2381 2.5359 9.1439 6.4546 642.4984 35.3285 673.2148 0 0.00000 
300.2381 2.7248 9.2440 6.3662 641.6134 34.7920 672.2799 0 0.00000 
290.2381 2.9384 9.3438 6.2528 640.4748 34.1047 671.0714 0 0.00000 
280.2381 3.1758 9.4433 6.1153 639.0892 33.2720 669.5909 0 0.00000 
270.2381 3.4362 9.5422 5.9544 637.4636 32.2992 667.8380 0 0.00000 
260.2381 3.7163 9.6407 5.7736 635.6308 31.2064 665.8383 0 0.00000 
250.2381 4.0150 9.7387 5.5735 633.6009 29.9988 663.5900 0 0.00000 
240.2381 4.3292 9.8362 5.3576 631.4100 28.6960 661.1178 0 0.00000 
230.2381 4.6578 9.9332 5.1268 629.0716 27.3024 658.4182 0 0.00000 
220.2381 4.9975 10.0296 4.8842 626.6249 25.8365 655.5160 0 0.00000 
210.2381 5.3466 10.1254 4.6318 624.0949 24.3067 652.4171 0 0.00000 
200.2381 5.7018 10.2207 4.3727 621.5230 22.7303 649.1479 0 0.00000 
193.7937 5.9334 10.2818 4.2027 619.8522 21.6907 646.9498 0 0.00000 
ENERGY OITIPtTT 21438.69343 (MWfütS) 
OPTIMUM DRAWNDcJII RESERVOIR LEVEL = 6.9300 M 
OPTIMIE ENERGY OUTPUT = 21438.69343 (MWfBtS) 
D17 
9.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL 7.3500 M 
TIME. SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATICII TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SDC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
578.7321 7.3500 7.3500 0.0000 
588.7321 7.7413 7.4248 0.2208 
598.7321 8.1226 7.5583 0.3940 
608.7321 . 8.4918 7.7216 0.5383 
618.7321 8.8454 7.9059 0.6573 
628.7321 9.1819 8.1052 0.7542 
638.7321 9.4981 8.3153 0.8292 
648.7321 9.7925 8.5329 0.8839 
658.7321 10.0618 8.7549 0.9178 
668.7321 10.3045 8.9789 0.9318 
678.7321 10.5199 9.2023 0.9267 
688.7321 10.7052 9.4229 0.9024 
698.7321 10.8593 9.6384 0.8596 
708.7321 10.9820 9.8467 0.7997 
718.7321 11.0709 10.0453 0.7227 
728.7321 11.1264 10.2318 0.6306 
738.7321 11.1478' 10.4035 0.5248 
748.7321 11.1351 10.5571 0.4076 
758.7321 11.0881 10.6886 0.2817 
768.7321 11.0078 10.7923 0.1520 
778.7321 10.8942 10.8565 0.0266 
779.9821 10.8795 10.8605 0.0134 
780.6071 10.8701 10.8618 0.0058 
780.9196 10.8654 10.8623 0.0022 
781.0758 10.8630 10.8624 0.0004 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
10.8624 781.0758 7.3500 539.6327 
D18 
TINE SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
539.6327 5.7821 7.3500 1.4331 596.2158 
529.6327 5.3844 7.4474 1.9272 599.7571 
519.6327 4.9952 7.5450 2.4126 603.5774 
509.6327 4.6148 7.6426 2.8892 607.6147 
499.6327 4.2486 7.7408 3.3519 611.7640 
489.6327 3.8969 7.8393 3.8006 615.9666 
479.6327 3.5641 7.9384 4.2308 620.1275 
469.6327 3.2505 8.0379 4.6422 624.1990 
459.6327 2.9607 8.1378 5.0303 628.0967 
449.6327 2.6957 8.2381 5.3941 631.7798 
439.6327 2.4564 8.3388 5.7325 635.2147 
429.6327 2.2466 8.4398 6.0420 638.3488 
419.6327 2.0663 8.5411 6.3223 641.1724 
409.6327 1.9173 8.6425 6.5715 643.6642 
399.6327 1.7998 8.7442 6.7896 645.8245 
389.6327 1.7165 8.8459 6.9738 647.6311 
379.6327 1.6665 8.9476 7.1249 649.0993 
369.6327 1.6506 9.0494 7.2420 650.2270 
359.6327 1.6690 9.1511 7.3250 651.0207 
349.6327 1.7215 9.2527 7.3738 651.4856 
339.6327 1.8073 9.3541 7.3893 651.6331 
329.6327 1.9272 9.4553 7.3707 651.4560 
319.6327 2.0785 9.5563 7.3205 650.9786 
309.6327 2.2610 9.6569 7.2389 650.1976 
299.6327 2.4739 9.7572 7.1268 649.1173 
289.6327 2.7143 9.8571 6.9869 647.7583 
279.6327 2.9812 9.9566 6.8200 646.1238 
269.6327 3.2737 10.0556 6.6273 644.2186 
259.6327 3.5879 10.1541 6.4123 642.0753 
249.6327 3.9230 10.2521 6.1761 639.7026 
239.6327 4.2751 10.3495 5.9223 637.1385 
229.6327 4.6432 10.4463 5.6520 634.3972 
219.6327 5.0235 10.5425 5.3688 631.5229 
209.6327 5.4142 10.6381 5.0746 628.5444 
199.6327 5.8115 10.7330 4.7732 625.5103 
189.6327 6.2134 10.8273 4.4666 622.4525 
185.8893 6.3642 10.8624 4.3513 621.3126 
1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
6.2617 611.5161 0 0.00000 
10.0225 620.3510 0 0.00000 
13.3463 628.1961 0 0.00000 
16.3774 635.2132 0 0.00000 
19.2085 641.5681 0 0.00000 
21.8630 647.3164 0 0.00000 
24.3701 652.5468 0 0.00000 
26.7196 657.2721 0 0.00000 
28.9160 661.5387 0 0.00000 
30.9588 665.3806 0 0.00000 
32.8285 668.7948 0 0.00000 
34.5255 671.8127 0 0.00000 
36.0385 674.4410 0 0.00000 
37.3657 676.7001 0 0.00000 
38.4893 678.5799 0 0.00000 
39.4132 680.1036 0 0.00000 
40.1301 681.2728 0 0.00000 
40.6389 682.0956 0 0.00000 
40.9387 682.5778 0 0.00000 
41.0340 682.7307 0 0.00000 
40.9196 682.5471 0 0.00000 
40.6119 682.0520 0 0.00000 
40.1113 681.2423 0 0.00000 
39.4245 680.1222 0 0.00000 
38.5689 678.7119 0 0.00000 
37.5509 677.0120 0 0.00000 
36.3776 675.0223 0 0.00000 
35.0718 672.7683 0 0.00000 
33.6402 670.2478 0 0.00000 
32.1051 667.4852 0 0.00000 
30.4723 664.4765 0 0.00000 
28.7631 661.2463 0 0.00000 
26.9874 657.8000 0 0.00000 
25.1647 654.1639 0 0.00000 
23.3030 650.3444 0 0.00000 
22.6001 648.8744 0 0.00000 
ENERGY CUPPUT 25346.81013(MWHRS) 
OPTIMUM DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL = 7.3500 M 
OPTIMUM ENERGY OUTPUT = 25346.81013 (MWHRS) 
D19 
10.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAFIIIDW RESERVOIR LEVEL 7.7600 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS ULSS 
(Mills) (11) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (MW) DISCHARGE (11W) 
583.5766 7.7600 7.7600 0.0000 
593.5766 8.1874 7.8377 0.2446 
603.5766 8.6025 7.9767 0.4380 
613.5766 9.0025 8.1475 0.5989 
623.5766 9.3842 8.3402 0.7320 
633.5766 9.7456 8.5487 0.8399 
643.5766 10.0834 8.7686 0.9235 
653.5766 10.3957 8.9961 0.9838 
663.5766 10.6791 9.2282 1.0206 
673.5766 10.9328 9.4621 1.0352 
W. 5766 11.1550 9.6954 1.0279 
693.5766 11.3431 9.9254 0.9988 
703.5766 11.4966 10.1499 0.9491 
713.5766 11.6144 10.3665 0.8797 
723.5766 11.6947 10.5727 0.7912 
733.5766 11.7379 10.7657 0.6856 
743.5766 11.7432 10.9426 0.5647 
753.5766 11.7108 11.1000 0.4309 
763.5766 11.6410 11.2332 0.2877 
773.5766 11.5344 11.3354 0.1404 
778.5766 11.4693 11.3709 0.0694 
781.0766 11.4328 11.3835 0.0347 
783.5766 11.3910 11.3902 0.0006 
MAX. POOL LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIN PL 
11.3902 783.5766 7.7600 548.0698 
D20 
TIME SEA LEVEL, POOL LEVEL HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SDC (MW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
548.0698 6.1917 7.7600 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
538.0698 5.7483 7.8560 1.9713 600.0910 6.6264 612.3620 0 0.00000 
528.0698 5.3102 7.9525 2.5044 604.3349 10.6850 621.9197 0 0.00000 
518.0698 4.8815 8.0495 3.0285 608.8414 14.2742 630.3635 0 0.00000 
508.0698 4.4635 8.1470 3.5423 613.5271 17.5882 637.9576 0 0.00000 
498.0698 4.0613 8.2451 4.0408 618.2755 20.6957 644.8149 0 0.00000 
488.0698 3.6758 8.3437 4.5230 623.0119 23.6460 651.0562 0 0.00000 
478.0698 3.3113 - 8.4429 4.9848 627.6376 26.4446 656.7277 0 0.00000 
468.0698 2.9688 8.5426 5.4251 632.0943 29.1030 661.8955 0 0.00000 
458.0698 2.6528 8.6427 5.8395 636.2991 31.6046 666.5707 0 0.00000 
448.0698 2.3642 8.7433 6.2269 640.2139 33.9477 670.7936 0 0.00000 
438.0698 2.1049 8.8443 6.5856 643.8046 36.1243 674.5883 0 0.00000 
428.0698 1.8780 8.9456 6.9123 647.0295 38.1136 677.9546 0 0.00000 
418.0698 1.6842 9.0472 7.2064 649.8849 39.9119 680.9182 0 0.00000 
408.0698 1.5250 9.1490 7.4662 652.3612 41.5068 683.4863 0 0.00000 
398.0698 1.4010 9.2509 7.6911 654.4638 42.8923 685.6731 0 0.00000 
388.0698 1.3147 9.3529 7.8786 656.1850 44.0514 687.4725 0 0.00000 
378.0698 1.2653 9.4549 8.0294 657.5457 44.9860 688.9038 0 0.00000 
368.0698 1.2536 9.5570 8.1425 658.5521 45.6886 689.9688 0 0.00000 
358.0698 1.2798 9.6589 8.2180 659.2159 46.1578 690.6746 0 0.00000 
348.0698 1.3436 9.7607 8.2558 659.5467 46.3935 691.0276 0 0.00000 
338.0698 1.4444 9.8623 8.2567 659.5542 46.3988 691.0357 0 0.00000 
328.0698 1.5823 9.9637 8.2202 659.2359 46.1721 690.6960 0 0.00000 
318.0698 1.7549 10.0648 8.1490 658.6096 45.7290 690.0297 0 0.00000 
308.0698 1.9619 10.1656 8.0432 657.6689 45.0715 689.0339 0 0.00000 
298.0698 2.2020 10.2660 7.9041 656.4164 44.2091 687.7152 0 0.00000 
288.0698 2.4722 10.3660 7.7345 654.8646 43.1600 686.0911 0 0.00000 
278.0698 2.7717 10.4656 7.5353 653.0111 41.9317 684.1612 0 0.00000 
268.0698 3.0987 10.5646 7.3081 650.8602 40.5357 681.9292 0 0.00000 
258.0698 3.4497 10.6631 7.0566 648.4369 38.9951 679.4164 0 0.00000 
248.0698 3.8229 10.7610 6.7823 645.7518 37.3208 676.6244 0 0.00000 
238.0698 4.2149 10.8583 6.4887 642.8385 35.5352 673.5731 0 0.00000 
228.0698 4.6239 10.9550 6.1775 639.7161 33.6483 670.2621 0 0.00000 
218.0698 5.0461 11.0510 5.8524 636.4297 31.6823 666.7132 0 0.00000 
208.0698 5.4791 11.1464 5.5159 633.0155 29.6508 662.9344 0 0.00000 
198.0698 5.9190 11.2410 5.1717 629.5263 27.5738 658.9485 0 0.00000 
188.0698 6.3633 11.3349 4.8224 626.0037 25.4624 654.7648 0 0.00000 
182.1442 6.6271 11.3902 4.6146 623.9237 24.2026 652.2034 0 0.00000 
ENERGY OUTPUT 29314.47808 (MWHRS) 
OPTIMUM DRAWNDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL = 7.7600 M 
Opq'IMUM IIVQtGY OUTptTT = 29314.47808 (MM) 
D21 
11.50 M RANGE 
ESTIMATE OF DRAWIQDOWN RESERVOIR LEVEL 8.1065 M 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LOSS 
(MINS) (M) (M) (M) M**3/SDC (NW) DISCHARGE (MW) 
586.2530 8.1065 8.1065 0.0000 
596.2530 8.5712 8.1873 0.2690 
606.2530 9.0219 8.3321 0.4836 
616.2530 9.4547 8.5103 0.6627 
626.2530 9.8673 8.7115 0.8116 
636.2530 10.2563 8.9294 0.9324 
646.2530 10.6192 9.1593 1.0267 
656.2530 10.9528 9.3973 1.0947 
666.2530 11.2547 9.6401 1.1369 
676.2530 11.5237 9.8850 1.1544 
686.2530 11.7571 10.1292 1.1473 
696.2530 11.9530 10.3702 1.1159 
706.2530 12.1110 10.6054 1.0616 
716.2530 12.2288 10.8324 0.9848 
726.2530 12.3060 11.0486 0.8869 
736.2530 12.3422 11.2511 0.7697 
746.2530 12.3371 11.4369 0.6350 
756.2530 12.2905 11.6022 0.4855 
766.2530 12.2032 11.7425 0.3249 
776.2530 12.0757 11.8506 0.1588 
781.2530 11.9993 11.8883 0.0783 
783.7530 11.9536 11.9014 0.0368 
785.0030 11.9308 11.9059 0.0175 
785.6280 11.9193 11.9075 0.0084 
785.9405 11.9136 11.9080 0.0039 
786.0968 11.9108 11.9082 0.0018 
14AX. P00L LEVEL TIME MAX. P. L MIN POOL LEV T MIM PL 
11.9082 786.0968 8.1065 553.7236 
- D22 
TIME SEA LEVEL POOL LEVEL, HEAD DISCHARGE POWER CAVITATION TRANS LASS 
(FNS) (11) (M) (M) M**3/SEC (11W) DISCHARGE (MW) 
553.7236 6.5378 8.1065 1.4331 596.2158 1.6662 601.2830 0 0.00000 
543.7236 6.0509 8.2019 2.0141 600.4176 6.9750 613.1736 0 0.00000 
533.7236 5.5673 8.2977 2.5919 605.0658 11.3051 623.3871 0 0.00000 
523.7236 5.0920 8.3942 3.1620 610.0355 15.1501 632.3948 0 0.00000 
513.7236 4.6270 8.4912 3.7221 615.2198 18.7184 640.4839 0 0.00000 
503.7236 4.1766 8.5889 4.2681 620.4934 22.0913 647.8009 0 0.00000 
493.7236 3.7436 8.6872 4.7974 625.7524 25.3109 654.4593 0 0.00000 
483.7236 3.3314 8.7862 5.3065 630.8911 28.3871 660.5245 0 0.00000 
473.7236 2.9421 8.8857 5.7931 635.8293 31.3246 666.0563 0 0.00000 
463.7236 2.5795 8.9858 6.2538 640.4849 34.1109 671.0823 0 0.00000 
453.7236 2.2464 9.0864 6.6856 644.7971 36.7325 675.6277 0 0.00000 
443.7236 1.9439 9.1874 7.0874 648.7357 39.1834 679.7265 0 0.00000 
433.7236 1.6753 9.2888 7.4557 652.2622 41.4423 683.3835 0 0.00000 
423.7236 1.4424 9.3905 7.7889 655.3652 43.4963 686.6141 0 0.00000 
413.7236 1.2466 9.4924 8.0854 658.0451 45.3334 689.4315 0 0.00000 
403.7236 1.0887 9.5946 8.3443 660.3140 46.9449 691.8496 0 0.00000 
393.7236 0.9709 9.6968 8.5633 662.1768 48.3141 693.8667 0 0.00000 
383.7236 0.8938 9.7991 8.7419 663.6538 49.4344 695.4923 0 0.00000 
373.7236 0.8577 9.9008 8.8890 644.8633 50.0058 695.6488 0 0.00000 
363.7236 0.8630 9.9987 8.9878 631.7162 49.9999 695.4199 0 0.00000 
353.7236 0.9097 10.0951 9.0399 626.6190 49.9989 696.1543 0 0.00000 
343.7236 0.9970 10.1909 9.0487 625.8242 49.9986 697.8247 0 0.00000 
333.7236 1.1254 10.2867 9.0146 628.9849 49.9986 697.9424 0 0.00000 
323.7236 1.2929 10.3831 8.9396 637.2440 49.9993 697.2719 0 0.00000 
313.7236 1.4985 10.4815 8.8194 664.2817 49.9212 696.1920 0 0.00000 
303.7236 1.7412 10.5823 8.6780 663.1294 49.0328 694.9121 0 0.00000 
293.7236 2.0186 10.6827 8.5016 661.6579 47.9281 693.3014 0 0.00000 
283.7236 2.3286 10.7826 8.2923 659.8648 46.6212 691.3678 0 0.00000 
273.7236 2.6701 10.8821 8.0512 657.7404 45.1211 689.1093 0 0.00000 
263.7236 3.0397 10.9810 7.7814 655.2967 43.4501 686.5425 0 0.00000 
253.7236 3.4351 11.0794 7.4854 652.5425 41.6250 683.6744 0 0.00000 
243.7236 3.8529 11.1771 7.1665 649.5006 39.6675 680.5197 0 0.00000 
233.7236 4.2907 11.2741 6.8270 646.1921 37.5933 677.0832 0 0.00000 
223.7236 4.7451 11.3705 6.4701 642.6535 35.4227 673.3782 0 0.00000 
213.7236 5.2131 11.4661 6.0991 638.9261 33.1742 669.4157 0 0.00000 
203.7236 5.6908 11.5610 5.7176 635.0632 30.8685 665.2134 0 0.00000 
193.7236 6.1751 11.6552 5.3288 631.1173 28.5218 660.7834 0 0.00000 
183.7236 6.6622 11.7488 4.9364 627.1504 26.1522 656.1466 0 0.00000 
173.7236 7.1491 11.8417 4.5438 623.2184 23.7723 651.3173 0 0.00000 
166.5294 7.4971 11.9083 4.2632 620.4454 22.0614 647.7373 0 0.00000 
ENERGY 0[1MTP 33333.10733 (MMIltS) 
OPTIMUM DRAWPIDOWtd RESERVOIR IEVII, = 8.1065 M 
OPT= EMGY üTTPUT = 33333.10733 (MWHRS) 
ANNNAL ENERGY PRODIJCfICN 12774.28323 (GWHRS) 
